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Bootbuilding is part of the American 
heritage. The settlers of New England 
developed the sturdy dory to cope 

with the storm-wracked Atlantic waters in which they fished. It was a rare 

son of Maine or Massachusetts who could not fashion his own boat with 
crude hand 1001s. The rivers ot America were explored by men who learned 
from the Indians how to make bark and dugout canoes. Flatboats carried a 
large part of the goods of the pioneers during the westward movement. 
Today, boatbuilding is no longer a part of everyday life, except in some 
fishing communities where boats slill are built by men who earn their liveli
hood from them. But there ore a surprising number of amateur boatbuilders. 

Altogether there are more than half a 
million persons in the United States who 
are regularly building boats for pleas

ure or for profit. They form a cross section of American life. The sleek ma
hogany cabin cruiser of the Chicago banker shares Belmont Harbor with the 
plywood sailing dinghy of the shipping clerk. On Chesapeake Bay, in the 
Florida Keys, and through San Francisco's Golden Gate, the rich man's self
designed yacht and the home-built sloop of the ordinary man head out to
ward the open sea together. Self-built canoes and rowboats of fishermen 
and hunters glide on the inland rivers of the country, and on its lakes, ponds 
and marshes. Theirs is a double reward-the pride of craftsmanship and the 

thrill of navigating Ihe boat when the building is done. 

With all this in mind, the ed itors of 
Popular Mechanics have chosen wilh 
care the croft that make up the con-

tents of 23 Boals You Can Build. Boats built from these plans are now in 
successful operation in various parts of the country. The instructions, pic
tures and plans were prepared for ease of understanding. Those who have 
never built a boat before are urged to read ParI 9, "Build Your Baal Right," 

which begins on page 161. The editors believe this book offers something to 
tem pt every lover of boats- a pion that will make his hands itch for tools and 
materials. Choose your favorite- cobin cruiser, sailboat, rowboat, inboard, 
outboard, ice yacht, bicycle baal, canoe, kayak, sea sled, paddle board, 

catamaran. Good building, happy launching, and bon voyage! 
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The kind of a boat you'd like to have is sure to 
be within the covers of this book. In 23 BOATS 
'lOU CAN BUILD, the editon of popular 
r-.lechanics present a wide variety of craft
ranging from "Seacraft," a 25-foot cabin cruis
'er sleeping four persons, to "Tiny," a six-footer 
that flaunts a muslin sail from a boom made 

of a sawed-off broomstick. 

There's "Su-Lu," a plywood dinghy built like 
a Navy PT-boat ... three boats of sheel ply
wood . . . an eight-foot duckboat for sportsmen 

. a three-section rowboat thai fi.ts inside it
sell like a Chinese box puzzle ... a Canadian
Iype canoe ... a kayak of the North . . . a pon
loon boat pedal-powered by a converted bicy
cle a sea sled that runs on a converted 
washing-machine engine. . a racing ice boat 
that will take you skimming along at more than 
80 miles an hour ... a mol or_driven catamaran 

... a paddle-propelled pontoon. 
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PART 1 

"'See-Lee" - -
the PT-type 

Plywood Dinghy 

Robe.t t. Smith, Monrovia, 
Calif., builder of the o,ig;. 
nol "Su-tu," hold. the light 
but sturdy boat upright with 
one finger. Ther. or. no 
hidden prop' - b.li.... ull 
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Wilh Iwa pauengers aboard, "'Su_lu" planes the walft. like Navy PT bagl" afler which it wgS pallerned 

"Set-Let"-- a Plywood Dinghy 
THIS LIGHT and sturdy little dinghy is 

actually a 1O-ft. model of a Navy PT 
hull, that is, with adaptations to the mate
rials used and to the limitations of a home 
workshop. "Su-Lu" can accommodate four 
adults and is light enough for one person to 
pulon top of a car. The "skin" is merely two 
layers of %-in . plywood with muslin be
tween, laid (lVel" a frame of spruce battens. 
The result is a rigid, strong but very light 
shell. The transom is built to take an out
board motor, and a mast step and center
board tJ'unk are provided for sailing pur
poses. Oarlocks and sockets also may he 
ploovided, though not shown on this model. 

Erecting frame: Once the strongback and 
station molds are properly installed on the 
erecting frame, the shape of the hull is 
bound to be correct. As in all small boats, it 
is most convenient to build upside down 
and the erecting frame is thus designed. 
First make the strongback, Fig. 1, of a::! x 7 
plank, notched to receive the five station 
molds and cut away to clear stem and tran-

som knee. If your workshop has a wooden 
floor you can set up tJ1e erecting frame di
rectly upon it. If a concrete or dirt floor is 
used, however, you shou ld make a large 
open rectangle of planks with corner braces 
and cross members upon which uprights 
are SUppol"ted, as in Fig. 4, which in turn 
carry the strongoack. Note that the strong
back is also supported at the end by 2 x 4s, 
but that these al'e not screwed to it, in order 
that when the boal is lifted up to be turned 
over, the strongback will come away. This 
applies also to the upright supports amid
ships. A taut wire is installed as shown by 
which the station molds are to be centered. 
In Fig. 2 is a side view of the eloecting hoame 
with stem, transom and keel in place. These 
are tempol'arily secured willi screws for 
removal when the boat is turned over, and 
so that the stem can be taken off for cutting 
the batlen notches after marking them 
while on the frame. Diagonal braces are lo
cated where indicated, and these are 
screwed to the frame only at the bottom 

TABLE OF OFFSETS IN FEET, INCHES AND EIGHTH INCHES TO INSIDE OF SKIN 

Heights Station 0 1 2 3 4 5 T 
above Sheer 1-8-2 1-6-7 1-5-5 1-4-6 1_4_1 1 ~4-3 1-4-3 
b,,,, Chine 0_1_2 0-6-0 0-5~2 0-4-4 0-4-5 0-4-6 
line Keel 0-3-3 0-2-1 0-1-5 0-1_1 0-1-1 0-1-1 

Half- Sheer 1-0-3 1-5-4 1-8-3 1-9-6 1-8-1 1-6-3 
breadths Chine 0-8-4 1-1-5 1-4-2 1-7-0 1-7-2 1-5-5 

Keel • 0-0-6 0-0-8 0-1_4 0-1_4 0-1_4 0-1-4 
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where they will be accessible for a screw
driver. These are illustrated in the sectional 
view, F ig. 6, Their pUl'pose is to keep the 
skl.tion molds centered d uring construction, 
After the hu ll is completed and lif ted oIT, 
it is set on the frame base with wedge 
blocks, as in Fig. 5. 

SI:.tion molds: As long as the profiles are 
correct, the station molds may be of a lmost 
any type, and F ig. 3 is only a suggestion, 
Note that the cross brace is assembled with 
wing n uts for easy removal. Ol'dinal'Y 
screws may be used instead of wing nuts. 
In p lacing the molds on the strongback, 
notches should be cut deep enough to per
mit the bottom of the mold to lie flush with 
the edge of the strongback . Also, the edges 
should be beveled to conform to the curve 
of the huD. 

In Fig. 8 are shown the deck plan and 
outboard pro61e of the finished hull, with
out the false bottom 01' sailing equipment. 
Note the oversize knees at corners of tran
som, which can serve as seats in handling 
the tiller under sail 01' on other occasions. 

Profiles of the five station molds are giv
en in F ig. 9. Approximate locations of the 
battens are indicated on Station 1 only. 
Sheer and chine battens are indicated on 
the others. After the molds are completed, 
make the keel of white oak, % in. x 3 in, x 
9 ft. Part of this will be cut off the aft end 
latel' . At a point 30 in. from the forward 
end, it begins to taper from 3 in. wide to Ilh 
in. at the forward end . A slot for the cen-

• terboard, ~8 in. x 10lh in., is cut through 
where indicated in the upper detail of Fig. 
7. The keelson is seeured temporarily to the 
strongback with screws as indicated in Fig. 
2 and also to stem and U·ansom. 

The stem: The stem may be made of 
white oak, apitong, Or, as in this case, ma-

hogany. T wo %-in. pieces are glued togeth
er to form Ilh-in. thickness. It is made in 
two parts, F ig, 10, the joint being bolted 
and glued and provided with stopwater 
plugs of soft pine. Installed dry, these plugs 
swell to a very tigh t fi t and prevent leaking 
at a critical point. The two parts al'e bolted 
with galvanized carriage bolts, the heads 
countersunk, In the final assembly, bolts 
are used to fasten to keelson. Cut the stem 
longer at the top than shown to allow for 
tr imming flush with the top of the sheer 
battens. Bevel the for ward edge somewhat 
to simplify getting marks for batten 
notches, and later plane the edge flush with 
the battens to receive the plywood skin in a 
watertight joint. In all assembly operations 
on this boat, use a waterproof cement rec
ommended for this purpose. 

The transom: An exceptionally strong 
transom is made by building up two layers 
of 3f.t-in. mahogany with the grain at right 
angles and the profile as shown in Fig, 11. 
The grain is vertical on the forward side 
and horizontal on the after side. This con
struction also simplifies making the notches 
for the battens, which can be sawed instead 
of chiseled out. The transom knee is also 
shown in F ig. 11, and is installed with gal
vanized flaU.ead wood screws, heads coun
tersunk and plugged over with marine 
dowels, Use this type of dowel exclusively 
on the boat because the grain I'uns across 
and they can be trimmed flush with the 
boat neatly with a chisel. Nole that notches 
for battens are only half way through the 
transom, whi le the notch for the keelson 
goes all the way through. 

Installing batte ns : The shcel' line should 
be marked on stem as well as station molds 
before bcginning to install battens. With 
keelson, stem and transom on the erecting 

left : Clolh betw een inne ' and OllIe. laye .. of plywood ha l nOI yel been l,immed all,,,n ~"m . NOle bevel "n keel_ 
, ,,n, e nd of whieh i. 10 be . owed off flush. RighI: Sleom-bent oak < .. Iwoter i, l hown nrew ed on over clolh gasket 
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Left: A neal job of fitting t he plywood ~Iripl will resul' in thele p l.o~i ng linel forwo.d. RighI: The 
forwo .d deck hal Vo-in .-plywood Itripl laid to ruemblft p lanking. Note Ihe split ring for most portner 

frame, and having placed the station molds 
in propel' notches, check to make sure that 
they !l1'e absolutely square with the strong
back and centered with the guide wire. The 
transom should also be checked for square. 

Screw each sheer batten in its notch in 
the transom, nail them temporarily at the 
sheer mark on Station 4, Fig. 16, then draw 
the fonvard ends together simultaneously 
at the stem and nail just enough to hold in 
position, Fig. 17. The objector drawing both 
battens together at the stem at the same 
time is to avoid twisting the molds, as could 
rappen if only one were installed at a time. 
In this case the stiff batten would tend to 
force the molds inward. 

The battens from Station 4 to the stem 
should be steamed or boiled for at least 20 
minutes. This can be done in a length of 
iron pipe pl·opped at an angle, with a fire 
under the lower end. Soaking in a pool or 
wa tf'I' lrough also will render the battens 
pliable, but thc hot water and steam treat
ment is more effective. 

Next install the chine battens, drawing 
the forward ends together simultaneously 
and nailing tempon'ri\:v to the stem. They 
should assume a natural curve. The inter
mediatc battens may be placed one at a 
time. When all are nailed to the stem tem
porarily, space them equally distant on the 
station molds, except where it involves un
due strain. and drive nails part way in to 
retain the positions. The frame will then 
appeal' as in Fig. 17. Now mark the stem 
where each batten contacts it, draw out the 
nails, remove the stem and chisel in the 
notches. Replace the stem on keelson, cut 
ends of battens to correct length, set in 
notches and screw down permanently. 

With a short length of batten used as a 
rid, test fOl' the angle the keelson is to be 
planed so that the skin will lie flat on it. 

" 

Installing the skin : Surplus stocks of J.h
in. mahogany plywood are available and 
make ideal material for covering this hull. 
It is laid on in sU'ips of varying widths, de
termined by trial in filling. The inner layer 
is begun at the transom, Fig. 13, and the 
strips are laid diagonally. Use as wide a 
piece as will contact the battens at every 
point as you work forward. All strips m1.ft 
be shaped and nailed on temporarily before 
any of them are glued, Use escutcheon nails 
and heat the area to be bent by pressing on 
both sides with a hot iron through a damp 
cloth, Fig. 12, You will need to work fast 
before the plywood cools to make a clean 
bend. Any strips fractured in the process 
should be discarded aHel' using them as a 
pattern for a new strip, The nails through 
the battens into the station molds must be 
removed befMc the plywood is installed 
pennanentiy. Otherwise you will have se
rious difficulty in getting the molds out of 
the hull after it is turned over. 

Now begin cementing the skin to the bat
tcns. Leave all the temporarily nailed strips 
in place except the one you are working on 
and that adjoining it. A 'h-in. acid brush 
with a metal handle is handy for applyinp; 
the cement All contacting surfaces should 
be thoroughly coated. Lay a strip of cloth 
under the first plywood layer, along the 
edges of transom and stem, wilh cement. 

In driving the escutcheon nails through 
the plywood into the keelson, be sure they 
are spaced at least 11f.1 in. apart along the 
center so that they will not interfere when 
the area is planed flat to receive the keel 
strip, Fig. 14. 

After the first layer is installed from 
transom to stem, sandpaper the surface 
thoroughly to receive the muslin. Before 
applying cement, stretch the sheet (72 in. 
wide) over the hull, tack along edges and 



Su.lu .ack.d on a car, ready for ,h •• oad, 
with littl. wind r.,;,tance in ;1$ .",or' linn 

trim, but sUow a few inches extm 
all aJ'ound to be cut away later. The 
only opening should be at the cen
terboard slot and along the stem. 
Remove the cloth and apply cement 
over the entire hull, working rapid
ly and carefully. Then replace lhe 
muslin and stretch it taut over the 
entire surface, smoothing out even 
lhe slightest wrinkle. This last pre
caution is important as a wrinkle 

tnight cause an air pocket and the 
stru·t of decay. 

The second OJ' outer layer of ply
wood is bid the same as the first, 
except that it lies at right angles to 
the original strips, Fig. 13. To insure 
the nails hitting the battens all 
along, marks should be made on the 
first loyer to locate them properly, 
then duplicated on the canvas. 

After the cement has set, sandpa
per the surface smooth to receive 
the spar varnish. Around the tran
som put a cover strip over the edges 
of the exposed plywood skin. The 
COVel" s trip may be of %·in. ply
wood, scrollsawed about lh in. wide 
and cemented as well as escutcheon
nailed, Fig. 15. 

Ends of lhe plywood should pro
ject over the stem so that a clean 
surface can be made by sawing flush 
with the cutwater to receive the oak. 
strip covering the joint. 

Turning boat over: By removing 
the screws through the keelson into 
the stl'Ongb~ck, those through stem 
and transom into the fore and aft 

Th. forward IIo.ion molds or. replac. d by 
deck b. a", •. Others owo;' filting of .. a" 
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2 x 4s, and those at the foot of the diag
onal braces (see Figs. 2 and 4) the hull can 
be lilted off and tumed over. Set it on 
blocks on the base frame as in Fig. 5 and it 
is ready for intel'ior finishing. 

Saw the ragged edges of the skin flush 
with the sheez' battens and the stem. Be
cause it has hardened with cement, the 
cloth will not snag the saw. Station molds 
should be left in until the forward deck 
beams and seats al'e installed to prevent 
the sides "squeezing" inward. By removing 
the cross member of Station mold No.5, the 
strongback can be lifted out over the tran
som. A sectional view at Station <I shows 
the thin but sturdy planking structUl"e and 
arrangement of the escutcheon nails in the 
battens, Fig. 16. 

A general view of the detailed assembly 
is shown by the partial perspective, Fig. 20. 

HEAT &OTH • 
SlOES THROVGH""-' r 
A DAMP CLOTH ("~ ~ .... 

< f ~"" 

Install the deck beams at Stations 1 a nd 2, 
together with the diagonal braces under 
the first section and the knees, as shown. 
The knees and the bl'easthook can be made 
of two thicknesses of ;4-in. scrap mahog
any. A mast step with a hole 1% in. squHl'e 
is shown here on the keelson, but should 
not be permanently installed until the mast 
partner is located in the deck. Behind the 
sec(lnd deck beam install a curved, steam
bent oak membel' for the after edge of the 
deck. The molding is screwed to this mem
ber after the deck is completed. 

Seats are supported on short ribs with 
J.h-in.-plywood panels, as in Fig. 20. The 
seat top is %-in. plywood. In the original 
model shown in the photog;'aphs, J,.8-in. ma
hogany was laid ove,· %-in. Douglas-fir ply
wood, making an attractive finish. 

The assembly of the built-up transom is 

s§] INSTALliNG THI SKIN 

c '.;-;:-cI1ft::<t: 
, ''''--__' fl"c.;;;;, 

ALL PLYWOOD 
STRIPS AIlE fiTTED 

8EFORE GLUING 

" 

ESCUTCHEON 
NAILS 

,. 

MU$lIN 

[£] INSTALliNG BATTENS 
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L" ft: Hull lifted off erecting frome, rough with cement. Righi: Trimming the short rib which i. t o be lhe Sooi 
support. Note doth str ip belween . kin ond edge of Ironsom. Beo m 0 1 lefl i. o n Stotio n mold No. 5 

shown in Fig. 19. T he transom has an oak 
covel' strip across the cur ved top. 

Centerboard trunk: The centerboard 
trunk accommodates a duralumin or dural
steel keelboard. The trunk is constructed of 
plywood sides with oak end members and 
oak cleats securing it to the keelson. Th e 
trunk also serves as a support ior the amid
ships seat. A cloth gasket is placed over the 
keelson, as illustrated in F ig. 21. The inner 
walls should be given a thorough applica
tion of bottom paint before final assembly. 

Dcck and trim: Returning to Fig. 20, an 
oak rub rail runs from stem to transom. 
From the front of the amidships seat to the 
transom is an oak cover strip. Having 
plenty of ~-.kJ. . plywood on hand, the deck 
of this boat was built up of three layers, the 
center one with the grain at right angles to 
the upper and lower ones, as shown in F ig. 
18. A sturdy enough deck can also be made 
of one panel of %·in. plywood. In the three
layer arrangement, the plywood is l<J.id in 
2·in. strips, giving the attractive appear
ance of a planked deck, as illustrated in the 
photographs. 

With the ex ception of the bottom b elow 
the water line, which is given two coats of 
bottom paint. the entire hull is spar-var 
n ished. No stain is required, the natural 
wood having a very pleasing appear<J.nce. 

lUast: With 12 ft. of mast above deck and 
an 8-ft. boom, the little plywood dinghy 
makes a fleet sailer and is exceptionally 
trim in her lin es, Fig. 22. The m<J.st rests in 
a step on the keel. Following the preference 
of many sailing-dinghy enthusiasts, no 
shrouds are used, a single forestay anchor
ing the mast. Note that the boom is kicked 
up well aft, making it un necessary for you 

to dive into the boat when coming about. 
A sturdy but light hollow mast is easily 

constructed as in Fig. 23. Select two pieces 
of vertical-grain spruce 11/4 in. x 2J.h in. x 
13 ft . 4 in. Place them together and mark a 
I-in. circle, then make saw cuts to within 
7J.h in. of one end. Now chisel a groove in 
each with a gouge and check with a tern· 
plate. Glue the halves together and with a 
chalk line mark a taper from 2'14 in. at the 
base to 1% in. at the top. Saw along the 
marks, lay on the side and repeat the proc
ess. You now have a square-section, hollow, 
tapered mast, to be trimmed round, first by 
making it octagonal with a drawshave and 
finishing with a plane and sandpaper. 

In Fig. 24 is shown a sectional view of the 
completed mast. Beginning at the deck line 
downward the mast should be of uniform 
diameter, that is, approximately 214 in., 
and 4 in. [rom the bottom should be tapered 
to a square end to set in the mast step. This 
will prevent turning under sailing stress. 
To reinforce the lower end of the mast, in
sert a hardwood core, 32 in. long, having 
applied glue liberally. By glue we mean a 
waterproof cement, which is to be used on 
all con tacting fixed wood surfaces in this 
boat. T he lop end of the mast is slotted for 
a 2-in . sheave, which can he lathe-turned 
from hardwood and shou ld have at least 
1;.1(;-in. clearance on each side so that it will 
not b ind from the effect of swelling in 
moisture. Drive a ferrule on the peak of 
the mast. 

Boom: A flat boom is shown in the sail 
plan, Fig. 22. This is a favorite type <J.mong 
owners of light sailing craft as it conforms 
to a certain degree to the curve of a well· 
filled saiL The boom is of vertical-grain 

" 



Left : Installing diagonal supports under the forwa rd de,k beam. Right : Strang, light, removable floor board. 

!-;pruce stock, % in. x 3 in, x 8 ft . 3 in., 
slightly tapered at the forward end, Fig. 26. 
It is equipped with blocks and sail track 
and cleat, as shown. and hinged to the mast 
with a gooseneck. Fig. 25. The gooseneck 
can be made up if you have adequate met
alworking equipment, or a used one might 
be found at a marine hardware store. For 
salt-water use, all hardware must he 
bronze, brass or stainless steel. 

FOI" those who prefer the round-section 
boom, a design is given in Fig. 27. This 
tapers from the center toward the ends, one 
of which is slotted for a sheave. 

Dcck fittings: In Fig. 28 is illustrated a 
simple arangement of deck fittings , includ
ing a halyard cleat on the mast, a moori'ng 
cleat forward of the mast on the deck, and a 
pair of bow chocks. The forestay is secured 
to an eyebolt in the top of the stem. If 
shrouds are desil'ed, chain plates are made 
as in Fig. 33. Strap metal is hooked under 
the sheer battens and carried up through 
slots in the deck. Forestay and shrouds 
should be :l32-in. 6 x 7 galvnnized wire or 
1;16-in. 19-strand stainless-steel cable. 

Ccnterboard and rudder: For the center
board, cut 'll6-in. dural steel to the outline 
shown in Fig. 29, with a wood bar bolted or 
riveted across the top. Grind the edges 
round so that they will not cut exposed 
flesh or snag on clothing in handling. 

The rudder is scrollsawed from a single 
mahogany board, 12 x 36 x % in. thick, Fig. 
30. To prevent warping or splitting under 
extreme load, rabbet across for recessed 
oak battens % in. thick and 2 in. wide. Ce
ment one on each side, as indicated in the 
drawing. Edges below the water line should 
b e rounded. 

A tiller with a curve is easy to manage as 
well as pleasing to the eye. One can b e 
made as in F ig. 31, by steam-bending a 
length of h ickory or oak. When dry, trim 
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it to a round section at the for ward end. 
Cheek-pieces are bolted on to straddle the 
shank of the rudder. The rudder is hung on 
screw gudgeons with strap pin tics, Fig. 32. 
If you make the rudder yourself, bear in 
mind that the tapered p in on the lower edge 
should be longer than on the upper for 
convenience in placing in the gudgeons. 

In order to leave the transom clear for 
an outboard motor, a rope traveler is rec
ommended, as it can be unsnapped quickly 
and stowed when power is required. 

SUlllllmr;\,: A number of strip-plywood 
boats have been built since the ol' iginal Su
Lu, and all the makers r eported excellent 
results from following this basic desigll. 
Despite their respectable lengths of around 
10 ft., and the roomy 42-in. beams, lhe boats 

made have averaged less than 100 pounds. 
None of th(> builders got into serious dif

ficulties. As may be gathered from the in
structions, the only ticklish part of the 
whole operation is that involvillg the steam
ing, bending and fitting of the plywood 
strips. The original builder, Robert L. 
Smith, a Monrovia, Calif., bank employee, 
had never built a boat before he construct
ed the original Su-Lu. He departed from 
Ihe instructions given here in only one 
major instance-installing bolh plywood 
layers at the same angle l'ather than at right 
angles. Some strength is sacrificed by this 
melhod, and later builders adopted the 
crossed strips. Smith's next boatbuilding 
project was to be a 16'h-ft. boat, one fifth 
the size of a Navy PT boat. 
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MATERIAL LIST 

HULL LUMBER 
1 piece white oak, % x 3 in. x 9 ft.-for 

keelson 
1 piece spruce, Ih x 2 in. x 10 ft. 3 in.- for 

battens 
12 pieces spruce, Ih x 1% in. x 10 ft. 3 in.

for sheer battens 
16sq. ft. mahogany, % in. (glued up to IJf.z 

in. thickness) - for transom, stem a nd 
knees 

1 piece mahogany or pine, %. x 3 in. x 6 
ft.-for deek beams 

22 lineal ft. mahogany, % x 2 in. x diagram 
- for seat rails 

2 pieces white oak, 1 x 1 x 12 in.-for cen
terboard-well cleats 

22 lineal ft. white oak, % x 11J4 in. x diagram 
- for keel-strip molding 

2 pieeeq o~k , % x I Jf.z in. x 10 ft. 6 in.-for 
rub rails 

8 sq. ft. plywood (covered wi th mahogany 
plywood), !Hi in.- for seats 

4 panels mahogany, basswood-core ply_ 
wood, 14 x 40 x 60 in.-for planking (skin) 

HARDWARE 
l'h lbs. Ih in. escutcheon nails 
2 o/ill x 21h in. galvanized carriage bolts

for stem 

2 %6 x 3% in. galvanized carriage bolts-
for stem 

12 No. 14 21h in. na t -head wood screws-
for transom knee 

1 gross No.7 1% in. nat-head wood screws 
-for transom knee 

Waterproof cement, spar varnish 
MAST AND RIGGING 

2 pieces spruce, I 1J4 x 21h in. x 13 ft. 4 in.
for mast 

1 piece spruce, % x 3 in. x 8 ft. 3 in.
[or boom 

1 piece dural s teel, :)'111 x 10% x 36 in.-lor 
centerboard 

1 piece mllhogany, % x 12 x 36 in.-for 
rudder 

2 pieces oak, % x 2 x 12 in.- for battens 
1 piece hickory, % x 1 x 20 in.- for tiller 
2 pieces oak, % x 1 x 8 in.- for cheek-pieces 
12 sq. yards muslin-for sai l 

MISCELLANEOUS 
5 blocks; cleats for sheet, halyard. mooring 
9 ft. 3fu! in. 6 x 7 galvanized wire for fore

stay, eyebolt 
2 bow chocks; pai r gudgeons and pintles; 
g~seneck 

17 [1. stainless-steel sail track and riders; 
galvanize<l bolts for ru dder; tang, snaps, 
thimbles 
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MOORING HINTS FOR SMALL BOATS 

Mooring Ring for Rowboat 
Using auto pistons with connecting rods 

attnehed as mooring rings for a boat will 
save pulling the boat onto the shore every 
time you stop on a water route frequently 
It'aveled. At convenient points along the 
route, the aulo pistons are buried in the 
ground so the end of the connecting !'od is 
exposed, and a line fl'om the boat is secured 
to the rod. This method, of course, can only 
be used in very still wale I' , For more per
manent instaUations where there is it strong 
current, the pistons and rods can be em
bedded in concrete. 

Coil Spring Is Flexible Tie ----

One boat owner uses a stiff coil spring as 
indicated to keep the boat snug in a dock 
berth yet allow it to move with tides Ot' 

waves. The spl'ing is 1% in. in diameter 
and is fastened to the wharf with three 
large staples th rough the lower turn. A 
rope at the top of the spring is used to tie 
up the boat, 

.0 

Padlock Secured to Boat Chain 
To keep an 

opened padlock 
from slipping off 
a boat chain and 
being lost., fasten 
it to the chain with 
a strip of friction 
tape. Several 
turns of tape are 
wl'apped around 
the bow of the 
padlock and the 
tape is entwined 
around the last 
link of the chain 
as shown. 

1 

Bow Fenders From Old Fire Hose 

Unusually neat 
fenders for a small 
boat can be made 
from lengths of 
large hose, prefer
ably old fire hose, 
This is filled with 
tightly rolled 
sponge rubber, 
after which the 
ends arc copper
riveted together. 
A canvas cover for 
each fender improves its appeal"ance and 
provides a good base for painting if desired. 

Solder Holds Bolts Tightly 
When bolts or 

SCI'ews arc used in 
boatbuilding or 
wharf construc
tion where lock 
washers arc im
practical to keep 
them f!"Om looscn 
ing,dip the thread
ed portion in a 
suitable flux, and 
then into molten solder. A good example 
of using this method is in a mounting for 
a mooring ring which is held in place with 
a screw, the threaded end of which turns 
into a tapped metal insert. The coating 
of solder on the screw threads will pre
vent the screw hom loosening. 

([A serviceable shoulder pad for carrying 
a canoe or sma1l boat can be made h'om an 
old automobile tire casing, 
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pLYWOOD HAS BEEN an important 
material in boatbuilding for years, but 

thc all-plywood hull came into its own only 
during World War II. The advantages of 
consu'uction with sheet plywood are now 
recognized by naval architects and profes
sional boatbuildcrs as well as the amateur 
builder. Plywood craft are always lighter 
and sometimes stronger than boats of the 
same size built of other materials. The 
amateur finds sheet plywood an easy mate
rial with which to work because the panels 
cover large areas and tedious calking is al
most entirely eliminated. No complicated 
table of offsets is necessary. Plywood boats, 
properly constructed, are tight alld dry
there are no seams to open with the swell
ing and shrinking of narrow planks. For all 
ordinary purposes, plywood is puncture
proof. If a hole is driven into a plywood 
hull, repairs can be made easily and quick
ly without removing a single)Jlank. 

Improper consu"uction of a plywood boat, 
or use of sheet plywood on a boat not de
signed for this material, can result in a dis
mal failure-a boat that will spring, leak 
and break up quickly. Realizing this, the 
Douglas Fir Plywood Association of Ta
coma, Wash., representing manufacturers 
of Douglas-fir plywood in the U nited States, 
conducted a special study of the sheet
plywood boat. The association secured the 
services of noted small-boat designers to 
create craft especially suited to this ply
wood construction. The three boats fea
tured on foi,owing pages-"Hangy," an 11-
ft. 6-in. skiff; "Sport," a 13%-f1. V-bottom 
inboard, and "Tramp," a 15-ft. sailing 
knockabout - were designed by Edwin 
Monk, a naval architect. Mr. Monk's direc
tions, while dc~ ailcd, are intended for those 
with some previous experience in boat
building. If you are building a boat for the 
first time, you will be wise to first read Part 
9, "Build Your Boat Right," beginning on 

" 

page 161; fundamentals are treated here. 
There are two chief precautions to ob

serve when building a sheet-plywood boat 
- first, choice of the material, and second, 
choice of the boat plan. It is recommended 
that only exterior-lype-plywood panels be 
used for boats, no matter whether the ply
wood is to go inside or outside the craft. The 
panels that make up exterior-type Douglas
fir plywood are bonded together with com
pletely waterproof adhesives, thus insur
ing a bond that will withstand wind and 
weather. The grade-trademark EXT-DFPA 
on the panel edge is positive identification 
of exterior-type Douglas-fir plywood. 

The second precaution is not to try to 
plank with plywood a hull designed for oth
er material such as narrow lumber. Beau
tiful, modern and sturdy pleasure boats 6f 
all sizes can be built of sheet plywood, but 
in every instance the design must be ex
pressly for this type of plywood. Plywood 
hull designs employ wh<.Jt are termed "de
velopable surfaces." This means that any 
curve called for by the architect is within 
the limits to which plywood may be safely 
and readily bent. 

Your local lumber dealer will help you 
in obtaining plywood panels of the most 
economical sheet size. Generally the most 
popular size is the 4 x 8-ft. panel. There are 
oversize sheets available as long as 50 ft. 
and as wide as 8 ft. 

The most popular thicknesses of panels 
for plywood boat hulls are from % to % in. 
Thicker panels are aV<.Jilable but are rarely 
necessary for small boats. . 

Most amateur boatbuilders, when con
sidering a specific plan, want to know the 
approximate weight of the finished boat. 
This can be figured by the following for
mula: plywood panels % in. thick weigh .79 
pound per sq. ft.; %-in. panels weigh 1.125 
pounds per sq. ft., and panels % in. thick 
weigh 2.225 pounds per sq. ft. 
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ll-ft.6-in. 
Skiff 

H ANDY," the ll-ft. 6-in. plywood skiff, 
is ideal for ail types of rugged row

hoating. Construction plans for the skiff are 
shown on the following page, and a mate
rial list will be found on page 33. 

In case 12-ft. sheets cannot he obtained 
for the sides and bottom, the standard 4 x 8 
sheets may be used and spliced with a butt 
strap as shown in the side-piece layout at 
Fig. 8. The bottom should be spliced at the 
forward end; that is, use the 8-flo length 
from the b'unsom fonvard. All screws 
should be brass or bronze. 

The stem is shaped as shown in Fig.! and 
beveled, Fig. 2. The ends are left square, to 
he cut off later when in the boat. Forms are 
made of any scrap material obtainable and 
the notches for chine pieces are cut in as 
shown in Fig. 6. A {I"arne piece must be 
screw-fastened at each end of the tnmsom 
to receive plank or side-piece fastenings. 
The tran!;om shape given In Fig. 4 is for the 
after side of transom. Tl'ansom and frame 
pieces must be cut at a bevel, Fig. 3. 

Since the top edges of the side pieces are 
straight, the edge of the plywood can be 
used to measure with in laying out the 
shape of the siees. The butt block, if used, 
is placed on the inside and is kept about 1 'h 
in. up from the bottom to allow for the 
chine piece, Fig. 8. Coat it with casein or 
waterpl'oof glue and screw-fasten from the 
outside through the side plank into the butt 
strap, using %-in. No. 8 fl athead wood 
SCI'ews and countersinking them flush. Ma
.rial for the butt strap can be obtained 
from the forward corners of the %-in . piece 
or the pieces ordered for the boat bottom. 

We are now ready to assemble. The side 
pieces are covered with a layer of marine 
glue or thick paint and then are screw-fas
tened into the stem piece. Use I-in. No.8 
wood screws spaced about Ph in. apart and 
staggered. Pull the aft ends of the side 
pieces together , slipping in the forms as this 
is done. P ut the b'ansom in place last be
cause it may need a little fitting. Place 
candle wicking or a light thread of calking 
cotton and heavy paint or glue a long the 
transom edges and screw-fasten to frame. 

The chines are now slipped in and fas-

tened to the side pieces, using I-in. No.8 
screws spaced on about 2-in. centers, with 
marine glue or thick paint between. These 
pieces butt against the stem sides. Bevel the 
chines before fastening or let them pro
trude about 1f4 in. beyond the side plank 
and bevel them later when in place. 

The boat is now ready to be fl·amed. The 
edges of the side pieces and chines are 
trimmed up and the frame-boltom pieces 
filled at the d ifferent stations. With these 
in place the side frames can be beveled and 
fitted . The entire frame may be removed 
and fastened together on the bench or in 
the boat, as the builder elects. First fit in 
frames 1, 3 and 5 and place a brace across 
the top of each. The forms are then re
moved and frames fitted. 

While the hull is upside down, the bottom 
should be fastened into place. This is cut 
carefully to shape from e ither a single sheet 
of plywood or from two sheets held togeth
er by a butt strap. If a butt strap is used, it 
can be made from the 10-in. piece which 
will be left over from one of the bottom 
panels. Use ¥.I-in. No.8 screws and fasten 
as recommended for the side-plank butt 
s trap. Put a thread of cotton or candle 
wicking and thick paint 01' glue between 
t.he bottom and chine piece and fasten into 
chine and transom with 1f4-in . No. 10 wood 
screws spaced about 2JA in. on centers. 

Now turn the boat right side up and in
stall the scat risers, which are then fol
lowed by the seats. See Figs. 3 and 9. The 
aft seat can be made from pieces left over 
from the side panels. 

The remainder of the job needs little ex
p lanation. The chafing strips start at the 
stem and end about two feet from the tran
som. Be SUl'e to cut the stem off flush with 
the breasthook (see upper right detail of 
Fig. 7). Also paint the inside of the boat be
fore floor boards and aft seat are penna
nently p laced, Fig. 9. As a final consb'uc
tion step, fit and fasten the guards before 
putting on the gunwales. Guards should he 
screw-fastened from the inside through the 
side plank, using :Y4-in. No.8 screws. 
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V-Bottom 
Inboard 

SPORT" is a V-bottomed inboard ideal
ly designed for fishing on bays, lakes or 

streams. The boat is relatively fast and 
holds four persons comfortably. 

Panels 14 ft. long will cover the bottom 
and sides from stem to transom. However, 
if the 14-ft. lengths are not immediately 
available at local lumber dealers, shorter 
panels may he used and spliced as shown 
in the butt-strap detail, Fig . 10. The splices 
in bottom and side planking, if required, 
should be made toward the stern, that is, 
use the a-ft. length from the stem afl. 

Fastenings, marine glue and fittings can 
he purchased either from lunlbe,· dealers or 
the marine-goods stores. Fo)' fastening the 
plywood planking, use I-in. No.8 flathead 
SCI'ews, brass or galvanized. Guard strips 
are fastened with 11h-in. No. 10 screws. 

For good construction, planking fasten
ings should be spaced not more than 2 in. 
or 2% in. apart along alJ plywood joints and 
should be staggered. Plywood is fastened 
to the frames with screws spaced not more 
than 4 in. apart. In fastening plywood, coun
tersink screw holes only enough to permit 
drawing screw heads flush with the sur
face. Never pull screws below the surface 
of plywood. 

Before beginning actual building, deter
mine whethel· glue or calking is to be used 
at joints. Many builders employing plywood 
planking prefer to use glued-up construc
tion throughout- both at joints and all oth
er contact surfaces-and eliminate all calk
ing. If so, make sure a waterproof marine 
glue is used and follow closely directions 
of the manufacturer in applying the glue. 
Use care in fitting all joints well and secur
ing plankinF" before glue sets. If the joints 
are to be calked, leave them slightly open 
on the outside and calk after fastening. 

To assure a pel"fect seal of the joint be
tween the planking and transom, and be
tween the bottom planking and chine. lay 
a strip of outing flannel or candle wicking 
between the sul"faces. The flannel or wick
ing should be well-soaked in marine glue or 
white lead and oil before it is laid in. 

After completing a study of the plans, 
shown on following pages, and the material 
list, on page 33, layout a full-size plan of 
each frame on a piece of plywood. The back 
of the plywood panel to be used for the deck 
will serve this purpose. Layout each frame 
from the center and base li nes, numbering 
each to avoid confusing lines. Also layout 
full-size plans of stem and transom. 

Build the frames first, Figs. 3 to 9, making 
each piece from the full-size layout. Butt 
the joints as shown on the plans and tack or 
clamp the pieces in position on the full-size 
layout bcfore fastening on the frame gus
sets. Be sure to use waterproof glue be
tween all joints. An exce llent procedure is 
to screw-fasten the frame together, then re
move the screws, spread on the glue and re
fasten. This prevents the parts from slip
ping out of place. In constructing the 
transom frame, Fig. 3, bear in mind that the 
tJ·ansom is on an angle of 1% in. nnd that 
notches for gunwale, chine and keel battens 

" must be laid out accordi ngly. Cut these 
notches through the frame. but not through 
the transom. Layout tbe stem pieces care
fully from the plan and lull-size layout. See 
details of fa lse stem, Fig. 11. 

Be sure that cl"Ossbands on frames are 
laid out from the base line so that when the 
frames are placed on 2 x 4 stringers. Fig. 2, 
they will line up properly for height. 

The next step is to fasten frames in p .... si
tion on 2 x 4 stringers as shown in Fi". 9. 
The knee securing transom to keel batten 
is fastened on the same way. TempOl·arily 
fasten the stem and check its angle (or 
bevel) for the planking by bending a strip 
along the fl·ames and stem. When the stem 
angles are correct, fasten it permanently. 
Next place the chine stl·ips and gunwale 
battens. These should be beveled to fit the 
side of stem, fastened with a screw. then 
bent into place and fastened securely. 

In Fig. 8 is a detail for an alternate con
struction of the chine and gunwale. This 
construction is superior to the other plan 
in that it protects the edges of the planking, 
but it requires more skill. In the usual 
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method, one edge of the planking can be left 
full to measure and planed to fit while in 
place. Either method is good construction. 

With jack plane or jointer, dress the keel 
batten, frames and chine strips to the cor
rect angle so the planking will rest on a full 
surface and not ride high at some points. 

The frame is now ready for application 
of the planking. Fit the bottom planking 
first but do not fasten it. As it takes only 
two plywood panels for the entire bottom 
planking there will be but one jOint at the 
chine and one at the center of the keel bat
ten. As mentioned previously, if it is nec
essary to cut the bottom planking from a 
panel shorter than full length, work the 
longer piece from the bow so the butt strap 
occurs toward the stern where there will be 
little strain and no twist. 

Cut the plank to measure and bend it 
along the bottom, clamping firmly in place. 
Mark the plank, carefully remove and cut 
to line. Use a bevel square on each frame 
to secure the angle of cut. 

With bottom planks tempoT<n:ily in place, 
fit the side planks by the same procedure. 
Then permanently fasten the side planks. 
Start by securing the planks to the stem 
first and then bending the planks in place 
against the frames. Watch the stem to see 
that it is not sprung out of shape by the 
first side plank applied. 

Before fastening' the bottom panels, cut 
the limbers about 3k in. deep x 1 in. wide 
(as shown in Fig. 4). The limbers are cut in 
frames on each side of the keel batten so 
that any water in the boat can run the full 
length and be pumped or bailed out at one 
place rather than stand betwecn fTames . 

Now secure the bottom planks, taking 
care to make a good seal at this point be
tween keel batten and planking. 

After dressing the planking at stem and 
keel joint. the keel and shaft log should be 
made up, Fig. 13. The keel can be laid out 
from the plan, starting from the aft end. Use 
frame No.4 as a positioner. The upper part 
of the shaft log, or deadwood as it is also 
c<111ed, can be cut from the piece left over 
from the keel. Set the keel in place on the 
boat and the shape can then be obtained. 

Half the hole for the shaft is cut out of 
each piece with a gouge, or it may be cut 
square-cornered on a table saw. The two 
pieces should next be glued togelher. After 
the glue sets they are screw-fastened as 
shown. The piece shown cut out of the bot
tom of the keel aft (on profile view, Fig. 17), 
is to facilitate fastening. This is necessary 
since there is very little wood alongside the 
shaft hole for a through bolt. 

Next, the stern bearing should be set 
temporarily in place and the aft end of the 
keel shaped to suit as shown in the separate 
detail of Fig. 12. You can secure the bearing 

" 

in place now if you wish. The keel then 
should be secured on the boat, nailing or 
screwing it through the keel batten. Place 
plenty of white lead or marine glue under 
the keel. A long l~in . auger or bit extension 
can be used to extend the shaft hole 
through the keel batten. If the auger or hit 
is not obtainable, bore the hole before fas
tening the keel. Place glue or white lead 
under the oak shoe and false stem and nail 
or screw-fasten them in place. The boat 
may now be turned over. 

The three auxiliary floor timbers are 
fitted on alongside frame No.3 and the oth
ers as shown in Fig. 12. In addition to the 
bolt through the keel, the plywood plank
ing should be fastened to the floor timbers 
the Same as to the frames. The engine bed 
also is fastened in a similar manner. Fol
low through with the seat risers, seats, deck 
beams, deck, etc., and complete the boat as 
shown in the half-plan, Fig. 18. Remove the 
crossbands and paint the boat, leaving the 
floor boards to the last. The little oak knees 
at the transom corners are optional but 
very good practice. They must be installed 
before the gunwale is fitted and the latter 
must be tapered at the aft end to llh in., the 
thickness of the knee. 

The motor may be from 2lh to 6 hp. Mo
tor s vary in depth below the crankshaft, so 
this should be taken into consideration in 
the engine bed. As shown in Fig. 17 this 
depth can be 5 in. or less. For a greater 
depth the molor can be moved forward and 
for an extremely deep motor the shaft line 
must be raised. The seat also can be shifted 
forward at frame No.4 for additional room. 

The metal shaft log and stern bearing are 
standard marine articles, as are the rudder, 
skeg, etc. 

In lining up the motor, it is best to first 
install the stern bearing, centering the shaft 
at both ends of the hole. With the coupling 
in place on motor and shaft, the motor can 
be raised or lowered and shifted until the 
coupling faces fit all around. A feeler gauge 
is a great help here. 

The shaft log should next be fitted to the 
keel behind a gasket of light canvas soaked 
in paint. A wedge-shaped shim may be re
quired if the angle is not correct. Be careful 
to make this a watertight connection. 

The steering arrangement shown in Fig. 
17 is optional. A wheel may be substituted 
for the stick and may be placed at the for
ward end of the boat if desired. 

A few words of caution. Do not cut the 
tiller hole through the transom any larger 
than necessary. Take into consideration the 
depth of a motor belore purchasing it. Until 
the hull is planked, consmnt care should be 
taken to see that the boat is not pulled out 
of shape by stresses put on it in bending the 
various members into place. 



lS-ft. Sailing 
Knockabout 
ANY SAILBOAT fan

cier will like "Tramp," 
the trim, 15-ft. knock
about that's so easy to 
build in plywood. 

The first operation is to 
cut the stem, transom and 
side planks and assemble 
the fOI'ms, Figs. 1 to 6. Use 
casein 01' waterproof glue 
under the butt strap join
ing the side planks to
gether. Screw-fasten 
them, using 3f.t-in. heavy
bodied wood screws of a 
size not less than No. 10. 
Allow 24 hours for the lap 
to dry. The stem is bev
eled as shown in Fig. 10. 
The bevel stops just at the 
sheer line. Forms can be 
made of almost any scrap 
matel'inl on hand. If you 
are a good enough me
chanic, they can be dis
pensed with and correct
ly beveled frames made to 
their exact shape can be 
placed permanently in the 
boat. Screw-Casten the %
in. oak frame (shown as 
dotted lines in Fig. 9) at 
sides and bottom on the 
inside of the transom. 
Then notch out the bot-
tom of the frame to re-
ceive the keel batten. Make this a snug fit. 

Side planks must then be screw-fastened 
to the stem and the aft ends pulled togeth
er, the forms being slipped into place as 
this is being done. The transom is placed 
last and must be beveled so that the side 
planks fit Lightly against the cleats and the 
transom edge. Be sure to p lace white lead 
and a thin thread of cotton between planks 
and stem and transom prior to joining them 
together. Also, in any phase of consh'ucLion 
where more than two pieces are joined and 
watertightness is required, this same proce
dure should be followed. The stem will fit 
into the notch in frame No.1 in such a m~n
ner that enough wood is left to bevel the 

stem bottom ofT fair with the frame. It is 
best to fasten stem to side pieces r ather 
temporal"ily as it may be necessary to loos
en the screws and adjust the stem so that it 
fairs properly into frame No. 1. The assem
bling is easiest with the boat upside down. 

Chines are next and should be screw
fastened from the outside, using I-in. No.8 
brass wood screws about 3 in. apart. Apply 
paint between the side pieces and chme. 
Deck battens follow in a similar manner. 

A batten is now bent along the bottom at 
centerline. With this in place, the shape of 
the frame bottoms is obtained. Tad::: these 
in place at frames 2, 4 and 6 and then fit and 
bevel the side pieces. The frame should now 
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be I'emoved from the boat and fastened to
gether using I lh-in. wood screws. A beam 
can be sawed to shape with a camber of 
2% in. in 5 ft. 8 in., and used as a pattern 
for the plywood brackets. These aI'e cut to 
the camber of the deck and attached to 
f.·ame No.2 before placing it in the boat. 
Next place a brace across the tops of f.·ames 
4 and 6. When these are in place remove the 
forms and replace with frames. Cut out the 
frames for the keel batten before placing 
them, s ince this is much easier to do on the 
bench. 

The keel batten is our next step. The for
ward end is placed into the stem. The ¥.a-in. 
slot for the centerboard should be cut first, 
leaving a little wood at each end of the slot 
to be cut out later. The centerboard trunk 
should be made up, placing heavy white 
lead between the plywood and the end 
pieces. Fasten the plywood to the 3,4-in. 
cneek-pieces and the t.·unk stifTeners be
fore assembling. Use I-in. screws through 
the plywood into the oak. Frame No.3 will 
have to be cut in two, cutting out a slot 
1¥.a in. wide. The centerboard trunk must 
fit tightly against the keel batten and is 
faslened through the batten into the cheek
pieces with 11h-in. screws. Here, too, put 
white lead and cotton in the joint. Drill a 
hole for the Ih-in. centerboard bolt, 31h in. 
in from the end and 1 % in. up from the bot
tom of trunk, and insert the bolt. 

We are now ready for the bottom. With 
the aid of a batten as a guide, take a plane 
and trim up frames, chines, stem, etc. Put 
on the forward pieces first, beginning at t.he 
stem and using a %-in.-plywood bult strap 
as was done with the side pieces. Fasten 
bottom into chines and keel batten with 
I-in. No.8 sct'ews about 2% in. apart. Don't 
forget the white lead and calking cotton. 
Pack calking well around the centerboard 
trunk and also tuck it in securely at the 
frames. 

The balance of the job needs but little 
explanation as it is just a matte.· of fitting 
the parts in place, Figs. 7 and 8. Put in the 
reck be;.:ms, fastening their ends weil into 
frames 1 and 2 and install the plywood 
b"arkf'ts. A piece of scrap should be fas
tE'ned inside the side plank opposite the 
chain plates. Fillers should be placed for 
jib-sheet cleat, traveler, and fairleads be
fore putting on the deck. Paint the plywood 
well before stretching on the canvas. This 
should be stretched as tightly as possible 
and fastened around the edges under the 
half-round with galvanized tacks. 

The mast and rigging, Figs. 12 and 13, 
can be erected in several ways. Loops may 
be spaced around the mast or socket fittings 
may be attached to wire and in tum to met
al strips 01' tangs screwed and bolted to the 
mast. One-eighth-in. aircraft strand may b e 
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substituted for the tl6-in. wire shown. If 
the builder is not familiar with the rigging 
of small boats, see the section on "Mast, 
boom and fittings" on page 174. 

The mainsail can be lashed to the boom, 
but slides and a track are handier, though a 
little more expensive. A wood pattern 
should be made for the centerboard, Fig. 12, 
and tested to make sure it can be pulled all 
the way up. Then the steel centerboard is 
cut and mounted. The centerboard rope 
belays to a cleat at the side of the center
board trunk. 

Fittings for hanging the rudder can be 
obtained at a marine-hardware store, as 
also can the gooseneck. 

MATERIAL LIST FOR KNOCKABOUT 
1 piece oak or mahogany, 1% x 11% in. x 

4 ft.-for stem 
1 piece oak or other hardwood, 1 V4 x 4 in. 

x 5 ft.-for stem face piece 
1 piece oak or other hardwood, 1 x 6 in. x 

6ih ft.-for skeg 
1 piece oak, % x 31h in. x 13 ft.-for keel 

batten 
32 pieces oak, % x 3 in. x diagram- for side 

frames and trunk ends 
4 pieces oak, 7'4 x 1% in. x 16 ft.-for chines 

and deck batten 
2 pieces mahogany, 1 in. half round x 16 ft. 

-for guards 
2 pieces fir, spruce, % x 1% in. x 10 ft.

for cockpit stringers 
1 piece fir, spruce, % x 12 in. x 6 ft.-for 

beams 
1 piece fir, spruce, 1% x 51f.! in. x 5 ft.-for 

beams 
2 pieces exterior fir plywood, % x 48 in. x 8 

ft.-for side planking 
2 pieces exterior fir plywood, % x 48 in. x 8 

ft.-for bottom planking 
piece exterior fir plywood, % x 48 x 50 in. 
-for centerboard trunk 

1 piece exterior fir plywood, % x 48 in. x 4 
ft.-for transom, rudder and brackets 

1 piece exterior fir plywood, V4 x 48 in. x 8 
ft.-for deck 

1 piece exterior fir plywood, % x 48 in. x 4 
ft.-for deck 

8 pieces cedar, spruce, fir, % x 3% in. x 
10% ft.-for floor boards 

2 pieces mahogany, Ih x 2 in. x 9 ft.-for 
coaming 

1 piece mahogany, If.! x 6 in. x 4 ft.-for 
cockpit ends 

1 piece mahogany, % x 4 in. x 6 ft.-for 
sprayboards 

1 piece oak or hickory, 1 x 3 in. x 4 ft.-for 
tiller 

1 piece spruce, 3 x 3 in. x 21 ft.-for mast 
1 piece spruce, 2 x 2 in. x 11 ft.-for boom 
1 piece fir or pinc, % x 6 in. x 12 ft.-for 

forms 
3 pieces fir or pine, ~ x 31,2 in. x 8 ft.

for forms 
2 pieces oak, o/.t x 4 in. x 4 ft.-for trunk 

cheek-pieces 



MATERIAL LIST FOR INBOARD 

1 piece oak or fir, 2 x 7 in. x 8 ft.-for keel 
and deadwood 

1 piece oak, 1% x 2 in. x 9 ft.- for shoe 
1 piece oak, % x 3 in. x 10 ft.-for keel 

batten 
2 pieces o<lk, % x 1% in. x 13 ft.- for chines 
2 pieces oak, lh x 1lh in. x 14 ft .- for sheer 

batten 
2 p.ieces oak, lh x 1% in. x 9 ft.- for seat 

risers 
2 pieces oak or fir, % x 1% in. x 5 ft.- for 

beam clamp 
2 pieces oak, % x 8 in. x 10 ft .-for frame 

bottoms 
2 pieces oak, % x 4 in. x 10 ft.- for frame 

sides 

{

I piece exterior-type plywood, % x 48 in. 
xl4ft.or 

1 piece exterior-type plywood, % x 48 in. 
x 8 ft. and 

1 piece exterior- type plywood, % x 48 in. 
x 6 ft.- for bottom planking 

{

I piece exterior-type plywood, % x 48 in. 
x 14 ft. or 

1 piece exterior-type plywood, % x 48 in. 
x 8 ft. and 

1 piece exterior-type plywood, % x 48 in. 
x 6 ft.--for side planking 

1 piece oak, 21,2 x 10 x 20 in.- for engine bed 
1 piece exterior- type plywood, % x 48 in. x 

5 ft.- for transom seats and frame gus
sets 

1 piece exterior-type plywood, lh x 21 in. x 
4 ft.- for transom seat 

1 piece fir or pine, % x 1 % in. x 8 ft.-for 
tra!lsom-seat support 

1 piece exterior-type plywood, % x 24 in. x 
6 ft.-for deck 

1 piece oak, lh x 3% in. x 3 ft.-for transom 
motor stiffeners 

1 piece spruce, oak or fir, % x 12 in. x 4 £t.
for beams 

1 piece spruce, oak or fir, 2% x 6 in. x 1 £t.-
for breasthook 

1 piece oak, 1% x 4 in. x 2 ft.- for stem 
1 piece oak, 1% x 7% in. x 4 ft.- for forefoot 
2 pieces oak, Va x 1 in. x 9 ft.- for guards 
1 piece oak, 1% x 6 in. x 4 ft.- for false stem 

and forefoot 
2 pieces cedar or pine, % x 3% in. x 9 it .

for floor bom'ds 
3 pieces cedar or pine, % x 5% in. x 10 ft.

for floor boards 
2 pieces fir or pine, 2 x 4 in. i,12 ft .-for set

up stringers 
1 piece fir or pine, 1 x 4 in. x 14 ft.-for 

crossbands 
1 piece fir or pine, 1 x 3 in. x 6 ft.- for 

braces 
2 pieces oak, % x 1% in. x 10 ft.- for gUIl

wale 
1 piece oak, 1% x 4 in. x 2 ft.-for knees 

MATERI AL LIST FOR SKIFF 
1 piece exterior fir plywood, Vol x 48 in. x 

12 ft.- for sides 
1 piece exterior fir plywood, % x 48 in. x 

12 ft.- for bottom 
1 piece exterior fir plywood, % x 15 x 40 in. 

-for transom 
J, piece exterior fir plywood, % x 15 x 24 in. 

- for forward seat 
15 lineal ft. spruce or oak, % x 3 in.-for 

frame sides 
18 lineal ft. spruce or oak, % x 1% in.-for 

frame bottoms 
2 pieces spruce or oak, % x 1% in. x 12 ft. 

- for chine 
6 pieces spruce, oak or fir, % x 1% in. x 12 

ft.- for gunwale, guard and riser 
6 pieces cedar, spruce or fir, % x 3% in. x 

8 ft.- for floor boards 
1 piece cedar or spruce, % x 9lh in. x 4 ft.

for thwart 
1 piece oak, 1% x 4lh x 24 in.- for stem 
1 piece fir or spruce, 1 x 3lh in. x 4 ft.-for 

skeg 
1 piece oak, % x 1 in. x 11 ft.- for keel 
2 pieces oak, lh x 1 in. x 10 ft.- for chafe 

strips 
1 piece oak, 1¥.! x 6 in. x 3 ft.-for breast

hook and knees 
j.. piece oak, if.! x 10 x 15 in.-for outboard 

p,d 
20 pieces fir, pine or scrap, % x 2lh x 3 in.

for forms 

Pivoted Footrest in Boat Swings 
Out of the Way for Bailing 

Footrests usually are attached so that 
they are in the way when scrubbing or 
bailing out a boat. If the rest is pivoted, it 
may be turlled out of the way when not in 
use. The pivot bolt should be tight enough 
to hold the rest in closed position. 
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ONCE this detachable keel is installed on 
your rowboat and locked in place with the 
camming arrangement shown you not only 
can run free before the wind with a suitable 
sail but you also can do systematic tacking 
in any safe sailing waters. For fishing or 
other uses where the rowboat's shallow 
draft is necessary or deSirable, simply u n
clamp the keel assembly and slide it over 
the stern, then unstep the mast and there 
you are, ready for the oars again. Only gen
eral dimensions are given in the details, 
Figs. 1 to 5 inclusive, as the clamping yoke 
and saddle arrangement must be made to fit 
the boat at hand. The halves of the saddle 

" 
are shaped to fit the curves of the hull near 
the midship section and the top ends of the 
halves are offset slightly as shown to clear 
the gunwales. After bending to shape, the 
parts are riveted to the keel as in Fig. 3. 
Projecting "ears" or pads also are riveted 
to the ends of the keel, Fig. 4, to give a more 
rigid bearing. Of COUl'se you must have a 
rudder, Fig. 1, and, if attaching the keel to 
a canoe, you will need the rudder board, 
Fig. 2. Usually the front seat can be utilized 
as a mast step where indicated in Fig. 5. 
Only one method of rigging the sail is 
shown. There are, naturally, other sailing 
rigs which are equally simple and safe. 

I 



PART 3 

" ~ /7 ... ",I'f' " 
~eav~ --
a 25-foot Cabin Cruiser 
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lIDWtu/ludd 
"SEA CRAFT"-a 2S-ft. 
I DEAL for use on lal·ge lakes 01" rivers, 

and fully seaworthy for offshore ocean 
cruising, "Sea C"aft" is a smart cabin cruis
er designed with an eye toward simple, 
low-cost construction fOI·the inexperienced 
boatbuilder. During World War n, the 
original boat was given severe tests for 
seaworth iness when it was used by the 
United States Coast Guard to take high
ranking officers from ship to shore. The 
boat has an over-all length of 24 ft., 7% 
in., and a bl'eadth at sheer of 7 ft., 8% in. 
A converted Chrysler "75" auto engine 
easily pushed it along at a cruising speed 
of 15 knots. However, any marine or con
verted auto engine of similar horsepower 
may be used. 

Although this section describes the 
building of a sedan cruiser, this pal'licu]ar 
hull. with a few changes in the cabin con
struction, is readily adaptable to a sport 
fisher, express c"uiser or utility boat. The 
cabin design of Sea Cl'aft was selected be
cause it offers Olle of the best all-around 
accommodations. Its open cockpit is large 
enough for fishing, lounging or sun bath
ing and the roomy cabin prOvides comfort
able living qual'lers on a long cruise. It is 
equipped with a fresh-water tank, sink, 
cooking stove, toilet and two bunks. Two 
additional upper bunks can be fitted to 
sleep a total of lour. In addition, there is 
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plenty of cabinet and stowage space for 
gear. The photo, Fig. I, shows the cabin in
terior looking fOl"\vard. 

Laying out, cutting and assembling the 
keel and l'ib structure is by far the most 
important operation of building the boat. 
As this framework is the backbone of the 
entire boat, the performance and beauty of 
the craft will depend upon the accuracy 
and skill with which the framework is 
constructed. As previously mentioned, the 
type of cabin, engine and even decking 
can be changed to suit the individual 
builder's fancy, but no changes should be 
made in the hull if the pl'oven pedol'm
ance of this cruiser is to be maintained. 

The first step in building a boat of this 
size is lofting, that is, drawing the pro
file, the plan view and the body-plan 
views full-size on paper, as shown in Fig. 
4. These drawings are cut out to serve as 
paUerns fot· mal'k ing and assembling the 
hull frame. Full-size, cutout patterns of 
the keel and ribs m'e available to those 
who care to purchase them. If you intend 
to make your own patterns, get a \"011 of 
heavy wI'apping paper and edge-lap and 
glue enough strips together to make up 
the required width for the height from 
the base line to the top of the stem shown 
In the profile view, Fig. 4. The paper is 
tacked down on a wooden platform-a 
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floored attic is an excellent place-and the 
pl'ofile view is dr'awn first, With a long 
straightcdge or cha lk line, lay do\\Vl the 
base line, load water line (L.W.L.) and 
water lines (W.L,) from the dimensions 
given in Fig. 4. Then mark off the station 
points from 0 to 12, spaci ng them 24 in. 
apal't along the base line. 

In the table of offsets at the right in Fig" 
4, refe," to the column which reads "top of 
keel." Note that station 0 is blank because 
at this point the top of keel runs into the 
bow stem. At station 2 the top of keel is 
the bearding line . Station 3 reads 0-8-6 
which means the top of the keel is 8% in. 
above the base line at this point. All fig
ures in the table of offsets are in feet, inch
es and eighth inches. For example, the 6 
for station 3 indicates R{j in., or ~~ in. Meas
ure this distance from the base line along 
the No.3 station line and mark it. Follow 
this procedw·e at all station lines, marking 
each top-of-keel point. Dl·ive a small nail 
thl'ough the paper into the floor at each 

mark and bend a l4 x I-in" batten against 
the nails. It will be necessary to place nails 
on both sides of the batten at some sta
tions to hold it in place. The batten should 
be straight-grained wood that will bend 
easi ly without any irregulal"ity in thl" 
curve it takes. It should be somewhat 
longer than the length of e boat as it 
will be used latel" to fair tl. sheer, chit 
and watel' lines in the piau view. When 
the batten is in position, transfer its cur
vature to the paper by drawing a line along 
it. This is the shape of the top of the keel. 
The bottom of the keel is straight. Measure 
8% in. above the base line at station 0 and 
1 in" above the basI" line 6% in. forward of 
station 10. Then connect the two points 
with a line dl"BWn along a st.raightedge or 
snap a chalk line. The sharp curv ' at the 
aft end of the keel can be drawn free
hand or with a French curve. The chine 
and sheer lines are drawn in by the same 
method· used in ploUing the top-or-keel 
line. To draw in the bow stem, knee and 
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bow-stem block, follow the dimensions 
given in Fig. 9. Use a light, flexible bal
ten to fair in the curves. Carefully mark 
the rabbet and bearding lines, as these 
must be transferred to the bow-stem 
pieces aftel' they are assembled. 

To h'ansfer the lines to the wood. cut 
the paper along the bottom of the ke€i and 
forward edge of the bow stem. Do not cut 
the othel' lines as the pattern will he used 
later to lay in the propeller-shaft angle 
and motor mounts. The uncut lines can he 
tl'ansfclTcd to the wood by )'ubbing the 
undel'side of the paper with a soft pencil 
and then tracing over the lines in a man
ncl' similar to that of using cal'bon papel'. 
Howevcl', no cutting should he done un
til all othe)' patterns have been made. 

The keel is made of oak, apitong 01' 

straight-grained Douglas fir, and is as
sembled in two pieces cut from a single 
piece of timber as indicated by the dotted 
lines in Fig, 9, The aft section, known as 
the horn timber, is spliced to the keel 
proper as shown in the profile plan. Be 
sure to place the bolts ofT-centel' so they 
will not interfere when drilling the pro
peller-shaft hole through the keel, see 
section A-A, Fig. 4. The keel apron also 
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should be oak, apitong 01' Douglas fir, BlI 
in. x 5% in., and extends from the bow
stem block to the transom. Bolt the apl'on 
to the keel between the stations. The dot
dash lines through the bow-stem parts in 
Fig, 9 indicate where to bolt them together. 

A plan view, as shown in Fig. 4, must 
be drawn full-size in the same manner as 
the profile view, First. lay down the cen
terline and then draw perpendicular lines 
across the papcr at each station point, 
These station lines should be labeled 
clearly. Refer to lhe table of offsets in the 
chine column of the "half-breadths from 
centerline," and measure orr the distance 
given from the centerline. 

For example, I'ead aCI'OSS the chine col
umn under station 3, measure off the dis
tance 2-1-2, which is 2 ft., H4 in., and mark 
the spot. This is shown as dimension A in 
Fig. 4. Then drive a small nail at the mark, 
Follow this same procedure at each sta
tion for the chine, and bend the long bat
ten against the nails. When fairing the line, 
it may be found that the balten will deal' 
some of the nails by lAo or IJ8 in. This is not 
serious. The impOI·tant thing is to have the 
curve follow the natural bend of the bat
ten. When the baUen fairs up nicely and 



has a smooth, flowing curve, which you 
can see by sighting with your eye, draw 
in the line. Use the same method for all the water 
lines and the sheer line until you have a full-size 
dl'awing of the plan view as in Fig. 4. To avoid con
fusion later, draw each line a different color. 

Full-size drawings of the body-plan sections, Fig. 
4, become patterns for marking the ribs and assem
bling the frames . Cut a piece of paper for each sta
tion. The paper must be perfectly straight along one 
of the long sides which is used as a centerline. Draw 
a base line at right angles to the centerline, 2 in. 
from the bottom edge. Taking station 3 as an exam
ple, draw in the load water line and water lines 2, 4, 
6 and 8 parallel with the base line from the dimen
sions given in Fig. 3. These lines are spaced the same 
for all stations. Identify each line. 

The table of offsets is not used to draw in the lines 
for the rib pattems. All dimensions are taken from 
the [aired lines of the full-size plan and pl"Ofile draw
ings. On the profile drawing, measure up from the 
base line for the top-of-keel, chine and sheel' lines 
at station 3 and transfer them to the station-3 rib 
pattem. From these points, draw lines parallel with 
the base line and identify each. On the plan view, 
meaSW'e the distance from the centerline to the 
chine (see dimension A, Fig. 4) and mark this dis
tance on the chine line of the pattem by measuring 
in from the edge of the paper used as a centerline. 
Follow the same procedure in transferring dimen
sions B, C, D, E and F, Fig. 4, to their COlTesponding 
lines on the rib pattem. Drive a nail at each point . 
marked, fair a batten against the nails, and scribe 
the line as in Fig. 2. Using a stJ'aightedge, scribe a 
line [rom the point marked on the chine line to a 
point 1% in. from the edge of the paper on the 
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top·of.keel line, Dimensions fOl' the notch 
over the keel apron and limber holes, indi
cated in Fig, 10, are given in Fig, 3 above 
the top·of.keel line. These dimensions ap· 
ply to all stations except stations 1 and 2, 
which are slightly narrowel" because the 
apron lapel'S to 3 1h in. where it joins the 
bow-stem block, 

To draw in the notch for the chine bat
ten, draw a line parallel with and 1112 in, 
from the faired line at the chine end, Meas· 
ure 3 in. along this line from where it inter
sects the straight line from the chine to 
top-of-keel. All chine notches a l'e made 
the same way with the exception of sta
tion 1. shown in the inset of Fig, 2, Line 
X, Fig, 3, indicates where the two ribs join 
and is located by scribing a line f.;om the 
point of intersection of the straight and 
faired lines to the point of intersection of 
two lines drawn parallel with and 3 1/4 in, 
ft'om the straight and faired lines, Cut out 
the pattem as indicated by the shaded al'ea 
in Fig, 3, allowing it to extend about an 
inch beyond the sheer line for fl'im, Also, 
make a cut on line X to mark the ends of 
the ribs as shown in Fig. 7, All rib pat· 
terns are drawn and cut out as previously 
descl'ibed, except station 12 fOl' which the 
following method is used: On the fuB-size 
plan view st,'ike a 12-ft. al'C extending 
acroSS the chine, sheer and water lines 
with a stl'ing centered at station 6. To de
tCl'mine the half-breadth dimensions for 

station 12, or the transom, measure the 
distance from the centerline to where the 
arc crosses the water lines, 

Use oak, apitong or vertical-grained 
Douglas fir, l ·in. thick, for rib stock. Each 
frame, with the exception of station 1, 
has four ribs held together with gussets 
and tie bal's as shown in Fig. 10, Station 
1, being narrOWel", requi!'es only one l'ib 
on each side. Mark the rib stock by laying 
the full- size pattern directly over the 
wood and scribing a pencil line along the 
edge of the pattern, Fig, 7. Allow at least 
3% in. fOl' the width of the rib. After 
marking the sheel', chine and all water 
lines on the rib stock, refer to the full~size 
plan view and measure the angles at the 
sheer and waler lines with a bevel squal'e 
as indicated at station 4, Fig, 4, Then, mal'k 
these angles at their respective water lines 
as shown in Fig, 6. When making the an
gle cut on a bandsaw, it is a good idea to 
have a helper, as in Fig. 5, because he can 
change the angle of the cut as marked at 
the various water lines while you guide 
the board, 

Cut two sets of ribs for each frame, but 
be sure to reverse the angle cut so that 
the ribs can be assembled as pairs. H a 
tilting-ta\;le bandsaw is not available, you 
can cut the angle with a wood chisel or 
block plane after the rib is sawed. How
ever, this method is much slower and not 
quite as accurate, Mark the line for the 
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second cut of the rib with a com
pass or marking gauge set at 3% 
in., as in Fig. 8. Leave the pen
ciled water- line marks on the 
ribs as they are, hut cut a small 
notch at the load water line so 
that it can be located after the 
frame has been painted. 

Assemble the frames either on 
a wooden floor or on two sheets 
of plywood fastened together. 
Draw a heavy line on the floor 
to serve as a centerline and line" 
up the edge of the full-size pat
tern with it. Then place a bottom 
and side rib directly over the 
pattern to assure perfect align
ment and temporarily nail a 
gusset to the ribs to hold them 
together. Pencil marks made on 
the floor along the outside edge of the J'ibs 
will help locate their position when the pa
per pattern is slid out and turned over to 
assemble the ribs for the other side of the 
frame. When both sides are assembled, 
carefully check the distances from center
line to sheer on each side and nail the tem
porary tie bar across at water line 6, as 
shown in Fig. 10. Then bolt the tie bar 
across the bottom with its lower edge flush 
with the notch for the keel apron. The tie 
bar is 4 in. wide and is made of the same 
material as the ribs. The gussets are also 1 
in. thick and extend about 8 in. each way 
from the chine corner. Their curves may 
be drawn fl·eehand. 

The gussets are then bolted to the ribs. 
Before removing the frame fl'om the floor, 
carefully mark the centerline on the tem
porary tie bar using a square edge as in
dicated in Fig. 1l. 

Blocking the Keel 
When the keel, apron and 

bow-stem parts have been bolt
ed together, a suitable erection 
site must be selected. As a boat 
of this size, in most cases, re
quires being built outdoors on 
uneven ground, blocking is nec
essary to support the bottom of 
the keel at the correct angle in 
relation to the base line. A lev
eled chalk line stretched be
tween two stakes to correspond 
to the base line of the profile 
drawing, will serve as a starting 
point from which to measure 
heights of the blocks. The exact 
heights can be determined by 
taking measurements from the 
base line to the bottom of the 
keel on the full-size profile 
drawing. Two wedges driven 
between the keel and a block, 
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Fig. 19, make a close adjustment possible. 
The bow stem also must be lined up per
pendicular athwarlships. This can be done 
with a plumb line fastened to the·top of the 
bow stem, as in Fig. 28. 

The transom is made as shown in Figs. 
15 and 16. The aft edges of the top and bot
tom timbers have a convex curve of 12-ft. 
radius as in the plan view shown previous
ly. The top timber is crowned 2 in. and the 
bottom timber is notched for the apron, 
and tapered lis in. from keel to chine on the 
lower surface. \Vhen assembled, the tran
som is bolted to the keel with a knee block, 
as indicated in the lower left-hand detail of 
Fig. 16. It must be perpendicular to the 
base line and exactly centered on the keel. 

Before assembling the rib frames on the 
keel, refer to the profile view, Fig. 4. 
Notc that the No.6 frame straddles the sta
tion line and that frames 1 to 5 inclusive 
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arc forward of the station lines, where
as frames,7 to 12 inclusive arc aft of the 
station lines. This refers only to the 
thickness of the rib and does not apply to 
the thickness of \.he t ie bar. To stnrt as
sembling, first mark each station line on 
the apron. Then dnl\\' a second line repre
senting the thickness of the rib and set up 
the frames between the two lines. Use gal
vanized lag bolts to fa sten the frames to 
the apron, Fig. 17. A chalk line from the 
ccnter of the keel to the center of the tran
som, Fig. 16, is used to line up the frames 
with the ccnteriines rnw"ked on the tempo
rary tic bars on each frame. The frames 
also must be at right angles to the keel 
athwurtships and should be well bl"aced. 

The chine, which is verlical-gmined oak, 
is fitled to the frames in one piece from 
bow to stern, To determine the position on 
the bow stem where the chine notch 
should be cut, clamp the chine in the rib 
notches and bend it over to the bow stem, 
The chine notch on the other side of the 
bow stem should be exactly opposite this 
point. Befol'c fastening them pCI'manently, 
be SUl'e none of the station frames has 
I:-een sprung out of position, A board 
c~::llnped aCl'OSS the tie bal's as in Figs, 13 
and 14 will h elp keep the frames aligned, 

SCl'ew the chines to the bow stem and 
transom with }lh-in, No, 9 galvanized 
screws and bolt them to each rib gusset as 
in Fig, 17, Sea Craft is plunked 'with %-in. 
Philippine mahogany, but other woods 
~uch as white cedar or vel'tical-grained 
Douglas fir may be used, Be sure that all 
lumb.:!r is boat stock and keep in mind that 
it must be wider than the final width of the 
planks. In some cases, a lO-in. piece will 
make only a 6-in. plank. Thel'e is no set 
width for the finished planking. However, 
pbnking of uniform widths will give the 
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best appearance. The battens nre % x 
2-in. and of the same material as the plank
ing. They are notched into the ribs and 
may be spliced ove" a rib. When laying out 
the batten notches, measure upward from 
the bottom of the chine so that the eentel'
to-center distance between the battens 
will equal the width of the planks. In this 
way, the seams between the planks will be 
directly over the centers of the battens as 
in Fig. 21. The battens are notched into 
the bow stem the same as the chines so the 
planking will fit snugly into a rabbet cut 
in the bow stem, Fig. 18. Notches are cut 
at intervals between the rabbet and bem'd
ing lines and checked for correct depth 
and angle with a fid, which is a small block 
the same thickness as the planking, Fig. 18. 
Then the waste is removed between these 
notches to form a continuous rabbet. 
When installing the battens alternate them 
from port to starboard side to equalize the 
strain on the frames. 

As the side planks lap over the transom 

planking, the transom must be planked 
first. Cover the transom frame with 1f.!-in. 
marine plywood and fasten with flat-headed 
screws, countersunk. Then screw %-in. 
mahogany planking over the plywood, 
counterbol"ing the screw holes to take 
wooden plugs as in F ig. 21. FOI" a neat ap
pearance, run the grain of the plugs the 
same way as the grain of the planking. 
Vlhen planking the sides, start at the chine 
and alternate from side to side, being sure 
that the plank enos fit correctly into the 
bow-stem rabbet. Clamp the plank in 
place at the bow stem and mal'k fOI" cut
ting. Then remove, cut and ,-eclump for 
further fitting. Repeat until you have a 
good joint. It witi be necessary to steam 
the forward ends of aU planks to prevent 
breakage. To avoid marring the wood 
when clamping the planks, use a strip of 
wood between the clamp and plank as in 
Figs. 12 and 20. Work from the bow to
ward the stern, keeping the bottom edge 
of the plank even with the bottom edge of 
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the chine. When in place, mal'k the in
side surface of the plank along the top edge 
of the first battcn. Then l'cmove the p lank 
and draw another linc 1 in. in toward the 
chine edge. This is the cutting line which 
will bring the edge of the plank over the 
center of the batten. A slight bevel for 
calking. as in Fig. 21, should be planed 
along the edge. Before attaching the plank 
permanently, coat the chine and lower 
half of the first batten with marine glue. 
Apply muslin 01' coHon binding tape and 
more glue. Then clamp the plank firmly 
in place and fasten with 11/4-in. No.8 flat
headed galvanized screws at the battens 
and Ilh-in. screws at the bow stem. Stag
ger all screws so they do not run in the 
same grain and place about 1 in. apart at 
the bow stem and 3 in. upat·t along the bat
tens and ribs. Countel'\x)]'e all screw holes 
for wooden plugs to be added latel·. 

Planks can be spliced between the ribs 
amidships where the bend is not severe. A 
butt block, shown in the inset of F ig. 26, is 
used to join the ends of the planks. Use 
muslin and plenty of glue between the 
b lock and plunks. Splices in adjacent 
planks should be stagget'ed as in Fig. 26. 
Binding tape is not needed in seams above 
the L. W. L. Fig. 25 shows how the edges 
of the planks are dt'awn lightly together 
with wedge blocks. 

Turn the boat over after all the side 
planks, except the sheer plank, al'e in place. 
This is left off to prevent it ft'om being 
damaged. T he bow-stem rabbet must be 
continued along the entire length of the 
keel, and the apron must be beveled flush 
with the bottom edge of the ribs, At this 
time, be sure the notches that serve as 
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limber holes have been cut in the ribs on 
each side of the apron, Fig. 17, Also be 
sure the stopwaters al'e in place. Tpese m'e 
Ih·in. softwood dowels dipped in paint and 
dJ'iven into holes drilled through the keel 
athwartships between the rabbet and 
bearding lines at four places as in Figs. 4 
and 9. 

The bottom edge of the chine and chine 
plank must be planed flush with the bot
toms of the ribs. Test with a small squal'e 
as detailed in Fig, 27. The 'bottom planks, 
especially forward, require considerable 
fitting and cutting to bl'ing them to exact 
shape. A cardboard template for the for
wm'd end of each plank will simplify this 
fitting job. Fig. 27 shows the unusual con· 
tours the bottom planks assume at the 
forward end. It is best to install the bot
tom battens as the planking proceeds, 
Binding tape laid in marine glue is used on 
all bottom planks, Install the planks ad
jacent to the keel first, a nd then work to
ward the chine. 

When this much of the planking is com
pleted, wooden plugs dipped in mal'ine 
glue are driven into the counterbOI'ed 
screw holes and cut ofT flush w ith the sur
face. The plugs can be purchased and 
should be of the same material as the 
planking. The bottom of the keel is planed 
flat to approximately the position of the 
second station. From this point forward 
the keel takes a slight bevel, which tapel'S 
to a sharp bevel at the bow stem, shown in 
Fig. 28. 

Sand, calk and paint the bottom before 

turning the hull upright. Although a pow
er belt sander is preferred, a disk sander 
may be used if cm'e is taken not to gouge 
the planking. To clean out the plank joints 
fOl" calking, bend and gl'ind the tang of a 
file as shown in Fig. 22. Colton marine 
calking is driven into the seams with the 
calking tool shown in Fig. 23. Use plenty 
of calking along the keel seams. However, 
one strip between planks is usually enough 
because room must be left for the calking 
putty, which is applied with a knife over 
the calking cotton. The putty is s lightly 
indented below the sudace as in Fig. 24. To 
pl'cvent the bottom from drying out, give 
it a coat of coppel" bottom paint. The hull 
is Quite heavy now so probably you will 
need more help to turn it over. As the boat 
wiD remain in this position until it is fin
ished, level the L.W.L. and seeUl'ely block 
the hull in position. 

Next, install the top or sheel' planks. 
Carefully fit the bollom edge of the planb 
and clamp in position on the hull. Transfer 
the sheer-line marks on the l'ibs to the 
sheer planks and cut them slightly oversize 
at the sheer lines to allow for planing later. 
When the sheer planking is in place, p lug 
the screw holes and calk the seams. Then 
sand the transom smooth, fill with a ma
hogany-colored wood filler and follow with 
two coats of marine vamish. The inside of 
the hull is painted with a mixture of white 
lead and linseed oil. 

The best way to bevel the edge of the 
bow stem is with a wide wood chisel as 
shown in Fig. 28. Although there is enough 
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stock to bring the stem to a sharp edge, 
most boatbuilders prefer a flat edge about 
% in. wide which is faced with a half
round metal strip. 

Mounting the Engine 
When the planking is completed and the 

seams below the L.W.L. have been calked, 
sand and give the p lanking a coat of flat 
white paint. The seams above the L.W.L. 
af'e fi lled later with a p lastic scam sealer. 
When sanding, keep the machine constant
ly in motion to avoid sanding one aI'ea more 
than another, thus causing low spots, 

The 1 x 3%-in. oak sheer clamps, shown 
in Figs. 31 and 38, extend from the transom 
to station 2. Note in F ig. 30 that one clamp 
is placed above the other at station 7 where 
the sheer line drops, When screwing the 
clamps to each rib, allow the top edges of 
the clamps to project above the hull sheer 
line slightly. These are later planed down 
to come flush with a 2-in. crown in the 
decks. The sheer clamps from station 1 
to the bow stem are lapped and bolted to 
the long sheer clamps at station 1 and arc 
fastened to the bow stem with a block. 

At this time, decide what kind of an en
gine will be used in the boat. A marine en
gine is best. However, many automobile 
engines wOl'k well when convel·ted to ma
rine usc. Kits are available for convel'ting 
the engine yourself, or a marIne machinist 

can convert yoU!' engine by removing aU 
gears except the reverse and high gears and 
installing a thrust bearing. A water pump 
to circulate cooling water also is necessary. 
Sea Craft's Chl'ysler engine, Fig. 29, was 
convel'ted in this way, Note the extra oil 
sump welded to the bottom of the oil pun to 
permit the engine to operate on an angle. 

The engine-bed pieces, Fig, 33, are made 
of 2-in. oak and bolted to the engine string
ers, F ig. 38, which ex tend from the tran
som to a 2 x 4-in . tie bal', which replaces 
the original tie bm' on the frume of station 
6. The engine stl"ingers are placed approx
imately parallel with the keel apron, and 
are notched out and screwed to the lower 
transom beam and ribs. If placed 19 in. 
apart they will accommodate most engines. 
However, this dimension should be 
checked with the engine before installing 
them. The floor stringers, Figs. 33 and 38, 
are bolted to the outside of the engine 
stringers and are notched for the ribs to 
which they al'e screwed. The port stringel' 
extends from stlltion 3 to % in. forward of 
station 8; stm'bom'd stringer from station 3 
to 11% in. aft of station 8. 

Before determining the shape of engine· 
bed pieces and the location of the propellcl·. 
shaft hole, the exact position of the engine 
in the hull must be determined. T his can 
be done' best by making a full-size, cutout 
pattern of the engine profile on heavy pa-



per. Carefully mark the loca
tion of the mounting brackets 
and center line of the crank
shaft on the paper. Place the 
pattern on the full-size profile 
drawing between stations 6 
and S and shi ft it around until 
the crankshaft center line is 
at an angle of 10 dcg. or less 
with the L.W.L. Check the oil 
pan, flywheel and the trans
mission housing for clearance 
with the apron and ribs. Wli.en 
th e engine pattern is in posi-
tion, F ig. 30, fasten it down 
with tape and draw an exten-
sion of the crankshaft line 
across the keel and apron. 
Other parts, such as the ruddel·, propeller, 
shuft log, rudder post and propeller-shaft 
strut, shown in Figs. 30 and 33, should be 
on hand so they may be sketched in on the 
profile drawing to check for clearance. 

A method of holding the bit at the cor
rect angle when drilling the pl"opeller
shaft hole is shown in F ig. 32. The braces 
and starting block should be sketched on 
the profile drawing and their exact loca
tion transferred to the hull. Since the pro
pelier shaft is I -in.-dia. Tobin bronze, the 
hole must be H'4 in . It is started with a 
regu lar wood bit because a "barefoot" 

Auto engine conve rted to modne vIe g iv u dependoble, 
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ship auger has no lead ,screw. In the event 
the hole runs out slightly, a bar of iron 
heated red-hot can be used to burn the hole 
in the proper direction. 

Next, bolt the propeller-shaft strut to 
the keel, and drill a hole through the tran
som knee, apron and keel to take the rud
der port. Locat~ the positions of the strut 
and port from the sketches made on the 
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profile drawing. Assemble the shaft log to 
the apron temporarily with two wood 
screws and insert the propeller shaft. A 
flanged coupling is used to connect the 
shaft to the engine. The engine stub shaft 
and the pl·opeller shaft will require some 
machining to take the flanged coupling. 
After setting the engine on its bed, it can 
be lined up with the shaft by bringing the 
faces of the coupling flanges together and 
gauging the distance between them at fOUl" 
places 90 deg. apal·t around their periphery 
with a mechanic's feeler gauge. The shaft 
log may have to be shifted somewhat and 
the engine raised or lowered to get them 
in proper alignment. If the installation 
makes it impossible to line up the engine 
and shaft, a universal joint and thrust 
bearing can be installed between the cou
pling and shaft log. After the boat has been 
in the water a while, the propeller shaft 
may start to "pound" due to dampness 
from the bilge swelling the engine bed and 
throwing the motor out of alignment. How
ever, once the motor has been realigned it 
rarely requires further adjustment. 

Although many boats do not have a 
clutch-control pedal, it will be found useful. 
If an automobile engine is used, it is a sim
ple task to saw ofT the clutch pedal, install 
t.he necessary linkage and connect to a foot 
pedal extending out of the control box, Fig. 
37 . The gearshift lever also is sawed off and 
connected to the fonvard and reverse lever 
as in Figs. 30 and 38. 

Water to cool the engine is piped from an 



intake scoop to the pump. The scoop is fitted in a 
hole drilled in the bottom of the hulL Engine 
exhaust gases are carried through a 21/2-in. 
galvanized pipe from the engine manifold to a 
hole in the transom 2 in. above the L.W.L. Cool
ing water from the engine also runs out the 
exhaust pipe. Asbestos must be wrapped 
around the exhaust pipe between the manifold 
and the cooling-water-pipe connection. The 
water keeps the rest of the exhaust pipe cool. 

Sea Craft has two 24-gaL round tanks sup
ported by cradles. However, any typc of ma
rine gasoline tanks cun be used provided they 
have the fill pipe connected to deck plates lo
cated on an open deck so there is no danger of 
gasoline being spilled into the bilge. The tanks 
also must be vented through the hull as indi
cated. Copper tubing, coiled to absorb vibra
tion, carries the gasoline to the engine by 
means of an electric pump. The tank outlet is 
the type fitted to the top of the tank to minimize 
the possibility of leakage. 

Air for engine and bilge ventilation is sup
plied by sheet-metal ducts between stations 6 
and 7, Figs. 30 and 35. Circulation is maintained 
by two plate vents in the transom. 

Cabin Construction 

The size of the cabin and the arrangement 
of the bunks, cabinets and bulkheads is a mat
ter of personal choice and may be changed 
without affecting the performance of the boat. 
H more headroom is required, the cabin sides 
can bc made higher or, if less headroom is de
sired, the cabin floor may be raised slightly. 
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Also, the length of the cabin can be short~ 
ened to provide a larger open cockpit. How
evel., regardless of the changes made, the 
methods of construction shown in the draw~ 
ings should be followed . All structural 
members must be fastened to the fl'ames, 
nevel' directly to the hull planking. Stock~ 
size fir or spruce can be used for most of the 
framing and the plywood must be of the 
type made especially for marine use. 

Sea CI'aft's forward deck extends from 
the bow to station 2. T wo deck stringers, 
shown in the upper drawing of Fig, 42, are 
bolted to the aft and forward sides of the 
frames at stations 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 
38. The top edges of the stringers are 
notched for the cradle of the fresh-water 
tank and a Ilf.! x 6-in. center beam, which 
is bolted to the stringers as shown in Figs. 
30 and 38. The shape of the cradle, which 
is made of I If.! x 3-in. oak, must be deter
mined by the tank dimensions. Refer to 
the perspective drawing, Fig. 33, for clari
fication. The frame for the hatchway open
ing, indicated in Fig. 38, projects 2 in. above 
the stl'inger. This opening gives access to 
the chain locker, which is floored and par~ 
titioned as shown in Figs. 30 and 42. Cleats 
of 1 x I-in. stock, screwed to the sides of 
the hatchway h'ame flush with the top edge 
of the stringer, support the l,4-in. plywood, 
which is screwed down to cover the entire 
deck area. After the plywood has been cov
el'cd with marine glue and canvas, it is 
planked with If.! x 3-in, mahogany. The 
white lines between the planks are made by 
beveling the planks slightly, as for calking, 
and then filling the resulting gl'ooves with 
sealing compound, Although the 3-in. 
planking can be laid to the sheer line, a 
margin plank on each side, as in Fig. 40, will 
impl'ove the appearance. Details of the 
bulkhead at station 2 are given in Fi~s. 41, 
42 and 43, 

The cockpit floor is supported by timber$ 
which extend athwartships and bolt to the 
fonvard sidcs of frames 9, 10 and 11 and 
the aft side of frame 8. A pOI·tion of the 
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cockpit floor timber at station 8 is sawed 
out latel' for the stair well to the cabin. 
Note in F ig. 40 that the center section of 
the floor is removable and that it rests on 
two strips of 1% x 1%~in. stock which are 
notched into the athwartship floor timbers. 
The outboard edges of the strips are lo~ 
cated directly above the engine stringers. 
These pieces extend f!'Om !;tation 8 to the 
vel·tical transom braces. Fig. 37 shows this 
section of floor removed. 

The stern-deck stringel', wh ich is crowned 
2 in., the same as the top transom timber, 
is p laced 16 in. fOI'ward of the transom and 
lag-bolted to a 3-in. knee block fastened to 
the sheer clamp and transom timber as in
dicated in Figs. 40 and 41. 

The cabin sides m'e installed next. First 
make the IIh-in.-thick spacer blocks shown 
in Fig. 40. Considel'able fitting will be re
quired when installing the b locks. The in
board edges of the blocks must be perpen
dicular to the base line and their top edges 
must be on a slight downward angle to the 
sheer line to coincide with the 2-in. crown 
of the decks, When fitted, toenail them to 
the sheer clamp. Note that the dimensions 
for the blocks at stations 3, 4 and 5 have 
been omitted. These al'e installed after the 
cabin sides are clamped in position, 

Each cabin side is mad,e up of three 
pieces of II,4-in. (1116 in. net) mahogany, 
splined and glued as indicated in Fig. 31. 
The total width of the glued-up boards 
should be not less than 28 in. If three 91h_ 
in. boards are used, each side will requil'e 
two pieces 20 ft. long and one piece 16 ft. 
long, However, if the headroom is to be in
creased, the width of the cabin sideboards 
must also be incl'eased. To layout the shape 
of the sides, joint the seam edges of the 
boards and lay them together on a flat sur
face. As the lowel' corners of the cabin 
sides are notched to fit 3~~ in. below the 
sheer line between the bulkhead at station 
2 and the stern-deck stringer, the devel
oped length must be obtained. This can be 
done best by fairing a batten against the 



blocks and .cutting it oft 
to fit between the hulk
head and the stringer. 

With the batten in place, 
mark the position of each 
station on it, then remove, 
place on the cabin side
boards and transfer the 
station locations to the 
sideboards. D raw Jines 
across the boards perpen
dicular to the seams at 
the station marks and 
ends of the batten. Note 
in Fig. 40, section G-G, 
that the cabin side pro
jects over the forward 
deck 5% in. A chalk line 
parallel with and G4¥4 
in. above the L.W.L. is 
stretched between two 
temporary upright braces 
at s tation 2 and the tran
som to represent the top 
of the cabin sides. The dis
tance between the chalk 
line and the bottom of the 
sheer clamp OJ' blocks at 
each station is meaSUl'ed 
and transferred to the 
cabin s ideboards. A line 
connecting th ese points 
gives the bottom cutting 
line of the cabin side. The 
line between stations 6 
and 7 drops abruptly be
cause of the sheer drop. 
The curved lines of the 
cockpit sides and cutouts 
for the windows are 
drawn freehand with the 
aid of a pattern of squared 
lines drawn lightly on the 
boards as in F igs. 30 and 
41. The aft ends of the 
cabin sides project about 
1% in. over the stern deck. 
When cutting the spline 
grooves. stop them so they 
will not run out in the cnd 
grain of the windows and 
the curve of the cockpit 
sides. The fOl'wfll'd edge 
can run out as it is cov
ered by the windshield 
frame. When assembling 
the boards. use marine 
glue and clamp securcly 
until dry. Then layout 
the port.light hole and 
the forwal'd end which 
slopes about 36 dcg. orr 
the vertical. After sawing, 
rabbet the edges of the 
window openings, as 
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shown in Fig. 31, to take 
the plate-glass windows, 
which are installed later. 
As both cabin sides are 
the same, the completed 
one can be used as a pat
tei'll to layout the second 
side. Care should be tak
en to make the rabbeted 
edge around the window 
openings on the outside of 
each piece. 

When installing the 
cabin sides, nail tempo
)'ary tie bars ael'oss frames 
5, 6 and 7 just below the 
sheer cla mps, and use 
timbers and wedges or 
automobile jacks at sta
tions 6 and 7 to fOJ'ce the 
cabin sides against the 
s pace r blocks. Before 
making the spacel' blocks 
for stations 3, 4 and 5, 
wedge and clamp the cab
in sides until they are 
fairly straight between 
stations 2 and 5 so the 
window glass will seat 
tight against the rabbeted 
edges. When the sides are 
clamped fil'miy in posi
tion, bolt them to the 
sheer clamps at each 
spacer block with large
h eaded, o/s-in. galvanized 
cal'l'iage bolts. Counter
sink all bolts and plug the 
holes for neat appearance. 

Before removing the 
clamps, install the cabin
top beams shown in Figs. 
35 and 40. The fonvard 
beam is placed 7 V .. in. aft 
of t"e forward top corners 
of the cabin sides. The 
other frames are spaced 
uniformly with one di
rectly above the frame at 
station 6. Th ey are 
screwed to the top edge of 
the cabin sides and have 
filler block s between 
them as in Figs. 31 and 39. 
The aft beam is cut off 
flush with the inboard 
sides of the cabin sides 
and screwed to the 1 x 
7%-in. beam shown in 
Figs. 41 and 42. The top 
sides of the beams an~ 
notched in the center to 
take a lh x 4-in. piece of 
mahogany as shown in 
Fig. 40. 



Stock-size lumber is used for the cock
pit-bulkhead {I'aming dimensioned in sec
tion 8 of Fig. 42. The framing for the engine 
compartment, toilet room and chart cabi
net, shown in Figs. 30 and 35, is an integral 
pat't of the bulkhead framing and should 
be installed at this time. 

Finishing the Cabin 
Continuing with the cabin interior, in

stall the framing and plywood covering of 
the port and starboard bunks and for ward 
cabinets. The top of the port-side cabinet 
is cut out to take a 12 x 12-in. galley sink, 
which drains through the hull, as in Fig. 43. 
Fresh water is piped to a faucet fitted 
through the bulkhead, Fig. 30. The hunk 
maltt'csses al"e supported on a )"cmovable 
fl'arne woven of burlap wehbi],g, as in Fig. 
33. They are kept in place by a Ilh-in. pl·O
jection of the plywood bunk sides, which 
extend down over the inboard sides of the 
floor stringers. The hull ribs above the 
bunk fl·ames are covered with !h-in. ma
hogany, Figs. 41 and 42. The center of the 
cabin floor is made in two removable sec
tions. each supported by cleals fastened 
to the plywood bunk sides and flool· timbers 
which are bolted to the frames on top of the 
tie bars (see station 3, Fig. 43). Note that 
the floor slopes to obtain maximum head
room at station 6. The cabin floor on both 
sides of the engine compartment is fas tened 
permanently to the top edges of the floor 
stJ·mgers and floor timbers, Figs. 35 and 38. 
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l ocolion 01 engine conlrol. in 
Ihe coc.pil permi" unob.lru<l_ 
.d vie .... lor clo.e maneuvering 

Before eovering the cockpit-bulkhead 
framing, install the water closet, which 
must be purchased from a marine supply 
house. Plywood is used for the walls and 
doors of the toilet room, engine compart
ment and chart cabinet. Note in Fig. 35 
that the sides and top of the engine com
partment are removable. They also must be 
lined with asbestos. The sides are held in 
place at the top by hooks and at the bottom 
with quarter round nailed to the floor. One 
side and the top al·e shown I·emoved in Fig. 
36. An alcohol cooking stove is bolted in a 
sheet-metal cabinet mounted on the bulk
head frame. The cabinet must be remova
ble for access to the real· of the control box 
as detailed in Figs. 43 and 49. This box 
houses the compass, electrical switches, en
gine controls and steering gear. An inspec
tion door in the front of the box, Fig. 37, 
is held in place with brass door buttons 
and plates. 

The steering system, Figs. 30 and 38, 
consists of an automobile steering knuckle 
of the worm-gear type bolted in the control 
box so that a steering wheel can be fastened 
to the wOI·m shaft. The stub shaft of the 
worm gear is welded to a vertical shaft ex
tending below the cockpit floor. Lever 
al1llS attached to the lower end of the shaft 
and rudder post are connected with a steel·
jng rod of !h-in. pipe, which has a clevis 
welded to each end. A hand-operated bilge 
pump is fastened to the port side of the con
trol box with the outlet joined to a %-in. 
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"Seo Crofl's" line . show 10 but advon toge when v iewed off the bow. Cobin roof con be used for sun bathing 

galvanized pipe running under the cock
pit floor to a hole in the transom. The pump 
intake is connected to a hose extending 
down to the bilge. 

The cabin .stairway, Figs. 41 and 43, is 
covered with a trap door which projects 
under the cabin door when closed, prevent
ing entl'ance to the cabin when the cabin 
door is locked. 

Two 6-volt storage batteries, placed in a 
box under the cockpit floor are connected 
to a S.P.D.T. switch located in the control 
box. The wiring hookup should be arranged 
so the batteries may be used individually. 

The stern deck is made of the same mate
rial as the forward deck. It is crowned 2 
in . and the forward edge curved to conform 
with the radius of the cockpit seat, as in 
Fig. 47 and also Figs. 40 and 41. The seat 
top is made from three pieces of plywood 
and is removable lor access to storage space 
beneath. This provides an ideal place to 
store life preservers. The side decks or 
shelves, extending from the sheer drop to 
the transom, should be installed at the same 
time as the stern deck. They are of %-in. 
mahogany cut to fit snugly against the cab
in sides and trimmed flush with the hull 
planking. The shelves, forward of the sheer 
drop, are of %-in. plywood covered with 
canvas to provide a nonslip surface. They 
must be notched to clear the ventilating 
ducts. A block of wood is inserted between 
the fore and aIt shelves where the sheer 
line d -ops, and %-in. quarter round is used 
along the joint of the shell and cabin side. 
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Before the cabin top is put on, cut grooves 
in the center strip for the insulated elec
trical wires, as in Figs. 46 and 47. These 
wires, which are connected to switches on 
the control-box panel, are brought through 
holes in the cabin top to the combination 
light, mast light and a horn which is re
quired for a boat of this size. The wires 
leading to the cabin dome lights anci toilet
room wall light, which have individual 
switches, are connected directly to an am
meter on the panel. 

The two outer supports for the cockpit 
windshield are shown in pattern squares in 
Fig. 41. Each side is made from two pieces 
doweled and glued together at the top and 
screwed to the top edge of the cabin sides, 
Fig. 48. For the cabin roof, two pieces of 
%-in. plywood 4 x 12 ft. are needed. These 
are joined at the center, notched to clear 
the windshield supports and come flush 
with the bulkhead covering, and are 
trimmed slightly oversize along the cabin 
sides. When screwing the roof to the center 
strip and cabin-top beams, start at the cen
ter and work outward. Saw off the forward 
end of the plywood flush with the front 
edge of the first cabin-top beam and plane 
the sides to a well-rounded corner to blend 
into the filler blocks. The front of the cabin 
top is shaped from a timber, as in Fig. 45. 
The entire top is coated with canvas cement 
and one piece of canvas stretched tightly 
and tacked along the sides just below the 
seam between the filler blocks and cabin 
sides. The forward edge of the canvas is 



Top of the engine compo rtmen t 
.. rve. ". " t"ble when prep" ._ 
ing food in the cruiser'. cobin 

tacked undet' the front 
edge of the shaped timber 
and the aft edge is tacked 
to the bulkhead, The can
vas then is given several 
coats of thinned paint, 
Half-round mahogany 
molding covel's the tacked 
edges of Lhe canvas along 
the cabin sides and bulk
head. The cockpit wind
shield is completed, as in 
sections F-F and E-E of 
Fig, 41. The mast, also 
detailed in Fig. 41, sup
ports a while light. Sec
tion D-D of Fig. 41 gives 
the dimensions of hand
rails fitted to the cabin top, 

The cabin windshield, Fig, 45, fits into a 
rabbet cut in three pieces of H~-in. stock, 
two of which are screwed to the forward 
edges of the cabin sides, section C-C of 
Fig. 41, and one placed hOl'izontally across 
the {onvat·d deck, Widths will vary some
what with each boat. Note in Fig. 47 that 
the rabbet on the athwartship piece is cut 
at an angle to fit a 36-deg. bevel on the 
lowel' edge of the ·windshield. Toe rails ex
'terding from the breast hook at the bow to 
st.auon 4 on both sides along the sheer, Figs, 
40 and 41, are screwcd to the deck p lanking 
as in the upper detail of F ig. 42, The seam 
between the hull and deck planking at the 
sheer is covered with 1lh-in. half-round 
molding. This also is used for the guard rail 
at the aft end of the hull, Fig, 41. The hatch 
covel' fOl' the chain locker should be a snug 
fit. It is planked with lh x 3-in, mahogany 
ove,' V4-in. plywood, which is rabbeted into 
the top edges of the covel' frame. 

Before painting the exterior, mark the 
L.W.L. on the hull and fill the planking 
seams above this line with a fresh or salt
water seam sealer. Give the hull three Or 
four coats o[ /lat-white marine paint above 
the L.W.L., sanding the hull by hand a [tel' 
each coat. Then apply a mixtw'e o[ flat and 
glossy white paint and follow with a coat 
of glossy white. The decks, cabin sides and 
windshield frames are sanded, and a ma
hogany-colored wood filler Or a stain is 
applied, ailer which three coats of marine 
va"nish are applied, sanding the first two 
coats, Deck-plank seams are filled with a 
white scam sealer before varnishing. 

All exteriOl' ha]'dware is installed next. 
The fore and aft mooring bitts must be 
bolted securely in position to withstand 
considerable sb'ain, Plate glass fol' the 
windshields and cabin windows is held in 

place with lead beading, as in Figs, 31 and 
41. Mahogany on the interior of Sea Craft's 
cabin was stained and varnished and the 
plywood painted white, as in Fig. 44. The 
boat must be p]'ovided with a fire extin
guisher which should be mounted on the 
cabIn side wall above the chart cabinet, 
Give the bottom of the hull another coat of 
copper bottom paint and launch while the 
paint is wet, 

A boat of this size must carry registration 
numbers. Application for a certificate of 
award of numbe,' can be made by the boat 
owner to the District Coast Guard Officer 
having jurisdiction ovel' the area in which 
the owner resides, See page 175. 

In addition to a set of seven working
size bluep]'ints, full-size paper patterns for 
the hull frames and keel are also available 
from the Bluepl"int Deparlment of P opu
lar Mechanics Press, 
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Sealed-Beam Auto Headlight Makes Spotlight for Cabin Cruiser 
AN EFFICIENT, low_ 
cost spotJight for a cubin 
cruise]" can be made from 
a sealed-beam car head
light of the bumpcl'
mounted type. The unit is 
controlled remotely from 
inside the cabin and 
throws nn elliptical spot a 
quarter of a mile or morc, 
making it ideal fOl" sight
ing buoys. The headlight 
is pivoted on its odginal 
mounting bracket which 
is cut and drilled to suit. 
The rest of the unit is 
made from brass pipe fit
tings, with the exception 
of a piece of 1A -in. copper 
tubing used as an arm for 
controlling the light ver
tically. However, galva
nized fittings will do if de
sired. The unit is attached 
to the cabin roof by means 
of a pipe flan ge through 
which a 4-io. length of 
pipe is tumed. Note that 
the threads of the pipe are 
extended so it can be 
screwed into the flange to 
project below the cabin 
ceiling. Seam compound 
is applied liberally around 
lhc hole in the roof before 
the flange is SCI"ewed or 
bolted in place, The pipe 
caps attached to each end of this length of 
pipe are faced or filed flat and center
drilled to take a % - in, pipe, The slotted %
in, pipe fOI' lateral control is polished 
smooth, The slot also is polished to allow 
the contml arm to slide freely, A top beal'
ing is provided by sweat-soldering a collar 
to the pipe just below the slol Anothel· col
la~. which is a slide fit on the pipe, is at
tached to its lower end with a setscrew and 
serves as a bottom bearing. The 12-in. 
length of 1/4 _in. pipe which l'aises ilnd 
lowel's the control arm should be a sliding 
fit inside the %-in. pipe and will require 
bushing, This can be done by spot-solder
ing shim stock to the inside of the %-;n. 
pipe at the bottom of the slot and at the 
lower end of the pipe. One end of the con 
trol arm is flattened and slotted and the 
other end is threaded to screw into a hole 
tapped in the l/4-in, pipe, If equipment is 
available, these parts should be brazed to
gether. Note how this arm is bent to per
mit raising the light. The mounting bracket 
of the lamp is attached to the %-in, pipe 
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with a brass pin and set of spacers, the 
latter taking up the difference between the 
spread of the bracket arms and the outside 
diameter of the pipe, The lens clamp of the 
headlight is attached to the control al'm 
with a bolt having a bushing which rides 
in the slot. After the unit is assembled, the 
bottom bearing is tightened so there is a 
slight drag when the spotlight is turned. 
Finally, a small hand wheel is added to the 
lower end of the %-in, pipe to manipulate 
the light, Wiring is done by bdnging the 
wire down through the 1/4-in, pipe and con
necting it thl'ough a switch on the light 
itself or on the light panel of the boat, The 
light is gNunded in order to complete the 
electrical circuit. 

Keep Your Tobacco Dry 
Keep your pipe, tobacco, matches and 

other smoking materials dry in a boat by 
putting them in a fruit jal· suspended under 
the deck 01' seat. The lid of the jar is fas
tened to the underside of a seat, and the 
jar is removed by unscrewing it. 
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$;tkwetjb 
An Eight-Foot 

, , , 

LIGHT ENOUGH to carryon a car or even 
on your' shoulders, this boat will enable 
you to reach hideaways that are inaccessi
ble with heavier craft. It is sturdy enough 
to push through dense weed growths and 
light enough to navigate the shallowest 
waters. Although only 8 It. 4 in. long, 
Featherweight has a capacity of well over' 
300 pounds. Its construction of %-in. wa
terproof plywood over light pine framing 
gives it the well-1iPoportioned lines that 
are shown in Figs. I"lrnd 2. 

Feathelweight is built upside clown on 
an erecting frame as shown in Fig. 8. Con
struction begins with the boat frames, Fig. 
4. These arc made of %-in. (net) pine or .
other light wood that will not split easily. ____ 
Full-size patterns drawn on heavy wrap
ping paper will aid in laying out the pieces 
to exact size and serve as a guide for as
sembling them after they are cut. Wntel'
proof glue and No, 8 brass screws are used 
to join the parts as indicated in Fig, 3. 
Tempora ry braces are installed on the 
open (I'ames 3, 4 and 5. 

The strongback of the erecting f rame, 
Fig. ll, is made from a 2 x 8-in. plank. A 
?s x 1fs-in. batten may be used to mark 
the 2-in, curve. Notches are cut to hold the 
boat frames in position and the ends arc 
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shaped to take a how and stern knee as 
shown in Fig. 10. Almost any type of brac
ing on the erecting frame will be satisfac
tory provided it is rigid and does not inter
fere with the work. The framing lumber 
should be well-seasoned so 1,t will not warp 
and cause the boat to become lopsided. The 
perspective view, Fig. 8, shows the entire 
assembly in full detail. Note in Fig. 6 that 
the framing is built so that the stl'ongback 
can he lifted off with the bout frame when 
the work is completed in this position. 
When assembling the frames on the strong
hack he sure the uprights, or side mem
bers of the frames, are on opposite sides of 
their CfOSS members, beginning amidships 

• 

as shown in Fig. 8. The temporary brace 
on the No. 4 frame is screwed to the en~ct
ing frame as in Fig. 5 to keep it squared 
and centered. The other frames are held 
in place by toenailing at the sides of the 
strongback. Care should be taken to locate 
the nails where they can be removed easily 
after the sides and bottom are put on. With 
the frames in place, the boat stems, onc of 
which is detailed in Fig. 9, are temporarily 
screwed to the erecting frame as in Fig. 11. 
Both stems should be about 12 in. long to 
permit trimming to exact size later. 

To install the sheer battens, temporarily 
nail them in the notches of the No.4 frame. 
Then bend the cnds of the battens around 
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to the stems and mark so they,will fit 
just back of the bevels as indicated in 
Fig. 9. Aftcr cutting to size, install the 
battens permanently with screws and 
waterproof glue. Fasten them to framc 
No.4 first, and then work progressive_ 
ly toward the stems, securing both 
sides alternately. Check all the frames 
for squareness bcforc fastening the 
shccr battens. Chine battens are in
stalled in the same way. To assure a 
watertight hull, screws must be coun
tersunk and the battens planed flush 
with thc framcs. The plywood covcring 
must be in snug contact with the sheer 
and chine battens and bcvels of the 
stems. To install the sides, bcnd and 
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clamp a p3.nel of plywood around the entire 
side of the frame and mark it along the 
sheer, chine and stem. Then remove and 
saw outside of the lines to allow for trim. 
Cotton binding tape, lh in. wide, is laid in 
marine glue applied to the battens, stems 
and side panels as in Fig. 7. The sides are 
nailed temporal"ily to the frame amidships 
and screwed alternately each way from 
this point to the stems. Care should be mk
en to prevent the binding tape from shift
ing. After the edges of the side pieces have 
been planed flush with the chine battcn, lay 
on the bottom panel of plywood and mark 
it fGr sawing. This is installed in the same 
manner as the sides. With the bottom fin
ished. sct the keel and fasten with 2-in. No. 

ERECTING 
fRAME 

ER1;CTING 
FRAME 

SHEER BATTEN 
~"X 'l"o " SPRUCE 

10 galvanized SCI·CWS to the frames and 
knees. To cover the edge of the bottom ply
wood, as well as the screw heads in the 
sides, install flat, wood moldings at the 
chinc lines as indicated in Fig. 15. The tem
porary screws in the stems are then l·e
moved, and the hull, together with the 
strongback, lifted off the erecting frame 
and placed right side up on saw horses. 

The strong back will have to be sawed in 
half to get it out of the hull. A false bottom 
01" floor as shown at station 4, Fig. 15, 
should be made an individual unit so it can 
be remm·ed to clean the bilge. Deck beams, 
extending from the cockpit to breaslhooks 
fitted in the bow and stem. are installed 
in the notches cul in the upper members 

SHEER BATTEN 

., 
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No. 6 - ~" u,o,ss ",,,.,,y 
Sl'ACfO l Y," APART 

STAINtESS-STfEl MOlOlNG 

of the fore and aft frames as indicated in 
Fig. 14. Coaming battens and fiBer blocks 
are then added to support the deck and 
plywood coaming around the cockpit. 

The entire deck may be cut from a Single 
panel of plywood with the cockpit area 
sawed out, or, if too awkwal·d to handle in 
one sheet, it can be made from two pieces 
and joined at the No, 4 frame, Plywood is 
also used for the coaming, which is made 
in foul' sections and joined with a J'einfol'c
ing str'ip at frames 3 and 5. A stainless-steel 
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II: ~~MOLDING 

~." OIJTOOOR·PtyWOOD 
Slot'S, IIOTIOM AND DECK 

STATIONS 1 AND 1 

molding as shown in Fig, 13 will protect 
the top edge of the coaming. To make a 
watertight joint with the deck, lay a quar
ter-round molding in marine glue and fit it 
as snugly as possible in the corner. Hard· 
wood cutwalers at the bow and stern as in 
Fig. 12 and rub rails along the sheer lines 
complete the boat. 

For an inconspicuous finish, paint the 
boat a cattail green both inside and outside. 
Then follow with two coats of spar varnish. 
Allow time between coats, 



3-SECTION 
ROWBOAT 
'leu ~~ea 

W HEN the three sections are taken 
apart and nested, this 12-ft. rowboat 

occupies a space only 6% ft. long, and by 
virtue of its thin plywood construction is 
so light that one manj:an easily stow it on 
lop of his car, using a suitable cradle to hold 
it. The boat is designed along slandard 
lines, and construction differs only in the 
use of %-io. plywood for sides and holtom. 
In fact, it is built up as a single-unit row
boat, and then sawed between the two dou
ble bu lkheads to form the three sections. 

It is highly advisable to use waterproof 
plywood, if it is available. II not, the ordi
nary grade can be satisfactorily water
proofed by giving it three or four coats of 
paint or shellac, taking care to wOl'k it 
well into the exposed edges. If the wood 
is not thoroughly waterproofed, moisture 
will loosen the thin layers of wood and 
ruin the boat. In fact, all parts, whether 
directly exposed to the water or not, 
should be given two coats of paint or 
sheUac before 'lSSembling them, and at 
least two more coats after assembling. 
Screws, also, should be seated in white lead. 
When not in use, the boat should be given 
an application of paint more frequently 
than an ordinary boat. 

First build the stem. Four wedge-shaped 
pieces are screwed to a central section of 

3,4-in. pine having grain at right angles. 
The stcm is fastened to a knee and keelson 
by m~ans of galvanized calTiage bolts, with 
heads countersunk. Next make the frames 
Nos. 1, 2 and 3, and the bulkheads. Note 
that there is a frame on each bulkhead. All 
frames arlO! notched for chines, keelson and 
inwale, and frames Nos. 2 and 3 for the 
seat rail. The bulkheads should not be 
notched. In assembly, the keelson will be 
in three sections. Fasten the f.·ames, bulk
heads, stem and transoms to the keelson in 
their relative positions with galvanized or 
brass SCI'ews, and nail the keelson, with 
assembled frames, e tc., temporarily to a 
plank in order to hold it rigid while in
stalling the chine and inwale. Strips should 
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frames, just below the inwale 
notches, to hold them in posi-
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separating the sections. 
After the plywood side 

hoards are on, turn the boat upside down 
for putting on the bottom. This is cut hom a 
single sheet of plywood. T he panel is nailed 
temporal'ily to the bottom and the outline 
murked. It is then remQved, sawed, and re
placed with a finishing nail here und thcl"e 
after a strip of binding tape has been laid 
over the joint and soaked in white lead. 
Bear in mind that the edge of the side hoard 
and ch ine must be smoothed with plane or 
sandpaper to make a flush and even joint. 
Fasten with %-in. brass screws set about 
2 in. apart. This will make an absolutely 
watertight jOint. Bulkhead joints should 
he made the same way. In making the oar
lock, a piece of brass tubing is driven into 
a hole bored in a block that is f<l.stened 
between side board and inwale. The tube, 
of course, should be large enough for the 
shank of the oarlock to turn freely, and 
should fit tightly in the wood block. The 
keel is bolted on after the hull sections have 
been sawed apal·t. This is n ecessary be
cause of the tapered joints of the keel which 
lock the sections against an up-and-down 
motion. Bolts should be used only near the 
joints, and then through the keelson. Use 
galvan ized carriage bolts with heads coun
tersunk slightly 'in the keel. Elsewhere 
use long screws up through keel, keelson 
and into crossframes. 



The seat rails are screwed to the frames 
in bow and stern sections, as shown above, 
The bow seat is sCI'cwcd down, but the 
stern seat is hinged and fOI'ms a locker for 
fishing tackle, lunch, etc., out of the hot sun. 

Anchor Chain He lps Dive r Climb 
Into Boat From Water 

Pay careful a"enli"n I" teet;"n,,1 f;IIing ' in Ihe dia. 
grams "b"ve. K .. I " cli"n. and bulkhe"d 1"leh •• mutt 
b. p".ili"ned and assembled wilh ulmasl a«ur"ey 

The rowing seat is removable, which is 
necessary for nesting the bow and stern 
sections. A false bottom should be made 
for the amidships section to provide dry 
footing and protect the bottom of the boat. 

When using a rowboat as a diving plat
form, difficulty in getting into the boat 
from the water can be overcome by using 
the anchor chain as a step. The step can 
be made any height desired by using a 
screw hook to fasten it as indicated. A 
length of garden hose slipped over the 
chain will pI'ovide a cushion for the feet. 

Bicycle Tire Se rves a s Boat Guard 
Prevent damage 

to the bow of a 
small boat in shal
low water by mak
ing a guard of a 
I-ft. length of bi
cycle tire. Attach 
cords to each end 
and fasten to screw 
eyes mounted on 
the boat deck. 

7J 
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ROWBOAT e~ ~ eM 

I F YOU CAN use a saw, hammer and 
plane, you can easily master Ule coo

struction of this simple car-top rowboat. 
There arC/lG, trieky planks to fit and no dif
ficult I'abl:let'to cut in the stem. Not count.
ing the transom, only two mold frames are 
requil'ed, Fig. 1, and as t~e molds arc only 
temporary, their assembly is not too impor
tant other than seeing that they a l'e put to
gether squarely, TO assure this, make a full
size paper pattern of each mold and assem
ble the pieces directly on Ute patterns. The 
transom is %-in. plywood. A notched frame 
is glued and screwed permanenliy to the 
inside face of the transom. ' 

Next, the transom, molds and stem arc 
fastened to a strongback or building board. 

This is cut from a plank, as indicated, and is 
supported in the manner shown in Fig. 2. 
The stem is clamped to the strongback as in 
Fig. 3 and the transom is clamped to two 
scrap boards which are clamped at an angle 
to the opposite end of the strongback, Fig. 
11. Tbe molds are leveled laterally and 
braced at right angles to the strongback. 

Fig. 5 gives a general idea of how the 
keelson, chines and sheer battens are fitted. 
These parts simply rest in the notches of 
the molds and are fastened only to the stem 
and transom. The keelson and chines arc 
fastened to the stem as in Fig. 6, using 
Pk-in. No.8 flat-head brass screws. One 
screw is used to fastcn each aft end of the 
chines and sheer battens to the transom. 

7S 



PLANED OFF 

~ CHINE AND SIDE FAIRED 
FLUSH WITH nAME BOTTOM 

[!] HOW KEelSON ANO 
CHINES JO IN STEM 

The framework is now ready 
to be covered with marine ply
wood. Apply the sides first by 
clamping the plywood tempo
rarily in place and marking it a 
little oversize for sawing. To 
make a watertight joint aloJJ.g 
the chine, coat it with marine 
glue and lay muslin tape in the 
glue. Then apply a second coat 
to the tape and attach the ply
wood with I-in. No. 8 flat
head screws, spaced 2 in. 
apart. When dry, plane off the 
chine and plywood flush with 
the bottom of the molds as i,p 
Fig. 4. For the sake of econo}l'lY, 
the plywood bottom can be ap
plied in two or more pieces, 
Fig. 12, using coppel' clinch 
nails along a cleat-backed joint. 
The exposed edges of the ply
wood at the stem are faired into 
the curve of the stem, then 
~oated with marine glue and 
covered with a strip of half-



MATERIAl liST 
Lumb.r; 

Wat.'p'oof plywood 
I p<. '/~ ~ (8 ;n. ~ 10 ft.-Sollom 
1 p<. 'I •• (8 ;n." 12 ft.-Side. 
1 p<. '1~ ~ 36 ~ 36 in.-D<t<k 
1 p<. ¥O" 18 ~ (8 ;n._Tronsom 

Sp,,,ce. fi,. cyp,. " or yellow pin. 
1 p<. :v~ " 6 " 30 ;n.-D<"<k beam 
I p<. 0/.0 " 3 in." 10 ft.-K~I>on 
1 p<,:V." 1 in." 10 ft.-Keel 
2 pco. :v~ " 1:V~ in. " 12 ft.-Chine , 
2 p<'. '12" Ph in. x 12 ft.-She. r bo".". 
1 pc. :1;4 " 3 ;n. " 6 11._ Tron.om f,ome 
2 po<. :1;4 " 3'1. I", " 8 fl.-Side .upports 
2 p<'. ~" 1~ ;n, x 10 f l.-So"om ,lb. 
2 p<'. 0/.0 ~ 1 in. " 12 fl.-Mold;ng 

R.dwood .• pruc. 
1 p<. 0/.0 xU" (81 ... -ha, •• al 
1 p<. J'" x 12 ~ d 'n._fo,ward .... 1 

Oak. a.h a' yello .... pine 
1 p<. 2 ~ 8 " 30 ;n._Slem 
1 p<. '12 " 1 " 2( in.-Stem moldin g 
1 p<. 1" 10" 18 in._T,an1.Om k ..... 
1 p<. 1:1;4 ,,53Jo in," 10 ft._Bvilding boo,d 
2 p<'. ¥o x 3¥o in. ,,8 fl.- Sc,ap .lock ',a ..... 
Hard .... o.e, 
"g'ol' l·in. No. 8 fla,·heod b." ... <1 .... . 

1 g.o .. P/.· in. No. 8 11", ·h"",d ><r ..... . 
l do,. 1'1,1o·in. No, 8 fla,·heod ",rews 
1 lb. P/. ,; n. \I01 ... "nil.d .hingl. "ail. 
1 pt. oo.lock. 
3 b.o .. lihlng h"n"dle. 
1 mootin\! eyebol' 
'12 pt. marine o. phnol .••• in III". 
M" . lin ' ap" 
Po;n' and ... ".ni.h· 

I"ound molding to meet the keel. 
Now, lift the boat from the 

sll'ongback, but before removing 
the molds, place a temporary CI"OSS 
brace between the sheer battens 
to maintain shape until the scats 
al'e installed, Complete the deck 
as shown in Fig. 9, fitting a deck 
beam, Fig. 10, 28 in. from the stem. 
Five supports are fitted to each 
side of the boat on the inside at 
points indicated in Fig. 8. These 
are nolched to fit over the chines 
and sheer battens as shown in the 
sectiona l view, Fig. 7. This step is 
followed by installing the ribs 
which are notched to straddle the 
side s upports and simply butt 
against the keelson and chines. 
Copper or othc" rust-resistant 
nails are used to fasten the ribs to 
the plywood, the nails being 
clinched on the inside. Complete 
the boat by adding the transom 
knees, seat risers, seats, keel and 
the half-round sheer molding. 

Use a copper bottom paint on 
the bottom of the boat and coat the 
rest of the wood above the water 
line with a lead-aQ.d-oil primer 
paint. T hen finish with two full
bodied coats of deck enamel. A 
mool'ing eyebolt and three bz'ass 
sash lifts screwed to the top edge 
of the transom provide convenient 
hooks for lashing the boat securely 
with rope to the car bumpers. 

, 
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) 
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WITH its low ends 
and flat bottom, 

which extends well up 
into bow and stern, this 
I6-ft, Canadian-type 
canoe is well-adapted 
to the needs of the 
sportsman. It features 
steadiness on the water and case of pad
dlinlt. The cn.:ft is little affected by cross 
winds on account of its wide beam, which 
is 33 in., amidships. 

Construction begins with a temporary 
framework consisting of a set of molds and 
a backbone, to which the molds are fas
tened. Paper patterns are made ft'om the 
squm'ed drawings, Figs. 1 and 2, to trace 
the outline of the molds on the stock. Each 
mold is made in two halves, fastened to
gether temporarily with cleats. As both 
ends of the canoe are identical, two molds 
of each size, with the exception of the een
tel' one, are required. The backbone is a 
piece of %-in. stock 5lj4 in. wide and 14 ft. 
6 in. long on the upper edge and 14 ft. 41fl 
in. on the lower edge. See Figs, 3 and 7, 
The keelson is a piece of clear, straight
grained ash or cak. cut as shown in Fig, 7, 

The stems are built up fl'om regular stock 
as in Fig. 6. The grain should run nearly at 
right angles as in Fig. 7, and casein glue and 
dowels should be used in the joint. 

Assembly is started by locating and nail
ing the molds in position along the back-
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bone, as in Figs. 3 And 7, The frame is then 
turned ovel' and the keelson nailed tem
porarily to each of the molds. after which 
the stem pieces al'e screwed between the 
cleats at the ends of the backbone, Fig, 7. 

The ends of the keelson are bent down to 
meet the stem pieces, where they arc fas
tened pennanentiy with brass screws and 
bolts as indicated. The gunwales running 
from stem to stem are made of straight
grained ash. They should be wrapped with 
rags and soaked with hot water until they 
become pliable. The ends al'e beveled and 
fastened permanently to the stem' pieces 
with nails. The installation of the decks, 
Figs. 5 and 6, greatly strengthens the frame
work and aids in drawing the gunwales to 
shape. The decks are fa stened with brass 
screws as in Fig. 4. Now, four ribbands, 
equally spaced and reaching from stem to 
stem, are sCI'ewed to the molds on each 
side of the keelson as shown in Figs. 8 and 9, 

Steaming, Fig. 13, is necessary to make 
the ribs sufficiently pliable to take the 
bends. Each db should be long enough to 
reach from gunwale to gunwale over the 
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~bband'_ Be~in at the eon",,
and install each rib as .shown in Fig. 14, 
drawing it into position with C-clamps and 
nailing at the keelson and gunwales, start
ing at the center of the canoe and working 
toward the ends. Where a rib comes over a 
mold, it is simply spaced out and omitted 
temporarily, Fig. 15. 

When the ribs are all in place, the rib
bands are taken off, making the job ready 
£01' the 1fs-in. cedar planking. If your band
saw is equipped with a ripping fence you 
will be able to save 
money on the ribs 
and planking by 
resawing them 
yourself, Fig. 10. 
The planks are 
soaked for several 
hours, then the 
first full-length 
plank is laid with 
the edge parallel 
with the center 
line of the keelson, 
Fig. 11, using 
clamps to draw it 
into place. Copper 
nails are used for fastening the planking to 
the ribs and i,, 1 nails must be clinched 
across the grain on the inside of the ribs, 

® 

Fig. 12. Fig. 11 shows the arrangement of 
the plunking. 

To remove the backbone, take out the 

" 
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cleats and saw it through at the center. Take 
out all but the No.3 molds. Bolt the maple 
thwarts, Figs. 5 and 16, to the underside of the 
gunwales to prevent the hull from springing 
out of shape. The "Seat frames, Figs. 5 and 18, 
also may be fitted at this time. The real· 
stretchers are bolted directly to the gunwales 
but the two forward are lowered 3 ill","Y 
meuns of hardwood spacers as in Fig. 18. 

For cunvasing you need two pieces of -oz. 
canvas, long enough to r~ach from stem to 
stem with abo·ut a foot to spare, and wide 
enough to reach from the gunwale to the 
keel with allowance for a lap. Start by spread
ing the canvas over half of the C8noe, tacking 
temporarily neal' the center of the gunwale. 
Pull the coveting tightly around the bilge 
and place a few tacks along the kecl, near the 
center. Wet the canvas and pull it lengthwise 
over the stems, and tack. As it dries, the fabdc 
will tighten and take the shape of thc hull. 
When dry, pull out the tacks at one end and 
fit the canvas neatly around the stem, from 
the point of the keel to the gunwale, lapping 
1 in. ovel· the stem. Fasten with %-in. copper 
tacks, spaced 1 in. apart. Then remove all oth
er temporary tacks and roll the canvas back 
off the canoe. 

Beginning at the tucked end, apply a coat of 
waterproof canvas cement to 'a section of the 
planking along the keel. Do not cover a large 
area as the cement dries quickly. Unroll the 
canvas over the cemented area, pull tightly 
lengthwise and fasten the loose end temporar
ill while tacks are placed closely along the 
gunwale and keel of the cemented portion. As 
you tack be sure that the cloth lies flat with
out any wrinkles. Then squeegee the canvas 
with the palm of the hand to make sure that 
it is in contact with the cement at all points. 
Now, trim the canvas along the gunwales and 
fasten with copper tacks, spaced about % in. 

Allow a few days for drying, then apply a 
coat of canvas cement. When dry, sand 



smooth and finish with 
onc coat of deck paint 
and one of flat color 
after which it is again 
sanded and varnished. 
Apply the gunwale 
molding. Figs. 17 and 
19, with roundhead 
brass nails, and finish 
the crmoe inside and 
out with two coats of 
spal' varnish . Finally 
the keel is varnished 

separately and screwed in place as 
in Fig. 19. Finish up with the %-in. 
half-round copper bang plates. 

In varnishing the inside of the 
canoe, care should be taken to pl'C
vent the varnish from "piling up" 
in the corners between the l'ibs 
and planking. Check urt on thesc 
points and spread out such spots 
with a brush before the varnish 
begins to dl·Y. 

You can keep your canoe in good 
condition fOI' years by proper at
tention to the hull whenever the 
canvas covering must be replaced. Remove the stem an~eel 
with the old canvas, and check the p lanking cal'cfully for diY-rot. 
Replace any plank or rib that shows evidence of rot. Also replace 
loose nails or screws with longer ones or ones of larger diamcter. 
Finally, plane and sandpaper the hull to restore a perfectly 
smooth, curved surface. Then put on the new canvas and finish 
as you did the first covering. 

(11) 
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g'udd (( BANTA" 
I F YOU want a lightweight utility boat with a nice 

turn of speed and easy handling, build "Banta." 
A boat like this has a lot to recommend it-simple, 
inexpensive construction, a one·man weight of less 
than 150 lbs., practically leakpt'oof-she's a smooth, 
easy sailer on any man's l'ivel'. Good for rough 
water, too. The V·bottom of Banta makes her 
a much better rough.wulel' boat than conventional 
flat.bottom plywood construction. She'll ride 'em! 

Making the (rames: Make the frames first, using 
oak, elm, pine or mahogany. Draw each frame care· 

"8anto" 

Leng.h ...... 12' 
Seom ..•..•. ... 01.5" 
Dep.t. om;d,h;p .. 11''' 
We;gh ••..... ISO lb •. 
Po ... ng ............. 3 
/01"." •........ 2·10 HP. 
Sp .. d ..... 8·25 M.P.H. 



fully on a piece of building paper and make 
the assembly over this after cutting the parts 
to shape on the bandsaw. The side frames are 
curved out at the bottom to produce a good 
landing on the bottom frames. An (ptional 
method of construction is to butt the side and 
bottom frames together and tic them with %
in. plywood gussets on either side. The tran
som is bandsawed from %-in. marine plywood 
to the dimens:ons given. It is cleated at the 
edges and bottom with the frame stock. The 
transom is raked 0 deg., which amounts to 2% 
in. in the height given. 

Frame assembly: Banta is built upside down 
on a building platform, as shown in the draw
ing. On the surface of the platform, run in a 
pencil centerline and mark the station lines. 
Cleats fastened parallel to the station lines as 
shown will provide a support and locate each 
of the main frames. The keel is now fastened 
to the frames and transom, checking carefully 
to maintain each frame true and square with 
the building platform. The stem is a triangular 
piece of white oak, mounted at the extreme nose 
of the building platform at an angle of 67 deg. 
It is a good idea to make a full -size drawing of 
the assembly at the stem since this will show 
exact lengths, angles, etc. As can be seen in 
the stem detail and section drawings, the for
ward end of the keel fastens to a nose block, 
the nose block being held to the stem by a knee. 
The chines go on easily, the assembly 'at the 
stem being to either side of the nose block All 
joints are screw-fastened. The carriage-bolt 
fastenings at the stem are not put in until the 
boat is complete. It will be noted in the draw
ing that the forward ends of chines and keel 
are saw-keded. This makes bending easier and 
also helps to maintain a full curve. The kerfs 
can be cut on the bandsaw, Ijs in. deep and 1 in. 
apart for the chines, and in;; in. deep x 1 % in. 
apart on the keel. All frames must be beveled 
to carry out a smooth line, ,pnd the keel and 
chines are planed down to come flush with the 
frame s!'Jape. The sheer batten goes on without 
much trouble, being let into the stem. The 
whole frame assembly should be made dry and 
is knocked down and reassembled with cold 
resin glue after fitting. 

Planking: Planking for Banta is 1j1-in. fir ply
wood of the waterproof, resin-bonded type. 
Two standard 4 x 12-ft. sheets are required. One 
sheet will make the two side planks, while the 
other sheet will cut the two bottom planks and 
the deck. The SIde planks are applied first. Fit
ting is quite simple since the half sheet of ply_ 
wood can be bent to the frames and held with 
clamps while the shape is being marked with a 
pencil. The planks are cut off square at the 
stem to provide a flat of about % in. on which 
to land the outer stem piece. The bottom 
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planks arc butted together at the keel ang 
extend over the side planks. All fitting 
should be done dry, after which the perma
nent assembly can b2 mf.:de with cold resin 
glue. T he Ollie)" keel is V-cut on a circular 
saw to fit the angle of the bottom planking. 

. ' loor and deck: T he fitting of floor 
hoards is quite simple and clearly shown 
in the drawings. The deck is % -in. marine 
plywood bent to a crown of about 2 in. The 
main deck beam is spanned across frame 
No. 1. T hcl'C is an intermediate deck beam 
about 15 in. forward of this, and a breast
hook at the extreme forward position be
hind the stem. Notches are cut on the 
inner edge~No. 2 and No.3 side frames 
to lake ilie inwales. At frame No. 1 the 
inwale is beveled slightly and fastened di
rectly to the sheer batten. At the transom 
the inwales are let into wooden knees. Seats 
al'e spanned across the hull an d butt against 
the planking. Each seat is supported with 
a riser at the center and end risers extend
ing down to the chines at either end. 

Finishing: A first coat of special plywood 
sealer and primer should be applied. This 
will prevent hairline ch ecking a nd the 
showing of the ridges of the grain struc
ture, which fir has a tendency to do even 
under two or three coats of paint. The hull 
may then be finished in clear varnish to re
tain the natural grain, or given thin coats 
of enamel finish in the color desired. Sand 
each coat lightly. 
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M A TERI A L LIST 
3 pieces oak. elm. mahogany or white plue. ~. l<. 

8 In . x 8 ft.- for frames 
piece waterproof fir or mahogany marine pl~'_ 
Wood . ~. x 17 x 39 In .- for transom , 
piece oak, Pine. spruce or yellow plne.~' x I '.!: 
In. x 11 It .- for Inner keel 
piece oak or yellow pine. ~. x ~. In . x 11 It.
tor oute r keel 

2 pieces pine, oak or mahogany, ~ . x lin. x 12 ft. 
-for chines 

2 pieces oak or mahogany, % x 1 In . x 12 It.-
for she",r battel)~ 

I piece oak, "1. x 5 x 6 In._ for nose b lock 
I piece oak. l',' x 5 x 8 In._for stem knee 
2 pieces watcrproof fir or mahogany marine ply_ 

wood. ',~ In. x 4 x 12 ft.-to r planking 
1 piece waterproof fir Or mahogany marine ply_ 

Wood-for deck. This Item will he cut from 
p!ankln g stOCk on sheet used for bottom 
planking 
piece white pine or spruce. % x 8 In. x 4 H 
-for deck bcams 

I piece white oak or yellow pine. I,~ x 5 x 8 In. 
- for breasthook 

2 pieces oak. yellow pine or mahogany. % x 
I',~ In. x 9 ft.-for Inwale" 

I piece oak or yelloW pine. I~. x 2 x 18 In.-for 
In ner stem 

I piece oak Or yellow pine. ~. x 2 x 18 In.-for 
o u ter stem 

4 pieces white pine. cypress Of redwood. '.2 x 5 
In. x 9 ft.-tor HOOf boards 
p iece wh ite pine or mahogany. ~. x 12 In. x 8 
ft.-for seats 
p iece white pine. ~. x 8 In _ x 4 te.-for seat 
supports 

2 pieces fir p lywood. ~4 x 5 x 12 In.-for motor 
pads_ T his Item can be cut from planking 
stock I piece yellow pine or white oak . I,. x 8 x 8 In. 
_ for transom knees 

2 plec.,,; yellow pine or white pine. I In. half 
round x 12 ft.- for sheer molding 
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rr H1S fleet 14-ft. boat combines strength 
with light weight, and is easily ma

neuvered. It carries 140 sq. ft . of canvas 
and weighs about 350 lbs. 

A table of offsets, Fig. 1, enables you 
to layout exact patterns for temporary 
frames, on which the boat is built. The 
patterns for the frames are drawn on 
heavy paper ruled ofT in 1 or 2-in. squares 
as in Fig. 9. Dimensions in the table of 
offsets are from the centerline and base 
line to the outside of the planked boat. 
Therefore the curves for the frames should 
be drawn % in. inside of the curves ob
tained from the table of offsets, as the 
planking used on this boat is % in. thick. 
Fig. 9 shows how the patterns for the 
frames are drawn, but the curves should 
not he drawn from these sketches, as they 
will not give the accurate l>esults that you 
will get by laying them out from the table 
of offsets. From F igs.!, 2 and 3, you will be 

able to locate the points along which the 
curves are drawn. 

After cutting the frames from wide 
pieces of I-in. soft pine, assemble them 
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on a s trongback as in Figs. 6 and 7. 
T his is a 2-in. plank (about 1% in. 
d.'essed), one edge of w hich is cut to 
the CUl'vatu re of the keel. The front 
end of the strongback is cut away to 
receive the stem knee, a nd the transom 
knee fits between two pieces at the 
after end. A board w h ich runs below 
the strongback is notched for th~ 
stem. Bevel the E:dgcs of the frames to 
Cf'nform with the curvature of the hull. 

lenglh over a ll 14 ft. 4 in . 
l e ngth at wote . line Il ft. 8 in . 
hom 5 ft . 2 in . 
Dra ft 
fru board for 'd 
freeboard oft 

The bevel is determined by testing with a st!'uight 
batten about lh in. thick. In building any boat 
the frames must be so beveled 01' faired ofT- that 
is, planed to a natunll eUl've. If one frame has 0-

hump so that the ballen does not touch the ad
joining fr ames, fair the offending member down . 

Each pair of frames is notched fOI' the Ih by 
4-in. keelson. At the fOl"\vard ends, where the 
planks will have a pl"Onounced bend, it may be 
necessary to nolch 01" ({atten the frame for a 
plank 01' two, but this should be done after the 
garboard (plank next to the keel) and adjoining 
plank have been laid out. 

The stem, Fig. 8, is bandsawed from 2-in. ma
hogany or white oak, and is assembled with the 

7 in . 
2 ft. a in. 
, ft. 4 in . 
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knee. Fit the joint between stem and knee 
tightly, using a clamp as in Fig. 5. Then 
drill a %-in. hole for a stopwater, 01" white
pine dowel, which will swell with moistul"C 
and make a watertight joint. Also apply 
marine glue to the contacting surfaces. The 
rabbet for the rlanking is marked out but 
not tested unO the stem is on the assem
bling fl"arne. Then a stick is placed against 
frame No.1 and into notches along the line 
of the ]'abbct to be sure the correct angle i5 
achieved. When sevcl'al of these notches 
about 4-in. apart are cut u!1d tested with 
the fid, 01' stick, the remainder of the rab
bet may be chiseled out. The planks should 
lie perfectly flat against the stem where 
they fit into the rabbet as illustrated in the 
upper detail of Fig. 8. 

The transom is bandsawed from lVII-in. 
white pine. Enough stock should be left to 
allow for the bevel edges. Fig. 13 shows 
how transom and stem are assembled to 
the keel and keelson. Marine glue or white 
lead should be applied to contacting sur-



faces. The keelson is notched into 
the transom. A screw through the 
forward end of the strongback 
temporarily secures the stem knee to the 
{I·ame while fitting and assembling. 

The centerboard slot is cut between sta
tions 3" and 5, Fig. 19. It is wider in thc 
middle than at the ends. This prevents the 
steel centerboard from being pinched when 
the wood swells. For amateur sailors, a 
%-in, centerboard is advised, as the extl·a 
weight provides more ballast than one 
:I1A in. thick, The centerboal'd slot and well 
are varied accordingly, Dimensions given 
here are intended 101" a ¥ltl-in. centerboal·d, 
but if you change to a %-in, thickness be 
sure to increase tl1e space to accommodate 
it CI.1~ in. wider slot than given in the 
draWings) . 

Screws through keelson to keel al'e 
placed on each side of the slot. Elsewhel'e 
the scl·ews run along the centel"line of the 
keel. These sCI'ews should be spaced so 
they will not interCere with other screws 
to be installed through the ribs after the 
entire hull is planked and has been re
moved from the fOI·m. The ribs aloe to be 
spaced 6 in. on centCI'S, beginning at the 
bottom of the transom. 

Now for planking. The garboal'd, or 
plank alongside the keel comes first. The 
shape of this can be laid out with a spiling 
board, as in Figs. 11 and 12. B ring the 
plank as far forward on !.he stem knee as 
possible without twisting or straining un
duly. A mistake many amateurs make is in 
not doing this, with the result that all fol
lowing planks must assume a pl'Onounced 
curve. When the plank is fitted so that it 
lies snugly against keel and in the stem 

TRANSOM 
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rabbet, remove and apply mal'ine glue. 
This is applied along keelson, keel and stem 
r nbbct, and then the plank is dmwn down 
with %-in. No. 6 bronze wood screws, 
heads countersunk just enough to putty 
over Inter. Install one garboard, then the 
olher, and proceed ill this manner through 
the entire planking job. If planks are all 
scl'cwccl clown on one side before begin
ning the other, it imposes a strain w hich 
might pull the hull Qut of shape. 

With garboards installed, spile for ad
joining planks. They al'e lapped ~ in., 
Fig. 14. The edge of the garboard is bev
eled whcl'c the succeeding plank overlaps 
it. Mark the garboard WhCl'C the next 
plank should come. Apply murine glue and 
drill holes 2 in. apart for coppel' clout nails, 
which should be a snug fit. The ends al'e 
placed on an il'on bar and bent back into 
the wood. Amidships, the cW've of the 
fram es is not so pronounced and the gar
board lies flat on the keelson. Near the 
stem, however, the keelson as well as keel 
IS beveled along the rabbet, becoming more 
pl"onounced near the rabbet in the stem. 
As the planks approach the transom and 
s tem, the overlap gradually disappeal's in
to a beveled butt joint as shown in Figs. 15 
and 16. Some builders flatten the rounded 
pt·ofilc of the transom to take care of the 
flat plank ends, but a nicely t'ounded efTect 
can be achieved on this hull simply by 
tl'imming out the underside of the plank 
end slightly concave. This permits the 
plank to fit more closely to the edge of the 
u'ansom, and with very slight bending will 
follow the curve of the latter. Take plenty 
of time and be accurate as the watertight 
qualities of a hull depend upon this work. 

Note the pleasing, gentle curve of the 
sheer strake hom Fig. 18. In drilling the 
holes for the clout nails 2 in. apart as in 
Fig. 17, leave them out every 6 in. for rib 
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rivets. The completed hull, Figs. 4 and 10, 
may now be IiCted ofT the form. The inside 
is painted before installing the ribs. 

Ribs and Seams 
With the hull I'emoved from the assem

bling form and the inside of the boat com
pletely painted, you are ready to bend to 
shape and install the oak ribs. Block up 
the hull on a pair of saw horses and nail two 
or three temporal'y thwarts or cleats across 
the gunwales, as in Figs. 20 and 21. Small 
finishing nails driven part way into the 
sheer strakes will be sufficient to hold 
these, as the ribs, when installed, exert 
little outward pressure. 

Before the ribs can be bent, they must 
be steamed for about 20 min. This can be 
done in a long, narrow tank, or in an iron 
pipe, capped at the lower end and nearly 
full of water. The pipe is supported at an 
angle, with the lowel' cnd resting in a fire 
pit dug in the ground. The % x %-in. oak 
ribs, when thoroughly steamed, will be
come flexible. In selet::ting the stock for 
these, see that the grain l·uns straight. 

The procedure for fitting each rib is 

MATERIAL LIST 
AIL dimen.sion.! net-doe.! not include .!wck 

for temporary fm1nU and drongback 
1 piece 2 x 8 in. x 4 ft.- mahogany or oak 

for stem 
1 piece Ih x 4 in. x 14 ft.-pine or oak for 

keelson 
1 piece % x 2 in. x 14 ft.-oak for keel 
1 piece Ilfs x 17 in. x 4 ft.-white pine for 

transom 
1 piece llfs x 14 in. x 4 ft.-white pine lor 

C-board box 
16 pieces ;a x 7 in. x 16 It.-vertical grain 

spruce for planking 
2 pieces % x 10 in. x 16 ft.-vertical grain 

spruce for planking (sheer strakes) 
'l:l pieces % x % in. x 8 fl.--oak for bent 

frames 
1 piece % x 12 in. x 18 ft.-pine for deck 

beams 
2 pieces 1,4 x 48 in. x 8 ft.-waterproof ply

wood for deck 
2 pieces 11,4 in. x 16 ft. half-round-mahog_ 

any for rub rails 
1 piece IlJ4 in. x 4 ft. half-round-mahog_ 

any for transom molding 
1 piece Yil x 10 in. x 51h ft.-pine lor scat 
1 piece 1h x 4 in. x 16 It.-mahogany for 

coaming 
1 piece 3 x 3 in. x 28 ft.--spruce for mast 
1 piece No. 10, 6 x 15 ft.--canvas for deck 
11 pieces % x 2Y.z in. x 8 ft.-white pine or 

spruce for floor boards 
1 piece 3116 to % x 18 x 50 in. boiler plate, 

galvanited for centerboard (see text for 
thickness of centerboard) 

Bronte or galvanited hardware. screws, 
marine glue, candle wicking, paint, putty, 
etc. 



shown in Fig. 20. Step 
No.1 consists of bending 
the rib and fastening it 
to the keelson with one 
galvanized nail. The sec-
ond step is to rivet the gUl'board 
planks and keelson to the rib. 
'fhird, a copper nail is driven 
through planks and into the rib 
about midway between the 
keelson and the sheer stJ'ake, on 
each side, holding a scrap block 
against the db on the inside to 
provide a solid backing which prevents 
splintering the db when the nail comes 
through. Holes for the nails al ready have 
been drilled in the planks as explained 
previously. The fourth step is to drive the 
remaining nails in the rib, one tlwough the 
lap of each plank. Step No.5 is clinching 
the nails. This is done by placing a burr 01' 

washer over the pl'Otruding end of each 
nail, holding a weight against the head and 
hammel'ing the nail point down {Iat as indicated in the 
circular inset of Fig. 20. 

The plan view of the boat, Fig. 23, shows the spacing of 
the dbs. Note that they al'e spaced 6 in., center to cen
ter, beginning at the inside edge of the transom. The 
four ribs along the stem and knee, however, are di
vided into pail's, the lower ends being butted against the 
s tem and knee. Eight ribs amidships, over the center
board slot., are r iveted to th~ keelson. like the others, and 
later cut away for the centCI'board slot. There should be 
at least II %-in. space between the ends of the cutoff 
ribs and the edge of the centerboard slot, to later admit 
the centel'board trunk. In this plan, the mast step is 
shown, but it is better to locate it permanently after the 
mnst pardner is installed in the deck, as it is easier to 
move the step than the mast pal'dncr fore or aft to make 
an adjustment, especially after the deck is laid. The step 
an'angement is given in Fig. 22. 

The curved deck beams just ahead of the cockpit have 
a crown of 2'h in. and are bandsawcd from %-in. pine. 
Toward the stem and transom this curve is gradually 
flattened out. You will notice from Fig. 25 that the beams 
are spaced 8 in. apart at centers, while the ribs are oJ;l.ly 6 
in. apart. Therefore a beam and rib will meet at the 
gunwale only occasionally. and when this occurs, they are 
fastened as shown in the lower circular detail of Fig. 25. 
In this case, a galvanized finishing nail and a bronze screw are used at each joint. the 
nailhead being covered later with the rub rail. The seat is supported at the ends by 
cleats fitted across three ribs. Short uprights to brace the edge of the cockpit al'e 
shown in Fig. 27. The centcr of the seat is suppol1ed by the cnd of the centerboard trunk. 
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Referring to the deck plan, Fig, 25, you will note a 
double frame on each side of the cockpit. The outer 
one is of %-in. pine, w.hile the inncr one, forward of 
the seat, is %-in. oak, stcamed and bent. Aft of the 
seat, the %-in. piece is merely a filler and can be of 
pine. A breasthook is installed at the stem, and knee:,; 
are fitted at the transom, also shown in Fig. 25. The 
m;;lst pardner is permanently located between two deck 
beams, approxim;;ltely midway between the stem and 
forward end of the cockpit. 

The plywood deck panels A, Band C, Fig. 25, are 
three separate pieces on each side, with the joints cen
tered on the beams and on batten:> recessed in the 
beams along the centerline of the deck. The plywood, 
which should be the waterproof kind, is brought to the 
oulcr edge of the planking and the inner edge of lhe 
cockpit. The six pieces are bandsawed from two 4 x 
8-ft. panels of %-in. plywood. In cutting, allow about 
lJs in. for planing flush, Fig. 24. The detail of Fig. 24 
shows ho\~; the plywood sheets are laid out for cutting. 
Paint the beams and the underside of the plywood 
pieces before nailing them to the deck with galvanized 
finishing nails. 

While it would be somewhat more convenient to fit 
the centerboard trunk before installing the beams, it 
can be done afterward. In either case, be sure that the 
lower edges of the side boards follow the same curve 
as the keelson and fit perfectly, as most sailboats 
develop leaks at this point. Make a template of ply
wood to layout the curve, and then fit it to the keelson. 
T.he sides of the trunk must be notched in about % in. 
for the ends of the ribs. The notching helps to prevent 
the ribs from coming loose if the bottom should receive 
a severe bump. In the side, sectional view, Fig. 32, 
note that the ends of the separators fit down into the 
ends of the centerboard slot. This special feature of 
the Zephyr makes a watertight jOint. Location of the 
cenlerboard pivot bolt is also given in Fig. 32. The 



bolt, which should be of bronze. is made 
watertight by means of rubber washers 
placed under steel washers. A :YIG-in. cen
terboard is spccified here, However, for 
beginners, the additional weight proVided 
by a %-in. centerboard helps to prevent 
capsizing. If the latter size is used, the 
width of the well will have to be increased 
accordingly. Fig. 31 shows how the center
board trunk is fitted to the keelson. A 
single st.rand of cotton candle wicking is 
laid in marine glue, around the slot, and a 
spreader block is left in the trunk until it is 
screwed to the keel assembly. Before be
ing put together, the inside of tile trunk is 
painted with creosote and marine paint. 
The cross-section detail, through the slot, 
shows how securely the trunk is fastened 
to the keel unit with long, bronze screws, 
while Fig. 30 shows how rigidly it is braced 
at the top by the seat and yuke. Details of 
the mahogany yoke are given in Fig. 31. 
The centerboard should be galvanized 
heavily, especially jf the boat is to be sailed 
in salt water. 

After the plywood has been given twu 
or three coats of paint, and this has dried 
thoroughly, you cover the entire deck, in
cluding the cockpit, with a piece of No. 10 
duck canvas, measuring 6 x 15 ft. Stretch 
the canvas over the deck, copper-tacking it 
along the gunwales and the transom. Next, 
block up the hull and walk on the canvas 
over the cockpit as in Fig. 28, which re
moves the slack before tacking to the edge 
of the cockpit. Fig. 29 shows the canvas 
after being applied. Now, the rub rail and 
coaming should be installed. 

A neat, low coaming is shown in Figs. 26 

Sl"'ETCHI~G ® 
Ti'lE. ""'NV,",S 

and 27. This is fastened with oval-head, 
bronze screws. The coaming projects about 
1 in. above the deck in front and tapers 
down to about Ih in. aft, Fig. 33. 

Mast and Rigging 
The 24-ft. mast is made next. Eight 

pieces of lJ2-in., straight-grained spruce, 
2 1,!.! in. wide are required to build up the 
hollow mast as detailed in Fig. 34, four of 
these pieces being 10 ft. long and four 14 ft. 
long. The mast runs straight to a point 40 
in. from the peak from where it tapers to 
2 in. square at the end. The pieces are 
assembled to form the hollow section by 
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lapping adjacent edges as shown in the cir
cular detail of Fig. 34, and are spliced to
gether by cutting the ends 45 degrees and 
then centehng the butted ends over filler 
blocks fitted in place at these joints. Note 
that the joints are alike on opposite sides. 
The blocks should measure 2 in. square 
and 4 in. long, with the exception of those 
fitted at the base and peak which should be 
6 in . long. Assemble the pieces with casein 

glue and brass screws, and clamp the 
work perfectly flat while the glue is 
drying. The aft edge of the mast, you 
will notice, is planed flat to receive the 
sail track. 

The sheave for the halyard is installed 
as shown in Fig. 35. It should be either of 
brass 01' galvanized iron and should turn 
in a slot which is at least %; in. wider, so 
that it will not bind whcn the wood 
swells. Eye plates for the stays are 
screwed to the mast at the beginning of 
the taper and like all other fittings, they 
should be of brass, especially for salt
water use. The gooseneck, shown in the 
insert in Fig. 34, can be made from brass 
stock or a similar fitting can be pur
chased ready-made. 

For the boom, sclcct a good, straight
grained piece of spruce 1% in. square 
and 12 ft. 6 in. long. Beginning at the 
center of the piece, taper one end to 
measure 1% in. square, planing the work 
on the bottom and sides only, as shown 
in Fig. 38. The top is left Aat for the sail 

track and the opposite end of the boom is 
tJ'immed to fit the gooseneck brackets. 
Location of the blocks for the sheet and the 
method of securing the sheet to the end of 
the boom are also shown in Fig. 38. Quar
ter-inch hemp rope is used for the sheet. 

Locations of the chocks, cleats, stays and 
traveler are given in Fig. 39. The side stays 
are screwed to the second rib aft of the 
mnst, which brings them approximately 10 



in. behind the center of the mast. 
The traveler is screwed to the top 
of the transom. A square, chro
mium-finished plate is screwed 
over the mast hole in the deck, 
and a grommet through which the 
halyard passes through the deck, 
Fig. 37, is fitted just above a block 
installed beneath the deck. Deck 
cleats al"e screwed into pieces of 
stock previously fitted under the 
deck before it was covered. When 
the sail is raised, the halyard is 
belayed to a eleat screwed to the 
seat, Fig. 37. T he side stays ~Il'e 
fastened to chain plates with chro
mium tUl"llbuckles of the pipe 
type, Fig. 39. The fOJ'estay is fas
tened to the oak stem with an eye
bolt as in the circular detaiL F ig. 39. 

The centerboard is conveniently 
raised and lowered by means of two blocks 
fitted as in Fig. 43. An upright, screwed to 
a deck bcam and the keelson, provides a 
solid support for attaching the block and 
the end of the line. The othel" end of the 
hemp I"ope is belayed to a cleat on the seat. 
The I"udder, Fig. 36, is cut from a single 
piece of oak I:VII1 in. thick. Layout a fu ll
size pattelll on I-in. squares and transfer 
to the wood. The edges are tapered, below 
the water line, as shown in the section A-A. 
T he ti Uel', w hich may be made of either 
mahogany or oak, is located between rab
beted cheeks at the top of the J"uddel' and 
is bolted in a tapered slot to permit a slight 
up-and-down movemen t. P lace thin wash
ers on each side of the tiller and be sUl"e 
that the slot is wide enough to avoid bind
mg when the wood swells. Strap and plate 
gudgeons, fastened to the ruddet· and u'an
som, as in F igs. 36 and 39, permit th e r ud
der to be detached easily by means of a 
J'emovable pin. T his type of hinge will not 
come loose and checks the tendency of the 
ruddet· to float upward. The ¥.i-in. mahog
any splash board, Fig, 44, is fastened to the 
deck with screws, which are inset·ted in 
counter bored holes and driven into the 
deck beams. This is centered forward of 
the cockpit, just aft of the mast, and is 
reinforced ut the peak with a brass strip. 

Now for painting the boat. Fit'st sand 
the entire hull thoroughly, using progres
sively finer grades of paper until the sur· 
face is glass smooth. Now, before proceed
ing further, a water line must be marked 
on the hu ll. This is done easily by first 
blocking up the hull level on a pail' of saw 
horses as in Fig. 42. Referring to the pro
file view of the hull and the table of offsets 
given in the first installment, you can lo
cate points A and B, F ig. 45, wherc the true 
water line meets the stem and transom. 
Now, block u p the h u ll horizontally so that 

Top photo show. 'he foot of tho . ail being tracked 
on the boom in .eadin ... 10 b. h<luled oloft, while 
Ihe low", pholo, 0 ,I . ,n vi. w of Zephyr, .how. the 
f<l " , t,im line. of il1 hun ond ,oomin . .. <If the "o. kpi, 

each point is 30 in. above a level Roor or 
d riveway. At the stem and at the u'ansom 
et'ect a trestle as in Fig. 41. The height of 
points A and B, Fig. 45, must be equal when 
a 6- in. straightedge is placed across the 
top. The straightedge must be set level 
laterally with the hul l. Then, as an assist
ant moves the stt"aightedge across the top 
of the trestle to bring it in contact with the 
hull, a pencil can be run along the top of 
the straightedge to mal'k the water line. To 
make a peJ'manent guide line, which is 
easy to follow with a brush, a pointed tool 
such as an aw l, with the end slightly round
ed, can be used to score the wood as in 
F ig. 40. 

The bottom of the hull, below the wate,· 
line, is given three coats of copper bottom 
paint, using the type which is expressly 
prepa red for use on boat hulls. This will 
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SECTIONS 

The sheave musl lu rn free ly 
in a s ial cui slighlly oversile 
10 ollow for swelling of Ihe 
wood. The sial i. cui diogon. 
ally Ihrough Ihe mo" by 
boring Iwo holes lin. apa.1 
ond .awing oul Ihe wo1le 
mole riol w ilh 0 coping .ow 

give a smooth, durable finish below the watet' 
line. A coat of oil paint is applied to the hull 
above the watel· line. After this priming coat 
is dry, apply fOUl· coats of Aat white paint, 
allowing ample time between coats for each 
to dry thoroughly. Sandpaper this lightly and 
then apply a final coat of gloss enamel. The 
deck is given several coats of flat paint to fill 
the canvas covering, and when dry, is sanded 
lightly as before. This pl·ocedure is repcated 
until the desired finish is obtained. Sand 
the mast, boom, tiller and cockpit coaming 
smoothly and finish with three coats of high
grade spar varnish. If cach coat is rubbed 
lightly with fine steel wool, an excellent sur
face will be had for the final coat. All fittings 
should be removed from the mast and boom 

before varnishing. 
As previously mentioned, the use of a 

%I-in.-thick centerboard is advised for ama
teur sailors, as the extra weight provides 
more ballast than a thinner one. More 



experienced seamen will be able to handle 
the hull easily when a +lr,-in. centerboat'd 
is used. Naturally the width of the center
board well must be varied accordingly so 
that the centerboard will not bind when the 
centet'board slot swells aftet" the boat i:s 
launched. Fig. 39 gives full dimensions fOt" 
the sail. It is best to have this made up by a 
competent sailmaker. The 
materials and fittings re
quired are available at 
any marine-supply stot'e, 
and all the sailmaker will 
need arc the dimensions 
given in Fig. 39 in order to 
tum out a sail that will be 
fit and serviceable. For 
the amateur to attempt 
the sailmnking himself 
may t'esult in a waste of 
expensive material and 
an inefficient sail. 

TII..,VCLLCR 
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The . 'olion molds give the hull 
its smooth, g ... ceful contouu, 
and the profil e pions in Fig. 3 
.. noble you quickly 10 loy out 
Ihe curv .. ... Ip l! . iu~ S "'r~ce b.l
lens ove, ·ihe~·"'''IA' '~;''': !he: 
foundation rO t It ... rib •. O~t<l ~h",' 
form i. built, you're ready t e _<,,' 
oul ,h. ste m, " profile of :wh i~h 
i. shown in Fig. 4 01 Ihe f'g:.1 

OWtiEAD" 

A ribbed hull built 
on " form giv ... thi, 
.Ioop its trim, rocy 
lines. Begin work as 
in Fig. 1, by laying 
oul full •• in profile> 
On long s 'rip> of 
heavy poper. Fig. :2 
shows the backbone 
of :2 x 8.in. pine slock 
ond how it i . broced 
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EXCEPTIONALLY fast in light winds and a stanch 
pcl"former in heavy weather, Arrowhead is espe

cially designed for conditions found on the smaller in
land lakes, though she's at home on cithe)" salt or fresh 
water. With a length of 21 ft. and a beam of 5 ft. 11 in. she 
makes a splendid family boat with room for eight or ten 
passengers. The hull, moreovel', is a particularly suitable 
type for the amateur boatbuilder because it is built over 
a form. With the form right, you can't go wrong on the 
hull. Materials needed for the job are listed on page 117. 

First of all, get large sheets of clean, smooth wrapping 
paper, pasting enough sheets together to layout the 
plans full-size as in Figs. 1 and 5. After the plans are 
d"uwn, lack the sheet to the floor ncar your wOI'k space 
so that it will be handy to refer to as you go along, The 
backbone of the form, Fig, 2, is cut fl'om a piece made 
up of two 2 x 8-in. planks, cleated together as shown, 
This is sawed to the curve of the keel and notched evel'}' 
6 in. to receive the bent ribs, which arc installed later in 
the consb'Uction, 

Next cut the station molds in pairs from the full-size 
pl'ofiles you have laid out from Fig. 3. These are made in 
pairs and can be cut from any I-in, material. Since they 
do not become a part of the boat, use cheap lumber. Note 
from the squared diagram that dimensions to the outside 

• 
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of the planking are to be determined by 
adding 2%6 in. at each station to cover the 
thickness of battens on the fo rm, the ribs 
and the planking itself. Erect the backbone 
on slanting supports so that th e lower edge 
is exactly parallel with the floor and 33 in. 
above it. Use five pairs of legs for this 
purpose, at stations Nos. 1, 2, 4, 7 and 8, 
and nail on the pail'S of form molds at the 
stations designated, in the manner shown 
in Figs. 2, 6, 7 and 8. Nole that the form 
molds join the backbone just at the boltom 
of the notches, and station No.8 only is 
between two nOlches, Figs. 2 and 6. This 
form does not extend aft as far as the stern, 
the reason for which will he explained lat
er. Pine battens, % x 1% in., are now nailed 

"2 

B. nd ing the oa k ,ib, i. nol difficuil if you UI. eith • • 
of the melhod. a bo .... At ,h. left you I .. Ih. fo.m 
ready f a . Ihe <onltruction of the rib . o nd k .. 1 

to the station molds. There are ~ight of 
these to a side, equally spaced. as in Fig. 9. 

Here is an important point: Bcfol"e nail
ing on the battens, mal"k the sheer line on 
the form molds. This you get by measuring 
the distance from the floor as in Fig. 2. 
Space the two bottom battens so that the 
line comes between them. The forward 
ends or the battens do not meet at the stem, 
as a space must be left here to admit the 
stem piece, as in Figs. 8 and 15. Station No. 
1 has a similar gap. 

The keel is built up of two members, the 
true keel and the keelson, as in Fig. 11. 
Both parts should be oak, bent to the same 

Act ual conlt . ucl ion beg inl wit h ,h. k .. l, w hich 
is mode up of Iwo mem bers, Ih. k •• 1 proper and 
Ih. k .. l,on. Moteri,d for both i, of .. I .. ted oak 



curve as in Fig. 12, with the full dimen
sions given in Figs. 11 and 12 . Each of the 
pieces is 18 ft. long, and they must be 
screwed together in the bent position. To 
do this, nail blocks to the floor and fit the 
pieces as in Fig. 11. The screws are set in 
a double row, 6 in. apart, and should be 
spaced to come between the ribs. The slot 
for the centerboard must be cut before 
putting the keel unit on the form. Loca
tion and dimensions are given in F ig. II. 

Installation of the ribs comes first. The 
ribs are % x %-in. oak, in 9-ft. lengths. 
The.Y must be steamcd for at least half an 
hour. Two suggestions for bo i ling or 
steaming are given in Fig. 10. The ribs are 
placed directly in the water, and when re
moved are bent over the fOI·m as soon as 
cool enough to handle. Lay one in a notch 
in the backbone to locatc it, then bring 
down the ends and clamp and nail to the 
lowest batten. With the ribs in place, you 
install the keel unit with screws and wash
ers through the centerboard slot to hold it 
in position while the screws through the 
keelson into the ribs are being driven. That 
portion of the keelson extending beyond 
the keel, Figs. 17 and 19, is now beveled 
so that, when a plank is laid over it and 
the filler block, it will lie flat. 

HOION 
lllROO6H TRANSOM 

f S UARES 

Above you see the keel, ribs and transom in prace 
and the stem being filled. Below in Fig. 17 i. a 
very important detail. The bevel of Ihe ke e lson 
mu.t coincide exactly with the . Iope of the filler 
block so that you get o n even bearing for the plank 

The stem is cut from a piece of oak 2% 
x 12 in. x 5 ft ., as laid out in Fig. 4. Be
tween the rabbet and bearding lines is the 
long groove or rabbet into which the 
planking fits. The best way to make this 
groove accurately is to notch at intervals 
with a chisel, as in Fig. 14, testing for 
depth with a fid as in Fig. 15. This is 
merely a strip 1 in. wide and long enough 
to reach back to station No. 1. The fid 
will also serve as a guide in beveling the 
portion between the rabbet and the face. 
Secure the keel to the stem with four %,,
in. bronze bolts and drill a %-in. hole in 
the joint where indicated for the stopwa
tel', Fig. 4, a white-pine dowel, which will 
swell and close this joint tightly. 

Philippine mahogany makes a durable 
transom, the latter being cut from a piece 
14 x 30 x Ph in. thick. This will give a 
wide bearing for planking as well as the 
keel. You find the transom pattern in Fig. 
18. It should be sawed to the gl·eatest 
bevel, thus leaving enough stock to work 
down later. Bear in mind that the pattern 
in Fig. 18 will not coincide with the pro
jection of the transom in Fig. 3 as the lat
ter is set at an angle of nearly 45 degrees. 

\03 
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. hown in Fig. 20 
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The transom is mOl'tised for the keelson, but 
not the keel, as shown in Fig. 18. An oak knee 
is bolted to the keel and transom and is fur 
ther secured by braces down to the floor, as 
in Figs. 16 and 18, 

Fig. 18 gives the pattern for the skeg, which 
is secured to the keel with two galvanized car
riage bolts and two screws as in Figs. 13 and 
16. The afh!I' edge of skeg gives the angle of 
the rudder post, and sel'ves as a gUide in 
boring the P 'lo-in. hole for the rudder- post 
tube, Fig. 21. 

Now each of the ribs must be faired off, 
so that the first plank on each side of the 
keel will be flat. The best way to do this 

'" 

MAST,ll FT. 
"'SCNE OECI<;. 

46.5 
SQ. F H T 

Fig. 21 ,ho w s how to bo re 
th e rudd er_polt hol e. u. ing 
th e olte r I keg 01 0 guide 



with a long batten laid over the ribs 
the full length of the hull, The batten 
should be of thin stock so that when 
clamped at the ends it will take the curve 
of the hull easily. From this you can de
tel'm ine the amount of waste to be taken 
oft each rib. Use a shal'p drawshave 01' 

a block plane and begin at the keel and 
work outward, moving the batten as you 
go along. The essential thing is to make 
sure that the batten bears equally on each 
rib. This means that at stations fOl'e and 
aft you will have to bevel the ribs consid
erably' and the degl'ee of the bevel will 
vary somewhat from the keel to the sheer 
line. Each individual rib is faired ofT so 
that the batten bears its full width. Should 
any of the ribs be left with the batten 
touching only one comer, an imperfect 
joint between the rib and the plank will 
result. A condition of strain will exist 
which is likely to either split the plank or 
pull the screws thl'ough it, You should be 
particular with those ribs between the 

Novel construction of th e cent erboard well allows 
th e wood to sw. n without opening the joint. All 
Se" mS ore w"lt rpro"fed w ith caulking cotton 

stem and station No.3, for it is here that 
the greatest curve comes in the planking. 
The bevel on the transom should be faired 
back from the keel only the width of the 
first two 01' three planks as there is a point 
in connection with this bevel that will be 
covered on the following pages, 

laying the Planks 
Now that the ft'ame is complete, the 

planking is done while the frame is still 
on the form. F irst, provide a spiling board 
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on which mPasul'cments are made to de
termine the curve on the edge of each 
plank, Figs. 23 and 24. This spiling board 
should be about 1j4 in. thick and 3 in. wide, 
preferably of spruce, which will pCI"mit it 
to lie flat over the curves of the hull. Nail 
it temporarily to three or four j'ibs and 
mal'k off distances with a pair of dividers 
as in Fig. 23. The spiling board is laid on 
an uncut plank and the required curve 
plotted as in Fig. 24. 

The first plank, next the keel, comes 
well forward on the stem, Fig. 26. The 
joint at the rabbet line should be about 
YlG in. wide to admit caulking. This should 
be carried the full length of the plank 

H" 

along the keel as in the sectional view, 
Fig. 25. Incidentally, the plank should be 
screwed down only temporarily until you 
al>C sure that it fits snugly against the keel. 
Thel'e are three screws into the keelson 
between the frames, so located that they 
will not strike those through the keelson 
into the ribs, Fig. 24. Planks a re in three 
widths, 6 in., 7 in. and 8 in. The wider 
planks are installed near the keel and 
sheer line with the narrower planks be
tween, '\vhere the greatest curve occurs. 
Each plank should fit snugly against its 

~<.OCK TO HOLO 
EYE BOLl 'Oll 

S><UT BLOCK 

• 

Alte. plonking, the hull is lifted off th e form ond 
ploced On saw horses for in$lollation of the deck 
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neighbor for two thirds of the width of 
the edge, the remaining third forming a 
V-gl>OOVC for the caulKing, Fig. 24. To 
bring the planks tightly together use a 
wedge al'l'anged as in Fig, 27. Although 
the planking comes hom the mill long 
enough to run from stem to transom, it 
will he necessary here and there to make 

BlCO fOR RUn{)£R-PO~T 
PI~E IS MAOt IN TWO 

PIRtS \ 

~~-~ 

Fig, 42 , how' how blo<~, or. mounted for the in. id. 
fillings, in(ll/ding the hou.ing for th e rudd e r post 

Oeck beams or .. fa . lened 10 
th e ribs with fo.... • .... w •. 
The cockpit homing i. braced 
To the rib, 01 three pointo 

an end joint backed with a butt block, as 
in Fig. 25, the butt block being the same 
width as the plank. At the corners be
tween rib and plank, a triangular opening 
should be left for a drain. There should 
also be a space between the plank ends for 
caulking. In the original hull, the butt 
blocks were located as indicated in Fig. 39. 
The sheer-line marks on the ribs, men_ 
tioned previously, will indicate the gun
wale edge of the top plank. When all have 
been permanently installed, the joints 
should be planed smooth. Also round over 
the corners of the planks at the transom, 
except about 1'/2 in. where the stern mold
ing is to be fitted, Fig. 28. 

While still on the form, all seams are 
caulked. Make or buy a caulking tool sim
ilar to that in Fig. 34. Divide the caulk
ing cotton into three strands and roll it into 
a fairly tight cord as in Fig. 30. This is 
worked into the seam and driven home 
with the caulking tool, Fig. 32. The tool is 
frequently dipped in oil. The blade should 
be smooth, as any burrs tend to pull the 
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Tw o yo kes o nd on upright broce o t th e forword e nd 
of th e cockpi t g ive ri g id support to the mO$l ste p 
ond th e centu boo rd we ll . Position of step give. 
the most 0 rok e of ;r. in. uft , 9"for " th e deck beom. 
go on opply two cool. of marine paint to the int". 
rior of Ihe hull o s in fig . 46. Point sho u ld be 
'Wo, hd in to corne .. o t rib s ond keelson. The first 
coat o f paint should be thinn ed to soo k in 
'We ll ; the second ( oat i. appl ied wi tho ut th in ning 

cotton out each time the tool is withdrawn. 
It is assumed that before caulking or plan
ing the hull, the two ribs have been in
stalled just forward of the transom. These 
are bent oak ribs and are installed by 

screwing first to the keelson on 
the inside, then to th e planks 
from the outside. With the hull 
complete, sanded and caulked, it 
can be removed from the fOI'm 
and turned over. This is accom
plished by :oawing the ribs at the 
sheer line, as in Fig. 35 . Three or 
four men can easily turn it over 
as it weighs approximately 400 
lbs, at this stage of construction. 
Set the hull level on saw horses 
and bl"ace it as in Fig, 45. 

Now to build the centerboard 
well, Fig. 31. This is 16% in. high 
at the greatest width, the bot

tom edge being cut to conform to the curve 
of the keelson. The sides are of white pine 
with mahogany bulkheads or spacers at the 
ends. These are slightly beveled to take 
care of the greater width of the opening at 
the center, and a 3f4-in. piece is inserted 
here to keep it spl'ead apart until screwed 
down on the keelson, Figs. 33, 40 and 44. 
The spreader piece is needed because a 
centerboard well always has a tendency to 
bow in, owing to the swelling of the wood. 
An ingenious lock joint is also incorporated 
in this well, F ig. 29. This allows the wood 
to swell at right an gles to the grain with
out opening the joint. Before assembly, 
the inside of the well is painted with one 
coat of creosote and one of bottom paint, 
and the mahogany deats are screwed on. 
The location of the well will be determined 
by the slot already cut in the keel member. 
Notches are cut only % in. deep for the 
ribs, as in Fig. 29, the ribs being cut to 
length accordingly . When fitted in place, 
lift the well and drill holes fOI" No. 14 
screws in the keel member as in F ig. 33. 
Then with a punch, mark correspond ing 



With the deck On 0< you 
see it ot the left, the end 
of the job i. in s ight . 
Slretching ond locking 
Ihe convo' i. rother fussy 
buoine .. , bul see how 
neo lly it turns out in 
Ihe photo 01 righl 

Save on moterio l by culling the si" piec .. needed for the 
deck from Ihree plywood poneb o •• hown in fig. 49, below 

locations in the edgcs of the well, and drill holes for the 3-in. screws, 
which are to hold it in place. The joint is first treated with marine glue 
and a strand of candle wicking laid along it as in Fig. 33. The wicking 
should be kept clear of the screw holes. The screws arc countersunk 
% in. and the holes closed with wood plugs. Fig. 22 shows the hull com
ple.ted to this stage. Follow with two coats of marine paint. 

Deck and Cockpit 
Now for the deck framing. To get the crown equal on all 40 beams it is 

best to make up a pattem. All beams are pine, except those at ends of 
the cockpit, which should be oak 01" mahogany. The ends of the beams 
are nailed to the tops of the ribs with galvanized nails, and pilot holes 
should first be drilled to prevent splitting the ribs. A center batten runs 
along forward and after decks and sets flush with the tops of the beams. 
This construction is shown in the cross section, Fig. 37, and also in Fig. 
41, which shows how the center batten joins the stem and transom, and 
gives the location of diagonal struts or braces under the deck at the 
sides of the cockpit. A number of blocks are installed for various fittings, 
that for the upper end of the brass rudder-post tube being made in two 
pieces as in Figs. 36 and 42. The tube itself is I-in. standard brass pipe, 
Fig. 43, the inside diameter being slightly over 1 rn., which permits free 
movement of a I-in. rudder post. The lower end is threaded to screw 
dit·ectly into the wood keel unit. It is not installed permanently until 
canvas is put on the deck. Locating the mast step is important, a f!' it 
must give the proper rake to the mast. The center line should be % in. 
farther forward at the keel than at the deck line, as in Fig. 43, which 
also shows the relative position of the mast step and the centerboard 
well. When you install the blocks supporting the foot of the mast, it 
is. well to see that holes for the bolts and lag screws ao not come in line. 
An upright and a yoke reinforce the deck at the forward end of the 
cockpit. A proftle of the yoke is given in the squared detail, Fig. 38. 
These parts are cut from % .-in. oak or mahogany. 

Arrowhead's deck is of waterproof plywood covered with canvas, as 
in Fig. 47 . Six pieces of %-in. plywood are required. These are cut in du
plicate from three panels as in Fig. 49·and are to be fitted as in Fig. 52: 
However, there are two things to be done before you screw down the 
deck permanently. The false bottom, Fig. 50, should be installed before 
any work is done on the deck. This will avoid the necessity of walking ~ 
about on the unprotected ribs and planking when you get inside the \, 
cockpit. Although the decking is of thin plywood, which bends easily to ~~~~~~ 
the curve of the beams, installing it right is a rather fussy job. The im_ ,lltCK IS CUT F~Ot1 ~[<;
pOl·tant thing is to make sure of a perfect fit along the centerline, at the ~:v;'~O~ANtLS '"" )(:4-
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butt joints, and particularly at the gun
wales. This means that you will have to 
fair off the top face of the gunwales so that 
the curve of the beam is continued un
broken to the outer edge. Unless you are 
particular in thus fitting all the individual 
pieces which comprise the deck, you are 
likely to finish with unsightly bulges or de
prcssions which will mar otherwise smooth 
contoUl"S. When you are sure the fit is !"ight, 
give the underside of the plywood one coat 

of inside hull paint and screw the pieces 
down to the sheer plank and beams with 
%-in. No. 6 bronze screws spaced as in Fig. 
54. Then smooth up flush with plane and 
sandpaper aroun d gunwales a nd cockpit. 

Now give the plywood deck a coat of 
lead and oil paint, mixed fairly heavy, and 
b efore this dries stretch the canvas deck 
covering, fastening all around at the gun
wales and over the transom with copper 
tacks as in Fig. 51. Notice from the material 

In in$lolling th e deck, moke l ure of a pe rfect fit 
along th e unte rline and at th e bUll joints, so 
that t hese do not .how unde r th e canva s covering 

6 e sUr" tho l Ihe ca nvas is fold ed unde r 01 Ihe " dge 
so Ihol Goch tack goes Ih ro ugh Iw o th icknesses of 
clolh . Spoc .. la,k , even ly, not mOre Ihan I in . apar l 

list that this is No. 10 duck-notlOoz. Now a 
line of tacks is run around the cockpit close 
to the edge on the top side to hold the can
vas while you cut away for the opening, 
leaving a flap or overhang of about 1 in. for 
permanent tacking. These tacks are driv 
en in only part way so that they are easily 
removed when the final tacking is finished . 
P roceed in the same way at the deck 
openings for the mast and the mainsail 
halyard, as in Fig. 48. The tacking fin
ished, give the canvas two coats of oil 
paint, the first coat thinned so that it will 
penetrate the cloth. Follow the second 
coat with one of enamel. 

Now you go inside to finish up the cock
pit. T he seats, Fig. 53, serve a three-fold 
purpose, as they act as braces for the cen-



O~CK rA$TENtD WIT>! 
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terboard well and also support cleats for 
the mainsail halyard and ccnterboard 
gear. The seats should be of l~in. mahog~ 
any, the outel' ends being supported on 
cleats sc rewed to the ribs. A strip of ma~ 
hogany, slotted to proper width and with 
top edges ncatly }'oundcd, finishes the top 
of the centerboard well. Details of the 

COAMING 
OE-TAIL 

Del .. ,I ... f rhe ..... ming, .. ,.embl.d fr .. m thr ... p .. rts, 
i. sh .. wn .. b .. ye. N .. ,e .. n91e j .. int between si"e p;'us 

Screw h . ....... re pull"" .. y. r w,lh 
.. m""n. I . .... pUlly .. fl • • ,h. fi .. 1 
c .... , .. f pain' ,I applied . All 
mahogony p .. ,11 ,... finished 
with Ih re. coals of spar vo,ni,h 

coaming are shown in Fig. 
58. T his is in three parts, the 
forwal'd section being 
steamed and bent to fit the 

curve of the cockpit. T he after ends 
of the side pieces are notched to 
provide extensions which add to 
appeal·ance. Notice especially the 
angle joint between the side pieces 
and the curved end of the coarning, 
Fig. 58. This is not only cut at an an 
gle, hut the ends of the joining 
members are beveled so that one 
overlaps the other. The parts are 
fastened with s taggered lines of 
bronze screws, the heads counter~ 
sunk %6 in. and the holes plugged 
with mahogany plugs. A V4-in. 
molding of mahogany fin ishes the 
job. Note that the coaming extends 
only V4 in. above the deck level in 
the detail, Fig. 58. H desired, it may 
be h igher. FinaJiy, you have to in
stall braces fr"Om the ribs to the 
edges of the cockpit as in Figs. 53 
and 59. 

The projecting canvas flap and 
the tacks around the gunwales 
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provides a shouldel' against which verti
cal rudder-post play is taken up. A brass 
strap hinges the lower post end to the 
skeg, The tiller, Fig, 64, is hinged to the 
rudder-post head as in Fig. 65. 

Now, with these parts in place you are 
ready for the operations which fmish 
the hull-marking the water line and 
painting, One method of marking the -. :~'=1" .... ~ water line is shown in Fig, 

63, where the hull is lev
eled on saw horses and the 

8'(I(el along the l idn of t he 
cockpit ((1,<), th . tlra in down 
to Ihe ribs, thus giving omp'e 
."englh to s .. pport pe .. on. 
lilling on th e edge of the cockpi t 

line is located by means of 

are thcn covered with a 
half-round mahogany 
molding, Fig. 58, and the 
stem is finished with a half
round molding of solid 
brass as in Fig. 55. All parts 
of mahogany including thc 
tl'ansom al'e finished in the 
natural color with three 
coats of spar varnish as in 

. II 
a cOlxi, weighted at both 
ends and supported on 
stl'aightedges set up so that 
thcy touch the waleI' line at 
bow and stern. The taut 
cOl'd is simply moved 
along the straightedges 
and the points at which it 
touches the hull are 
markcd. A line drawn 
through these points will 
give you the water line. 
Now the area below the 
watel'line is given one coat 

Fig, 57. The first coat is 
thinned with tUI'pentine so 
that it will penetrate. Suc-
ceeding coats are lightly 
sanded. 

FOI' use in salt water, 
the centerboard, Fig. SO, 
should be of hard brass, though for fresh 
watcl', boilC!" platc will be satisfactol'y, The 
rudder, Fig. 62, should be of COI'l'csponding 
material of the same thickness in either 
case, Now, before you install the rudder, 
turn out the I'udder- post bushing and coat 
the threaded end with thick white lead, 
then lighten it back in place. The rudder
post head or swivel, Figs. 61 and 65, is a 
bronze casting shaped as in Fig. 61. The 
head is drilled and slotted so that it will 
clamp to the rudder post as in Fig. 65, 
which shows the complete rudder assem
bly, Notice that the post is slotted to take 
the ruddel', which is held in the slot with 
brass rivets. A collar bl'azed to the post 
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of anti-fouling bottom 
paint, and the balance, one 
coat of marine hull paint. 
When the first coat is dry, 
the screw heads are puttied 
over as in Fig. 56, using a 
madne lead putty. Follow 
with lwo additional coats 

of paint, the anti-fouling bottom paint be
ing applied below the waleI' line as before. 
In painting, the first coat should be reduced 
somewhat so that it will penetrate the wood 
and form a base for succeeding coats. Keep 
the paint film brushed out well as heavy 
applications al'e apt to scale or peel back 
to the wood. Be sure that the preceding 
coat of paint is thoroughly dry before you 
apply another. Sanding may be necessary 
between coats to assure a smooth surface, 

Mast and Rigging 
Now up with the mast and rigging! First 

of all, you have to decide whethel' you want 
the square, built-up masl or the solid, 



When ready ta mark th e water li ne you're really "an 
Ihe Ia n la ng mil •. " You can da Ihi . a •• hawn abave 
a nd o va id the bOlher of tu rni ng the heavy hull over 

round type, F ig. 68. If local conditions re
quire the use of a spI'eader or adjustable 
backstay rig, as in Figs. 80 and 81, the 
round mast is preferable, as it is trim and 
neat and the fittings are more easily put 
in placc. On thc other han d, if you use the 
r ig shown in Fig. 76, which is practical un
der average conditions, the square mast is 
perhaps the better, due to its greater 
strength and rigidity. Details for construct
ing it are in Figs. 66 and 68. From Fig. 68, 
notice that the section above the goose
neck band, or spider, tapers from 3 in . 
square at a point 3 ft. 2 in. above the foot 
to 1Ih in. square at the tip. The fOUl' l;.2-in. 
strips wh ich compose the sides should be a 
full 24 ft. in length and the taper should be 
sawed or planed on the pieces before join
ing together. Great importance attaches to 

Only lound, 1I,aighl' grained 
s tock Ihould be ulili1ed far 
Ihe mall, whethe r th e square 
0' round canltructian i. cholen 
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the grain and quality of the wood se
lected. Nothing but the best will do 
for this job. Look out fOl' knots or 
dark streaks that may mean a weak
ness in the grain. Another important 
thing is to plane the tapered cdges 
exactly a t right angles to the face in 
order to get a good glue joint all 
along the length. Then you can set 
two of the strips at right angles with 
waterproof casein glue in the joint 
and draw together with flat-head 
brass scrcws spaced about 6 in . apart. 
Of course, you can use copper nails 
but screws are bette I', At the foot a 
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2-in. hardwood block is fitted, as in Fig. 66. Then Ih _in. 
spruce 01' pine blocks are spaced 24 in. apart along the 
length after which they are glued and screwed in place. 
Addition of the remaining strips completes the mast 
I'cady for the fittings. The Up is ]'ounded and fitted with 
a brass or galvanized ferrule with three eyes for stays. 
Just below the ferrule, the mast tip is mOl'Used diag
onally for a sheave carrying the mainsail halyal'd as 
in Figs. 67 and 73. 

The solid round mast is also tapel"cd, the same di
mensions holding for both the round and square types. 
To begin with you must have a pel'fecl piece of stock, 
sound, straight-grained and free from knots. Produc
ing the round mast is a matter of cutting away the 
waste to the pl'oper taper and then rounding to the 
circular section with a plane or dl'awshave, The thing 
to look out for in planing down to sil!;e is to keep the 
circular seelion uniform throughout the length, This 

is important, as any material uneven
ness will weaken the mast, When you 
get it planed down to sil!;c, smooth 
with sandpaper and apply two 0)" more 
coats of spar varnish, The round mast 
carries the same fittings and the foot is 

squal'cd to fit the step, The boom, Fig, 76, is made of 
the some material and in thc same way os the round 
mast, but is not tapered and is only 2 in, in diameter, 

You'll save time and trouble by purchosing all deck 
and rigging hardwal"c ready- made. The sail track, 
shown in Figs. 69, 70 and 76, has a turn button at each 
end to pl'event the slides running off and fouling the 
sail. To makc thc turn buttons you Simply cut shor't 
sections from the ends of the sail track and attach them 



Fig. 72 shows how soil Irock ond Sioy. or. mounled 10 Ihe mo ol. Figs. 74 ond 7S iIIuslrole other rigging 
delails. Figs. 77 ond 78 (on thA following pose) show th e operotion of scH-roising ond lowering gear 
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UN 0 I pr.od •• or odjustobl. back. toy lig. Splash_ 
baords will k .. p Ihe flying .pray out of the cockpit 
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ENEO WHEN O~ TlIA1 
I'A~TlCULAR 10\(1(. 

to the mast and boom with separate screws 
as in Fig. 70. Fig. 71 shows the gooseneck 
fittings for both the round and square 
mast. The balance of the rigging details 
you'll find in Fjgs. 72, 74 and 75. The cen
terboal'd raising and lowering gear is 
shown in Figs. 77 and 78. 

In some waters, splashboal'ds like those 
shown in Fig. 79 will help to keep off fly
ing spray. These are cut to the curve of 
the deck and screwed down to the deck 
beams between the mast and the forwal'd 
end of the cockpit. Those who wish to use 
the spreader rig, Fig. 80, will be familiar 
with its construction. Adjustable back
stay slides and clamps, Fig. 81, may be 
purchased ready-mnde, the complete unit 
being fastened to the deck with heavy 
screws. It's better to have the jib and 
mainsail made up complete by a compe
tent sailmaker. All he needs are the spec
jfications in the rigging plan, Fig. 76. 

An Optional Finis h 
You have already finished the hull of 

YOUI' boat. but many builders, when the 
finish is white above the water line, apply 
a final coat of white lead and turpentine. 
This mixture is very chalky and when the 
boat is in the water it washes away slowly, 
making the boat retain a clean and freshly 
painted appearance for a long time. 

1£ you want a smooth finish on the canvas 
deck, sand the deck with medium sand
paper. Then apply successive coats of 
enamel in the color desired. After each coat 
is thoroughly dry, give the deck another 
sanding. Don't make the mistake of apply
ing the enamel too heavily. Two thin coats, 
carefully brushed out, will be far more 
durable than one heavy application. Pro
ceeding in this way, you can build up a 
smooth surface on the deck. The enamel
surfaced deck is purely optional, however, 
since the canvas flllish is pleasing and pre
ferred by many boatmen. 



Material List for Sloop "A h d" rrow ea 
FORM AND HULL FRAME 

LUMBER FOR FORM 
Backbone-2 pieces 2 x 8 in. x 161t. 

1 in. pine 
Station molds-5 pieces 1 x 14 in. 

x 12 ft. pine 
Battens-IS pi~cs % x 1% in. x 19 

ft. spruce 
Miscellaneous lumber for cleats. 

legs, etc. 

LUMBER FOR HULL FRAME 
Stem-l piece 3 x 12 in. x 5 ft. oak. 

(Skcg and transom knee cut 
from waste) 

Transom-l piece J Ih x 14 in. x 30 
in. mahogany 

Keel-l piece % x 2% in. x 18 ft. 
ook 

Keclson- l piece Ilh x 41h in. x 18 
ft. oak 

Ribs-36 pieCes % x 74 in. x 9 ft. 
ook 

FASTENINGS 
6 doz. No.8 bronze screws, 1 in. 

long, keelson to keel ~ 
6 doz. No.7 bronze screws, % in. 

long, keelson to ribs 
2 only No.9 bronze screws, 2Jh in. long, keel to 

transom 
2 only NO.9 bronze screws, 2 in. long, knee to 

transom and keel 
2 only No.9 bronze screws, 2 in. long, skeg to 
k~l 

2 only carriage bolts (galv.) ¥~ x 4 in., tran
som knce 

1 only carriage bolt (galv.) Y4 x 5 in .. skeg to 
keel 

::; only carriage bolls (bronze) 1/", x 4 in., stem 
to keel unit 

PLANKING AND BEAMS 

200 board ft., cedar or cypress, 1f\6-in. stock 
in 6, 7 and 8-ill. widths for planking 

2 pieces white pine, 1 x 17 x 48 in., fot· center
board well 

4 pieces oak or mahogany, % x 2 x 17 in., for 
centerboard well 

2 pieces oak or mahogany, 'h x 2 x 18 in., for 
centerboard well 

1 piece mahogany, % x 8 x 24 in., for yoke 
2 pine boards, % x 12 in., ;; ]6 ft., for deck 

beams 
16 No. 14 bronze screws, 3 in. long, for fasten

ing centerboard well to keel 
II-in. brass pipe, 24 in. long, for rudder post 
14 doz. 1%-in. No.8 bronze screws to fasten 

planking 
ISO ft. cotton caulking 
Marine lead paint, inside two coals 

DECK AND FITTINGS 
3 waterproof-plywood panels 1J4 in. x 4 x 8 

ft.- for deck 
2 pieces mahogany 1 x ]2 x 34 in.-seals 
1 piece mahogany Ih x 31f.: x 46 in.-cap f(lr 

centerboard well 
10 pi('C('s pine If.: x 2% in. x 8 ft. 2 in.-false 

bottom 
24 ft. mahogany Y.z x 3% in.-coaming 
24 ft. If.:-in. mah(lgany quarter-round m(llding 
1 piece 'h x 2 x 30 in. mahogany-transom 

molding 
23 ft. 1%-in. half-round mahogany mOlding-

gunwales 
1 bmnze rudder post 1 ill. dia., 40 in. long 
7 yards No. 10 duck, 72 ill. wid~eck covering 
3 gross % _in. No.6 bronze screws-for deck 
Anti-fouling bottom paint, marine paint, spar 

varnish, and lead putty 

MAST AND RIGGING 
4 pieces spruce, 'h x 3 ill. x 24 ft., for square 

mast 
Or, 1 piece solid spruce, 3 x 3 in. x 24 ft., for 

round mast 
1 piece spruce, 2 x 2 in. x 13 ft. 6 in., for boom 
Marine hardware-sail track, eyeplates, ferrule, 

mooring deals and chocks, pulleys, blocks 
and fairleads, stem yoke and gooseneck fit
tings as required for round or square mast 

%-in. plowsteel cable for stays 
Turnbuckles 
Jib and mainsail ready-made 
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Reel Aids In Handling and Storing Sma" Canoe 

Canoes, small boats and kayaks can be 
lowered to ot' removed from the top of a 
car with little effort if the reel and pulley 
arrangement shown here is used. When the 
craft is raised above the car it is stored out 
of the way until ready for the water again. 
Two of the pulleys are attached to the roof 
by short lengths of rope, and the third pul-

/ 

ley, thl'ough which passes the rope 
attnched to the hooks, is fastened to 

the side of the building. Size of the pulleys 
is determined by the size of the I"Ope, and 
this in tum depends upon the weight of the 
boat. The reel is made as indicated in Fig. 1 
and is screwed to the studding at waist 
height. The hooks, Fig. 2, from which the 
boat is slung arc bent to fit over the sides of 
the craft. 

Lantern Held Safely on Boat Deck By Rubber Clips Fastened at Base 

n. 

To hold a lantern in a vertical position 
on a boat deck, one sportsman uses rubber 
clips tacked to the deck as in the drawing 
at left so that they overlap the flange 
al'ound the base of the lantern. When not 
needed, the clips can be removed without 
marring the deck to any great extent. 

Emergency Repair for Canoes 
When spruce gum is available, a leaking 

canoe can be repaired even though you do 
not have a repair kit with you. After the 
leak has been located, clean the area and 
allow it to dry thoroughly. Then fasten a 
piece of spruce gum the size of a hickory 
nut on the end of stick. Heat the gum with 
a match and allow the drippings to fall on 
the leak. Spread the gum around the area 
with a heated knife. 



PART 7 

"{leta /M 'Juu" 
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TREAD THE WAVES 
()ft 7M4 ~iafde ~oat! 

B UOYANCY and speed arc two fca-
tUl'es of this bicycle boat. It consists of 

two pontoons and an old bicycle h arne, 
held centrally above and between the pon
toons. Propulsion is obtained by the use 

flG,1 
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of a ring-and
pinion gcm', bolt
ed to the pedal 
sprocket, and a 
smal l three
blade propel lcl' 
connected to the 
geal'S by a suit
a b le shafting. 
The {I'ames of the 
pontoons, both of 
which arc exact
I y a I i k c, a!' c 
made of I x 2- io. 
white pine, 
which, when 
dressed. is exact
ly 'Vs x 1'% in. Di-
mensions fOl' the 
top and bottom 
crosspieces and 

Pontoon< for you. b icycl. boot ca n b. made o . shown 
o. adopted from wo ••• u rplu. oirplone b _lIy '''"h 

FIG.2 
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their spacing al'e clearly indicated in Figs, 
2 and 4. Each frame consists of four pieces 
glued (marine glue) and screwed together, 
and notched to receive the longitudinal 
members- sheer and chine battens. Both 
stem and stern are set at an angle, which 
should be taken into consideration when 
building the frame (see Fig. 3). Details of 
the stem 01' nose block, which is cut from a 
piece of 2 x 8-in. spruce, are given in Fig. 1, 
part of the side being recessed Y4 in. to 
take the side planking. Exact dimensions 
and method of cutting the stern from %-in. 
ash are given in Fig. 6. Note the additional 
reinforcing pieces provided across the top 
for the braces that support the bicycle 
frame, besides those that reinforce the 
deck directly under the rubber mats. 'When 
the frame has been finished , the side and 
bottom planking, which is cut from 12- ft. 
lengths of Y1 x 12-in. sugar pine, is 
sCl'ewed on after the contacting portions 
of the frame have been covered with ma
rine glue. Then, with the top off, the in
side of the pontoons is given an applica
tion of paint, and the top, also of %-in. 
sugar pine, is glued and screwed on, using 
%-in. flat-head bl'ass screws. The heads of 
the screws .should be countersunk, and the 
resulting holes filled with hard water put
ty. After sanding each pontoon smooth, 
it is given a libel'al application of airplane 
cement, and heavy muslin is stretched 

over the sul"face. A hot iron is used to 
press the cloth sccurely to the wood as 
shown in Fig. 7. The seam should be made 
along the upper edge, where !)i-in. hal£
round molding is applied, this being 
screwed on. A spruce keel of 7fs x 1J,4-
in. stock is screwed to the center of the 
bottom of each pontoon. It is neatly joined 
to the stem, after which a strip of brass 
is run ovel' the stem and a few inches 
along the fOI'ward part of the keel. Each 
pontoon is provided with two air vents 
made up of pipe fittings, to prevent the 
pontoon from bursting when the air inside 
cxpands in the heat of the sun. Be sure 
to apply glue to the fittings befol'e screw
ing them in place over small holes drilled 
through the deck, to make them water
tight. The pontoons are finished with a 
priming coat of shellac, four coats of good
quality exterior paint and finally a coat 
of spar varnish. Any desired color scheme 
may be followcd. 

Next comes the adaptation of the bicy
cle. A girl's bicycle is best, since the lack of 
a crossbar affords more convenient mount
ing. Cut off the front and rear forks as 
shown in Fig. 8. The bracing consists of 
lengths of pipe, flattened at the ends and 
bolted to angle-iron crosspieces. At the 
front end, flat-iron clamps are used to 
hold the braces to the steel"ing post, while 
the rear pipes al'e slipped over short stubs' 
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01' butts of the original fork, directly un
der the seat. The pipe should fit over the 
stubs snugly, and it has been found best 
to heat and slightly flatten the joint after 
assembly, so that it cannot come apart. 
One of the horizontal frame members, 
originally used to support the rear wheel, 
is cut off nearly flush with the housing of 
the pedal-crank bearing so that it will not 
interfere with the ring gear which is to be 
added later. The corresponding frame 
member is cut off about halfway from the 
end, after which the cut portion is flattened 
and riveted to the rear angle-iron cross
piece. Fig. 10 shows how an automobile ring 
gear is bolted to the original pedal sprock
et. It may be necessary to cut off the teeth 
of the sprocket to fit inside the recess of the 
gear. If deSired, however, a brass disk;nay 
be substituted for the sprocket, in which 
case the disk should be the same thickness 
as the sprocket. A heavy piece of % x 11,4-
in. flat iron, bolted to the frame as shown in 
Fig. 9, holds a bearing that supports the 
end of the I-in. propeller shaft. This bear
ing is made from a pipe flange and short 
nipple filled with melted lead and drilled 
to receive the machined fitting on the end 
of the shaft. If you have no metal lathe, this 
fitting can be turned out quickly at any 
machine shop. The tapered portion should 
make a snug fit in the pinion gear, and a 
small pin, driven into the tapered portion, 
serves as a key for the gear. A bolt holds 
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the fitting on the shaft, while the latter 
runs through a bearing provided directly 
under the rear angle-iron crosspiece. This 
bearing and its hanger are made up of pipe 
fittings as shown in Fig. 11. 

The angle-iron crosspieces are fastened 
to the pontoons with lag screws in the ap
proximate positions indicated in the detail 
above, and additional crosspieces of I-in. 
stock are provided at thc front and real' . 
The pontoons should be placed perfectly 
parallel, 33 in. from center to center. Steer
ing is accomplished by means of a small 
sheet-metal rudder, connected with sash
cord to the front-fork stub of the bicycle. 
If a commcrcial propeller is not available, 
one can be made from fairly heavy sheet 
metaL It should have a IS-in. diameter, 
with a hole drilled centrally to fit the shaft, 
end of which is threaded so that the propel
ler can be held securely between two nuts. 
COlTugated rubber mats are tacked to the 
deck of the pontoons on each side of the 
bicycle, and the craft is then ready to go. 

Boat-Draw ing Aid 
When fairing lines on a boat drawing, an 

inexpensive substitute for a naval-archi
teet's spline and ducks can be improvised 
from a strip of plastic which is held in place 
on the drawing with tabs of masking tape. 
The plastic strip should be approximately 
l!i6 x % x 30 in. and the. tabs are spaced 2 in. 
apart as shown in the photo. A pin pressed 
into the drawing board at each end of the 
strip helps hold the shape of the. curve. 



S,f~m1'he 
in this motor-driven pad 
I-I ERE'S something new in water-sports 

equipment - a motor-driven paddle 
board. It combines the common character
istics and seaworthiness of the surfboard 
and paddle board, but, mOI'C than that, it's 
power driven by a conventional outboard 
motor. That's the new angle. Smooth, 
sweeping "hull" lines, crowned deck and 
low motor hatch make this the sleekest, 
trimmest little craft you ever looked at. 
Light enough to be easily launched by one 
person, it rides rough water like a cork 

The hull. or board, itself is constructed 
just like the nonpower jobs, except that it 
is 5 lh in. deep instead of the usual 3 in. or 
so on the conventional surfboard and pad
dle hoard. Deck and outh9ard plan views 
shown in Fig. 3 give the general over-aU 
dimensions. Note that the motor hatch is 
placed well fonvat'd, giving ample t'oom for 
a tall man 10 lie full1ength aft of it, Con-

troIs consist of tiller and speed level', and a 
clear plastic 'transom permits a view inside 
the "engine room" from the t'ear. This, to
gether with a midget headlight, could be 
lighted fmm a small storage battery for 
night cruising. General alTangement of the 
hull is shown in Fig,!. Note that three of 
the bulkheads are only about half the width 
of the others and serve as deck beams. In 
the engine compat·tment is another half
bulkhead on the bottom, and the only one 
that is not spaced 12 in, on centet's. The lo
cation of this is determined by the particu
lar outboard motor you select. 

In laying out the boatxl. follow the di
mensions given in the station layout, Fig. I , 
which shows the stations all spaced 12 in, 
apart. To achieve a true curve, use a Vs-in,
square spruce 01' pine batten, and, by bring
ing pressure at the ends, let it take a nat
ural bend. Drive nails into the plywood 
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bottom 1fs in. outside the station 
dimensions so that nails will not 
mar the panel, and at the same 
time lcave material for trimming. 
The mark should be on the inside 
of the battcn. The deck only is 
completely streamlined, the bot
tom having extensions aft which 
act as planes. 

Details of construction are 
shown in Fig, 1. Side members of 
mahogany are notched into both 
nose and stern blocks after bulk
heads have been installed. The lat
ter are of soft pine, % in. thick, 
with lower corners cut away for 
limber holes to permit any bilge 
water seeping in to flow from one 
compartment to another. Drain 
holes plugged with roundhead 
brass screws are located just for
ward of bulkhead No, 3 and aft of 

Down view inlo engine hatch showing all fittings and flywheel 
fan in p lace. Note safety cord which attaches to Ihe rider'. writ! 

No, 5, When necessary these screws arc re
moved and the hull tipped to drain, 

In assembling, apply casein glue to all 
edges of the bulkheads and on edges of the 
side members. Where these parts contact 
nose and stern blocks, use marine glue. 
Bruss or galvanized flat-head screws, 2-in., 
No.8 size, are used to fasten parts to bulk
heads and to nose and stern blocks. The 
bottom, which is installed before the deck, 
is fastened with %-in, No, 6 screws spaced 
3 in. apart. 

Extensions of the bottom serve as plan
ing surfaccs and are reinforced with %-in. 
soft-pine stock glued to extensions of the 
%-in. plywood bottom piece. Holes are cut 
in the full - size bulkheads for the steering 
cables, as indicated, and should be the same 
distance apat't in each, in this case 11 in., or 
the width of the cable arms. An opening in 
the bottom for the propeller Wlit and var'
ious pipe fittings is cut later on. Steering is 
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opposite that of a bicycle. Pulling the right 
cnd of the tiller back causes the board to 
turn left and vice versa. If one prefers the 
bicycle alTangement, cross the cables, cut
ting holes in the bulkheads accordingly. 

The deck is cut hom 1/4"-in. waterproof 
plywood, thc same material as is used for 
the bottom. There are two openings in the 
deck piece, one for the engine hatch and a 
circular' hole at the stern for' steering gear 
inspection, to be covered with clear plastic 
und u brass plate secured with t"Oundhead 
brass scr·ews. Aluminum bent around a 
scrollsawed framework forms the wall of 
the superstructure, with the plastic panel 
in the after cnd covered with a brass 
frame and waterproofed with aquat'ium ce
ment. At the juncture of wall and deck a 
fillet is made of wood putty, Fig. 1. The 
fonvard top is stationary, with a holc for 
the gas-tank filler cap. The rear end is 
hinged, and both are neatly rounded. Three 
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IS SHORTENING 
DRIVE SHAFT 

4 

vents are provided in the hinged section 
and covered with standard scoop strainers 
obtainable from a marine hardware deal
er. Top edge of the open section is fitted 
with a rubber dool' seal, making the com
partment watertight when closed. A latch 
is instaiied at the rear end. 

Any small outboard motor is suitable for 
this craft. In the original a 3%-hp., single
cylinder, 2-cycie motor was used. No alter
ations were required except removing the 
parts shown in Fig. 4 and cutting off the 
drive shaft and filing the end square. A 4-
in.-dia. fan bent from sheet steel is bolted 
to the top of the starting disk on the fly
wheel to ventilate the engine hatch. The 
engine control unit is fitted with a safety 
device consisting of a notched arm to 
which the starting cord is attached. A loop 
of the cord is put over the wrist. If the 
ridel' slips overboard the tug on the cord 
automaticaiiy shuts ofT the power. 

The semicircular gas tank is made of 
sheet brass, with four tabs, Fig. 4, located 
so that they will draw the tank down snug
lyon the deck. A baffle is installed with 
corners cut away. The filler cap is simply 
a pipe with a flange brazed to the top. Ven
tilation by the fan is a ided by exhaust 
from two auxiliary pipes discharging 
through two forward openings as in the 
upper right-hand detail, Fig. 4. 

VlNTILATING 
ENGINE HATCH 



8 .... u •• of .h. p ... pell"r_.haft ex lenoi .. n .. launching 
d .. lIy i. n ....... ry. Thi. is designed t .. fit .he hull 
"'ugly .. nd m .. ke. the cr .. ft easily por ... bl. on d.., I .. nd 

In order to keep the engine as low as 
possible, a special base is made upon which 
to mount it, incorpol'ating conncctions fOI' 
water and exhaust, Fig. 7. This is a welding 
job on %~-in. steel plate and makes a very 
compact unit to which the engine is bolted. 
It rests upon a brass plate bolted to the 
boltom. A similar plate has the exhaust 
and water outlets brazed in. Assembly of 
connections on these two units is shown in 
Fig. 4. Exhaust pipes are installed as indi
cated, with an auxiliary cxhaust of lh-in. 
copper tubing in each adding to the power 
of the motOI' by ]'elieving back P"CSSU1'C of 
the underwater exhaust. The undcrwater 
outlets are covered by a !'cverse scoop into 
which the cooling water also dischal·gcs. 
The scoop is bolted through the plywood 
boHom, the brass plate. upon which the out
lets are brazed, and also through a board 
on top. This assembly is just forward of 
bulkhead No.5. 

Water is drawn into part A, Fig. 4, fl'om 
the intake scoop th"ough copper tubing, 
delivered from S, Fig. 5, into the engine 
base, then up around the cylinder and out 
again to the outlet between the exhaust 
pipes. All ~rass-tube fittings are silver
soldered. The housing of the crankshaft 
bearing fits down in part A and the pump 
rotOI" is directly under it in the £lange of the 
propeller unit, Fig. 5. The plywood bottom 
is cut away to receive this streamlined 
£lange, and is bolted tluough the brass 
plate and steel engine base. The real' bolt 
C , Fig. 5, also passes through part B. The 
latter consists of a section of pipe with the 
top welded on and a nut also welded to it. 
This is offset to allow fOI" the water opening 
at the bottom, Figs. 5 and 6. Part B is d"awn 
down on a synthetic- rubber gasket. This 
material is impervious to oil. Washers of 
this same material are used around the 
drive shaft above and below a brass wash-

er, partA, forming a watertight joint. Part 
A is a section of pipe with a washer welded 
just below the top, forming a cup for thc 
accommodation of the crankshaft bearing 
hub. Another sectional view of part B is 
shown in Fig. 5, indicating where the welds 
are made. 

A down view of the power plant is shown 
in F igs. 2 and 4, indicating how the engine 
is braced crosswise by extensions on the 
original tank bracket bolted to the deck. 

The tiller consists of a handle bar of 
heavy sheet metal bent as in Fig. 1 and 
welded to a collar wh ich in tum is bolted 
to a o/s- in. shaft. Below deck is another 
collar with u spring above it. The latter 
holds the tlUer down against a rubber 
washer, making u watertight joint. T he 
tube for the engine control shaft is high 
enough above the deck to keep water out. 

A simplc but sturdy dolly for launching 
is built as in Figs. 7 and 8 and mounted on 
balloon-tired wheels for running over sand. 
The axle is welded to the angle-bar brack 
ets, which in tum al'e boiled to the cradle. 
The latter tapers to fit the hull just aft of 
the propeller, and balances the craft nicely 
so that it is vel'y easy to handle. Finish hull 
with two coats of enamel and then wax. 

m 
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Bracket to Attach 
Outboard Motor to Canoe 

This simple bracket will enable you to attach an 
outboaz-d motor to your canoe or kayak for swift 
tz"ansportation without arduous paddling. Outboard 
motors of 3M to 2 hp. are sufficient for powering the 
average canoe" The bracket consists of a length of 
pipe fitted at one end with a hardwood block bolted 
in placc to serve as a motor mount. L-hooks to fit 
under the gunwales attach the bracket to the boat. 

Disk Soldered to Bilge Pump Protects Boat 

= Because some bilge 
___ BILGEPUMP pumps used on small 

boats have bases with 
sharply projecting feet, 
they maz' the bottom 
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planking when being 
used. However, if a metal 
disk with a "Lu:ge hole in 
the center is soldered to 
the feet, it will prevent 
dama.&f!. and will not ob
struct the flow of water 
because of the center hole 
and the space between the 

feet. A brass disk is prefelTed as it will not rust 
and is not damaged by the action of salt water. 
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Foot-Powered 
Catamaran Is Fun + 

It's great fun to lie on the deck of 
this homemade catamaran, slip 
your feet into the toe-clips and 
paddle over the lake or bay, steer
ing your" course with the forward 
rudder using little effort. Pon
toons, of %-in, lumber, are joined 
with nails-pz-eferably galvanized 
--driven about an inch apal"t, and 
are calked with strips of cotton 
binding tape laid in marine 01' 

casein glue, 01" white lead. Ply
wood centerboards are screwed 
on the inside of each pontoon. 

The deck, made from the same 
material as the pontoons, is sup
pOI"ted by two al"ched cross mem_ 
bers of 2-in. lumber cut as shown 
and half-lapped, glued and bolted 
together and installed on the pon
toons with sCl'ews through the two 
forward bulkheads. A brace run_ 
ning under the deck reinforces it" 
A stilT crosspiece supports the pad
dIes a few inches above deck level, 
and on this piece the paddles are 
hinged" On the drive stl"Oke the 
paddles swing back against the 
upper section to which the canvas 
or leather toe-clips al'e attached, 
and on the return, they swing free, 
dragging across the surface of the 
water. 

To use the catamaran as a sail
boat, the paddles are fastened out 
of the wntel', the handgl'ips nre l"e
moved from the I"udder and a tiller 
is substituted, The skipper now 
faces in the other direction, with 
the rudder at the stern. The mast, 
tapering f l"Om 2 in" at the bottom 
to 1% in. at the top, is held in a 
step block on the narrow part of 
the deck and bl-aced by wire stays 
made taut with turnbuckles_ To 
furl the sail, the boom is swung up 
and the sail wrapped around the 
mast and tied. Several coats of 
paint carefully applied complete 
the job and give you a seaworthy 
boat that can be used for a diving 
platfol"m, surfboard or craft for an 
outboard motor as well as a foot
powered raft, 

Note in the detail at the lower 
right of the facing page that two 
centerboards, one mounted on the 
inner side of each pontoon, are re
quil"ed when the catamaran is 
adapted for sailing" A mast step is 
placed behind mount for paddles. 
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"Feathercraft" Offers New Sport to Swimmers 

Propelled half by swimming and half by 
paddling, these featherweight pon loons 
will provide plenty of sport at any bench. 
They are 6 ft. long, tapered and rounded 
at both ends. Top and bottom are pie<:es 
of 3/.I -in. white pine of exactly the same 
size and shape. These are screwed to nose 
and stern blocks and to two bulkheads lo
cated under the oarlock. Sides of :)olu- in. 
plywood are then cut out. It is p]'clerable 
to use walerpl'oof plywood for this pur
pose, hut if this is not available, ordinary 
plywood given several coats of paint, espe
cially at the edges, will do. In order to 
make the pontoon watertight, all joints 
must be given a liberal application of while 
lead and a strip of binding tape laid be
tween the contacting surfaces. This should 

?· Bl A()E PAO!X! 

be done at the nose and stern blocks be. 
fore the top and bottom are screwed on, 
and similarly when the plywood sides are 
attached. Note the bilge drain in the 
bulkheads, which helps to empiy the hull 
o[ watel', should any g<.>t inside. T he dl'ain 
hole at the nose is corked when the pon
toon is in use. Besides serving to dt"ain out 
the watel', the cork, if not pushed in too 
tight, will pl'event the hull [rom bursting 
when the air inside expands under the hot 
sun, for which reason an air vent is nec
essal·y. A beveled block on the top takes 
an oarlock for a two-blade paddle. To bal
ance the pontoon pl'operly, an 18-in. coun
terweight is pivoted to galvanized angle
iron brackets, which are ~crewed to the 
bottom directly under the oarlock. 

Flat-Iron Skids Shield Boat Motor From Submerged Logs 

l i >0 
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Damage to an outboard motor by having 
it strike submerged logs and rocks in a 
shallow lake can be avoided by fitting it 
with these skids. which act like sled run
ners to raise thc s tern over any obst.ruc
tion. Bolted to the bottom of the boat, the 
skids are thin enough to offer very little 
resistance to the forward movement of the 
boat. Also, if you drag your boat across a 
nalTOW strip of land from one lake to an
othel', the skids wil! he helpful. 
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seaSlea 
p LYWOOD, prefel'ably the wa-

terproof kind, a small amount 
of miscellaneous stock and a tiny 
gasoline motor are all you need to 
make "Half-Pint." The original, 
capable of carrying three persons, 
was qu ite a sensation at Balboa 
Bay, Calif., where even the old OOat
builders expressed genuine inter
est. Built in a garage, it was taken 
50 miles for its fil'st dip and has 
never developed a leak. This little 
sea sled can be easily carded on 
youl" car, and fishermen and tour-
ists will find it ideal for use on re-
mote lakes having no boating fa
cilities. It is only 9 ft. long and 
so light that two boys can easily 
carry it. The boat is suitable for 
the use of any small gasoline en-
gine of the washing-machine type, 
air-cooled by a fan in the flywheel. 
The lh-hp, engine which was select-
ed is exceptionally satisfactory because the 
gas tank is in the base and it is a self-con
tained unit throughout. 

The extr'a-wide beam affords ample 
room for two passengers to sit side by 
side, and a third can even be carried on 
the forward deck. Over-all dimensions are 
given in Fig. 1. The sides are 3,4-in. pine. 
After cutting it to shape. screw on the 
chine with 1l/4-in. flat-head brass screws, 
spaced about 4 in. apart, when all con
tacting surfaces have been liberally paint
ed with white lead. The J.lose is a cross 
'member planed down and rounded as 
shown in Fig. 3. The sides are fastened to 
it with two large flat-head screws, coun
tersunk. Apply white lead liberally before 
screwing down permanently. The tran
som, 01' stern piece, is of the same material 
as the Sides, with chine, etc. Put tempo
rary diagonal braces aCI'OSS the top, to 
keep the structure square, and turn up
side down. Apply white lead along the 

!x~ST PIPE 
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SID!. VIEW 
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bottom edges and chine, and lay a I-in. 
si.rip of muslin over the joint Over this 
place the ¥.i-in.-plywood bottom. It should 
be painted on the inside before screwing 
down permanently. Use 3,4-in. brass 
screws, staggered 3 in. apart, one screw in 
the side and the next in the chine, alter
nately. The crossframes should be put in 
next. Note that there is a bulkhead at the 
second frame hom the nose. When the 
deck is on, this makes a large watertight 
compartment. 

For the shaft log, or bloek through 
which the propeller shaft runs, prepal'e a 
pine block as in Fig. 8. A channel in each 
half takes the pl'opeller shaft. Glue the 
two blocks together and, when dry, cut 
diagonally at an angle of about 16 deg.-a 
I-in. rise to every 31h in. of length. Now 
install the bearings, the stuffing box at the 
rear and the inboard bearing at the other 
end. Put the two triangular blocks to· 
gether with pieces of wood between them 
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just the thickness of the bottom. Put the 
propeller shaft through the bearings so 
that it aligns properly. When the shaft 
turns freely clamp the block together for 
drilling bolt holes. The log should then be 
located in the bottom of the boat. Use 
white lead and a muslin gasket where the 
lower half of the log fits against the bot
tom of the boat. Also apply white lead and 

. cloth gaskets under the bearing flanges 
where they fit against the ends of the 
shaft log. Brace with cross members and 
diagonals on the bottom, inside the boat. 
White lead is put under all cross members, 
by the way, and the bottom screwed to 
them from the underside with %-in . brass 
screws. After the shaft log is in place, the 
2 x 4-in. engine supports are installed. A 
section is cut away so that a %-in.-ply
wood board will set at an angle of 16 deg. 
when screwed to it. By bolting the engine 
to this board and moving it forward or 
backward, the engine and propeller shaft 
can be aligned accurately. When location 
is determin ed, cross members are marked 
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and screwed in place in the assembly. 
A deek of %-in. plywood, already paint

ed or shellacked, is fitted over the top 
framing. There should be no raw or un
painted wood anywhere on the entire 
boat. Connection of the motor and pro
peller shaft is made as in Fig. 2. Wood 
bearings boiled in oil have been found 
cheaper and just as practical as iron 
ones for the rudder. The edges of the rud
der should he carefully streamlined. The 
false bottom is made in two sections back of 
the engine and one forward, and is remov
able. A 5-in., 10-deg.- pitch propeller will 
be satisfactory. AnCl, baving made a first
class hull, don't neglect using the best 
grade of marine paint for finishing. This 
will add greatly to the appearance of the 
boat, especially if the painting is done in 
two tones . 
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Your Iceboat UScoot" 
The unique arrangement of the soil and rigging 

plan of Scoot will be opparent a s soon as you 
begin construction of the parts. This speciol rig

ging is the secret of the extraordinary sailing 
qualities that make Scoot a top-flight performer 

F EATURING rudderless steering and a 
flat, shell -type hull, here's a unique 15-

ft. racing iceboat, the original of which 
dates back historically to cady days when 
it was used in lifesaving work on New J er
sey's Great South Bay. Born of the neces
sity of being able to cross the bay even 
when it was only partly frozen, Scoot, in 
addition to its high speed and extraordi
nary maneuverability, is noted for its abil
ity to take to open water, if necessal'Y, in 
hurdling large patches of broken ice. 
Speeds greater than 80 m.p.h., achieved 
with as many as four passengers, put Scoot 
in the racing class. As a result of its four
point runner suspension, its maneuvera 
bility is extremely flexible, permitting 
sharp turns without danger of capsizing or 
skidding. Steered by manipulating a large
size j ib sail, Scoot can be held on an arrow
straight course or turned almost literally 
on a dime. 

As destgned and built by Bill Harless, 
noted racing champion, this version of the 
scooter- type iceboat is the result of pro
longed experimentation and development. 
The hook sail rig used is, in effect. a high_ 
performance airfoil and, because of it, 
Scoot glides along effortlessly in the mild
est breezes and really scoots past competi-

tion with a strong wind. The boat is moored 
by merely tipping it on edge with the sails 
flat on the ice. Except where modified to 
simplify construction, the plans presented 
here were taken directly from the actual 
boat. Original hal'dware, which was espe
cially designed and cast in brass, has been 
replaced with less expensive fittings that 
can readily be improvised from common 
parts easily obtainable. 

Building the Hull 
The first step in building the hull is to 

draw the mold frames and the plan and 
profile views full size on heavy building 
paper, Fig. 3. The plan view is drawn by 
following the half-width dimensions given 
in Fig. 4, while the profile and mold frames 
are drawn by referring to the table of off
sets in Fig. 1 and the body plan, Fig. 2. The 
body plan is an end view of the plan and 
profile. Note, in Fig. 4, that half-"\vidth di
mensions are given to the inner face of the 
inside chine which is the line from which 
the mold frames are laid off. Offsets are 
given to the outside of the planking, so re
member to deduct the thickness of the 
planking. In laying out the lines full size, 
use a long batten to fair out the curves. The 
text under the heading, "Laying OutPlans," 
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beginning on page 162, will tell you how 
this is done. Considerable tolerance is pez'
missible in establishing the lines as long as 
you do not exceed the maximum dimen
sions given in the plan. 

The hull is built in an inverted position 
on a building form, Fig. 5. While the form 
can be supported in the manner shown, it 
also can be mounted on regular saw horses. 
T he center deck strake is fastened tem
porarily to the form with C -clamps and 
screws and then the mold frames are set on 
the strake at the station poin ts as in Fig. 7. 
Note here that the mold frames are leveled 
care.fully and are held in position laterally 
with bz'aces running to the floor. Next, in
side chine stringers, which are % in. thick, 
are nailed temporarily to the ends of the 
mold frames. The ends of the chines are 
pulled inward at the bow and stern with 
rope slings and are fastened permanen tly 
to the breasthook and stern block with 
brass screws. After this, a 1h x 6- in. keel 
apron is tacked temporarily to the mold 
frames and fastened permanently to the 
breasthook and stern block, as shown in the 
diagz-am, Fig. 7. 

, 

'" 

" 
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Permanent frames consisting of bottom 
timbers and deck beams are made next. 
While best construction calls for steaming 
and bending these picces in jigs, they can 
be bandsawed to shape if steaming facilities 
are not available. The permanent frames 
are installed by placing them 9 in. apazt on 
the strak e and holding them in position 
with two temporary longitudinal battens. 
Then they are screwed to the deck strake, 
chines and keel apron. With this done, the 
inside chine pieces are beveled to conform 
with the frame Jines and th en notches are 
cut in the chines for chain plates, F ig. 8. 

Now the bottom planking is laid. The 
photo, F ig. 6, shows the plan king partially 
completed. As the hull does not have to be 
absolutely watertight, calking is not re
quired. However, the planks should be 
shiplapped, or tongued and grooved at the 
joints. P lanking is begun at the keel apron, 
and, wh en finished, is t rimmed flush with 
the ou ter edge of the inside >chines. 

The hull can n ow be removed from the 
form. T he mold frames and their b rucing 
are removed and the hull is supported right 
side up on saw horses. Th e main and bilge-

• A. th e hull i. bui ll in an 
inverted pa litio n, me,,.· 

J ' u re menh or heigh t< ar e 
given from the btl l e line, 
Fi g. 2, 10 Ihe bOllom of th e 
hu ll. Oimen. ion. tire in 
feel, inc he. o nd e ighlh 
inches 10 Ihe ouhid. of Ihe 
planking. All plus or minus 
dimen.ion. are 10 be COn· 
verled o . required when 

Htllf·widlh dimen.ion . for 
mold frame . tir e 10 in· 
ne r ftlce of in.ide chine 
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runner clamping pieces come next. These 
are fastened to each frame and holes are 
drilled in them for the runner bolts. The 
holes are located either aft Ot" forward of 
each bottom timber as indicated in Fig. 10. 
Do not pass bolts through bottom timbers. 

The mast step block is fastened to the 
bottom timbers as shown in Figs. 9 and 11. 
The mast step itself is a length of %-in. 
galvanized pipe. This is threaded into a 
standard pipe flange and the flange is 
screwed SeCUl"ely to the must step block. 
The pipe should be just long enough to pass 
through the mast partner, which pt'oyides 
an upper step, and the deck strake, coming 
flush with a flange screwed to the strake. 

Cockpit frami ng and the stanchions 
which support it are installed next. Note 
that stanchions also are installed at the 
center of the frames, fore and aft of the 
cockpit. The ends of the stanchions at'e cut 
to lap the face of the frames as shown in 
the detail above Fig. 12. With all interiol' 
fmming completed up to this point, the 
decking is laid. Narrow planks, 1 % in. wide, 
make this a simple job. The same procedure 
is followed here as was used in planking 
the bottom, working outward from the 
deck stl'ake and trimming off the planks 
flush with the inner chines. For a neat job, 
countel'sink all screws and fill with wood 
putty, As will be noted in Figs. 8 and 11, 
the face of the inside chines and the edges 
of the deck and bottom planking are cov
ered with an outside chine piece, 1h: in. 
thick, which also is beveled off flush with 

HOLD WITH C-ClAMPS ON EACH 
Slot SETWEEN FRAMES 

the deck and bottom planking. Before fas
tening the outside chine, the rub rail 
should be flanged ovet· and tacked to the 
inside face of the chine. The rub rail, of 
brass or copper, is applied to the chine 
from the mast station to the aft end of 
the cockpit and prevents scuffing when the 
hull is heeled over. After the outside chine 
has been fitted, the sheer t!"im is attached. 
This is set inward about 1f4 in. and covers 
the joint between the decking and the out
side chine. Completion of the hull involves 
fitting a CO<lming strip around the cockpit 
<lnd installing the flooring. Fig. 9. Note that 
the screws in the floor boards are driven 
in countersunk holes and puttied over. 

The bilge and main runners may be 
shaped from solid stock or built up of two 
or more laminations. All runners have a 
slight curve or rocket·, % in. in 11 ft. They 
al'e bolted to the hull according to the di
mensions given in the plan and l)l'ofile 
views, Fig. 4. Note in Figs. 10 and 12 that 
the runnel' shoes, which are angle iron. toe 
inward. This is important and has a definite 
bearing on the pedo!'n1ance of the iceboat. 
The shoes are fastened to the runnel'S with 
screws, spaced 6 in. apart and staggered 
on each side, 

Fitting the Rigging 
The first step in fitting l"igging is laying 

out and bandsawing the horn, Fig. 13. The 
horn should be very cal'efully fitted to the 
curve of the deck, and then tapered and 
chamfered. The %-in. bolt which holds the 
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horn in place, and at the 
same time makes it I'cad
ily detachable, passes en
tirely through the breast
hook. The aft end of the 
horn is held in a U
shaped clip, Fig. IS, which 
is screwed to the deck. 
The smooth round-bot
tom notch for the jib
boom ring fitting, Fig. 16, 
is fOl'med by sawing down 
the sides, and smoothing 
with a wood rasp and fine 
sandpaper. A standard 
tiller-rope guide for the 
mainsail sheet, Fig. 22, a 
7-in . traveler and cleats 
for the main and jib-sail 
sheets are the only other 
permanent deck fittings . 

The mainmast, Fig. 14, 
is built up to the required 
size by laminating select
ed spruce in a rectangu
lar cross section, using 

Orig inal $cool under co" u ruction . Not .. that the bo ttom pl on ~in g i. 
being a ppl ied "Ite r d .. ck p la nking, a r .. v ...... p roced ure u.ed by bui lde , . 
II wo. foun~ .. v .. r, mar .. pr"cli c,,1 10 pl"nk Ihe hull o. de.cribed 

both '14 and %-in. stock. By constructing a 
bending jig on a level floor of sufficient 
length, the mast can be built up in one 
operation. Stock for the hook section must 
be steamed before bending. Rip the %-in. 
stock for the lower section to 3% in. in 
width and glue and clamp it in the im 
provised jig with C-clamps. Use water
pr oof glue. The ends of the outside mem-

STERN Bl OCK 
I " OAK 

bel'S pl"oject about 32 in. (See note on the 
upper detail in Fig. 14.) As the '/4-in. lam
inations are built up in the jig, make sUI'e 
that all joining flat surfaces are coated 
liberally with waterpI"oof glue and that the 
C-clamps are equally spaced and tightened 
to a u niform tension. Allow the glued-up 
mast to dry 24 houl's before removing the 
clamps. Now, note from F ig. 14 that the 
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mast is round at the heel, but that it 
changes gradually to a pear shape at sec
tion A-A, Figs. 14 and 15, and then back to 
a round section at the forward tum of 
the hook bend. From this point the sec
tion again changes to an elongated oval 
with a knife edge on the after tum of the 
bend, Fig, 14, Shaping of the mast is done 

by hand with a spokeshave. It is then 
sanded smooth and finished with at least 
two coats of spar varnish. 

In the original rig, both the jib and the 
mainsail booms were of one piece cut from 
solid stock and grooved along the length 
for the bolt ,'ope, Figs, 16 and 21. The main
sail boom is circular in section, but the jib 
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When fully rigged. Scoot look. like thi •. Note the roomy. , ho llow cockpit ond the nov el boom tackle for 
Irimming th e moinsoil 10 suit wind condit;on • . Foot of the moinsoil is o"oched to boom with bolt rope 

boom tapers each way from the ring fas
tening and the section is rcctangular with 
I'ounded corners, Fig. 16. However, it is 
easier to form the special undercut grooves 
if the booms are each made in two pieces 
and glued together after forming a round
bottom groove, or flute, in each piece. When 
the pieces are glued together, this will re
suIt in a single deep groove with a circular 
undel·cut as in the sectional view, Fig. 16. 
Finish the booms by sanding smooth and 
coating with spar varnish. Making the main 
and jib sails is a job for a professional sail
maker unless, of course, the builder has 
had expcrience in this work. Note from Fig. 
21 that the mainsail boom is carried in a 

SfCURW TO MA$1 HOOt( rAt(E UP HERE TO FLEX 
MAST 12" .AfT. THEN 
MAI(E ROPE FAST 

pocket sewed onto the foot of the mainsail. 
There is no gooseneck as in conventional 
rigging. Also, the builder will have to 
work closcly with the sail maker in estab
lishing the luff of the mainsail, Fig. 18. The 
mast must be flexed with a bckle block in 
the manner shown, and it must be held in 
this position while laying out the luff of the 
mainsail. The luff, or leading edge, is in 
the form of a pocket, or boot, large enough 
to slip over the mast, Figs. 15, 18 and 19. 
No sail track is used, the luff being held 
taut by a short lashing made fast to a 
downhaul cleat, Figs. 17 and 21. Neither 
can the mainsail be I'aised or lowered once 
it is fully rigged. Instead, Scoot is simply 
tipped on her side as in Fig. 20 when mool'
ing. Note in Figs. 15 and 19 that both 
the jib and main sail are fitted with special 
batten pockets, double-stitched at the 

~~ 
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The moinloil connol b .. rois .. d or lowered once il i. full y rigged. 
When not in " ... for . ho.t pe,iods, Scool i. lipped on its .ide 

edges. The pockets have open ends, Fig. 19, so th9.t 
the battens may be inserted and removed easily. 
The battens arc of selected spruce, worked down to 
~n elongated oval section with shm·p edges. In ad
dition, each batten is tape,·ed slightly both ways 
from section B~B, F ig. 19, to a blunt edge at the 
ends. The multiple-sheave sheet yoke, Fig. 22, is 
another special part and must be made up according 
to the detail. It is essential that all sheaves turn 
freely . The yoke is attached to the traveler by 
means of a ring bolt as shown. One end of the sheet 
is passed through the drilled ends of the yoke s traps 
a nd is seized to the standing pa,·t. Then the free 
end of the sheet is passed th,'ough foul· eye blocks 
attached to the boom on the spacings indicated and 
successively through the fOUl· sheaves to make the 
novel dual-purchase tackle shown in Fig. 22. Tie an 
anUslipknot ill the end of the sheet. Then, check for 
free running of the rope through the blocks. This 
anangement of boom and sheet- rail rigging gives 
the mainsail a strong mooring, yet permits quick 
changes necessary at the high speed of ice yachting. 
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EVOLUTION OF "SCOOT" 
Uniq"e in mon'. long ... orch for woy' 

to improve wind_dri" .. n ships, Ihe 
scoote._type ;ceboat fi .. 1 came ;nlo 

being On the Gre.,1 S.,,,lh Bay .,f Ih , 

New Jer" y c.,osl. B.,rn of neceuily 

wh .. n " me"n, w"s need .. d t" cr"u 
Ihe b"y eve n wh .. n "nly partly froun, 
Ihe fore r"nn.r of SCOOI was put 10 

work in lif",aving se rvice. II at Onu 

p.oved ,uperior 10 the flol_runner punts 

which had been pik .. d ocro •• Ihe i .. 

and $(ull .. d Ih.oUBh wot .. r at arduously 

slow speedl . Afler a few 'Unl, a small 

Ipril WOI add .. d 10 the .ail rig of Scoot. 

from sprit to goff woo b"t a .tep, 
followed by the Gunlher and modifi .. d 

Morconi ond, 'in"lIy, by the do"bt .. _ 

luff .oil ond hook m".'. Thi. led to 

rigging a bl"de on "n 0'" h"ndle to 
I .. rve O. 0 rudder, "nd loler the oddi_ 

tion of a jib. By c", . fully b"l"ncing the 
.ig, il wa, found thai Itee ring could 

be done e nti.e ly by m"nipul"ting Ihe 

jib. Then come the changeove, from 

fla , 10 "ngl ... type '"nne .. which h. lped 

hold a ",,,igh! Cou .... when ."iling on 

h"rd ice. To imp,ove the jib, " boom 

WOI I"ced olong the fool. laler, the 

I" . hing wo, mo~ed "fl of Ih . jib boom 
10 permit the iib 10 swivel. It was Ih .. n 

Ih"l Ihe <cooter c"me of "gft in bOlh 
speed ond moneuv .. ,,,bilily, and soon 

'he boymen beBon ,,,cing their unulu,,1 
croft, ioining Iporllmen in org"ni .. d 
compel;ti"n. 



PUT TO SEA ON THIS GALLOPING "MARINE MUSTANG" 

Riding this "mal'ine mustang" 
is not only great fun but a test of 
skill as well, for when you 're 
seated in the saddle, your center 
of balance is well above water 

JeveJ. With a little practice you'll 
be able to paddle it like a canoe 
and even use it as an aquaplane, 
towed by a motorboat. The hull 
or float is a lO- ft. section of dis-
carded telephone pole. With adz, drmv
shave and plane the ends are streamlined 

. as indicated, then a towing ring is installed 
in the tip. Two cleats are mortised into the 
top fOl" deck supports, and a pair of planing 
fins of %-in. stock attached at an angle on 

Stake For Tying Boat to Bank 
A self-anchor

ing stake for row
boats consists of a 
length of pipe hav
ing two pieces of 
auto-spri n g leaf 
bolted to the lower 
end to form wings. 
As the stake is 
driven, the wings 
spl'ead and grip. 

the sides by long lag screws, The k eel is 
secured in the same manner. T he head is 
scrollsawed from pieces of %-in. material 
held together by long dowels or %-in. bolts 
running across the grain to prevent split
ting, and braced with triangular cleats. 

Holder Supports Boat Anchor 
This simple 

holder supports a 
boat anchOl' a few 
inches off the bot
lorn for frequent 
changes of posi
tion. It is a hinge 
screwed to the in
side of the boat 
and slotted to take 
the anchor chain. 

'<3 



You (on put 0 kayak togethe r in 
no tim e - it's not a le ngth y all
one -season boatbuilding project 

THIS KAYAK is staunch and seaworthy 
because it's built of waterproof plywood 
over a conventional frame. Sides are ver
tical and only 6 in. high from the bottom 
edge of the chine to the top edge of the 
sheer batten, but this gives enough free
board to keep oft moderately I'ough water. 
Fig. 1 gives the deck and profile plans. 
Start building by laying out the frames full 
size on heavy brown papc!', following the 
dimensions in Fig. 2. Then transfer the 
outlines to %-in. waterproof p lywood, 
making duplicates of f!'ames A, Band C. 
Saw to the outlines with a jigsaw. Where 
plywood is not used, make frames as in 
Fig. 4. Cut 3,4 x I-in. notches for the chine 
and sheer battens and a 3,4 x 2-in. notch 
for the keelson in each f I·ame. Make a 
rough frame or "building boanJ." on which 
you can assemble the fl'ame of the kayak 
upside down. Cut out the stem and stern 
parts, the cutwater, filler blocks and knees 
as duplicates, detail G of Fig. 3. Then 

-<-- 17" ____ ,," __ • __ "" 

" . :: SHEE~ ~:: CHII'IE 

assemble on the building board with 
frames, stem and stern parts, keelsoa and 
the chine and sheer battens fastened with 
glued and screwed joints. Use galvanized 
screws for joining thc frame. Before the 
glue dries make sure the frames are square 
and that the assembly is level. Note also 
hom detail A in Fig. 2 the fairing on the 
chine, sheer batten and keelson. This must 
be done carefully with a pl;J.ne so that the 
deck, sides and bottom will lay properly. 
Fit the plywood sides fiE'St. then coat the 
chine with marine glue und lay on %-in. 



PLYWOOD KAYAK 
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binding tape as indicated. Apply marine 
glue to the sh~er batten also. Then screw 
the sides in place. Many builders make 
the same joint at the chine and keelson. 
Either way, apply mal'in-c glue libel"ally 
and uniformly. Space the screws the same 
as on the sides. This leaves only the deck, 
coaming and false bottom to be fitted. The 
splashboards, Fig. 3, should be bandsawed 

AlTERNATE FRAMES *" X 1 W' FIR, 
SCREWED TOGETHER 

to the exact curvature of the deck. One 
effective color combination is cream or 
white on the sides, Chinese red on the 
bottom, and other parts natural color. 

!4" OUTDOOR ,,'~~~,<:;o;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~~~ 

I!." COTTON 8lNOIHG TAn 
MARINI! GlUE 

BOTlOM, SlOES AND 
DECK \Ii" C>lITOOOR 
PLYWOOD 

',4" X 1" SHEER BATTEN, SPRU( 

W' X 3" MAHO(;ANY COA.M!NG 

AMIDSHIPS FRAME ''0'' WITH 
SECTIOI'IAl VIEW Of HUll 

CONSTRUCTION 

tW~OO::'~M~O<:;';'N;'G;:~::~~~::;.~'~'.~':";':N:' :'A~TT~ 
'\Ii" X 2" SP.UCE KEelSON Sf'RUC! 

® '4" X '4" OAK KEn 
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Small Boot Driven and Steered by Washin9~Machine Motor 

Stopping Outboard Motors Properly 
Do not shut oil your outboard motor 

while it is rdnning at high speed as this 
results in fouled spark plugs and hard re
starting, Instead, slow the motor down to 
trolling speed for hal£ a minute or so before 
stopping, This will bum out excess oil from 
the combustion chambel's. 

Log Boom Protects Small' Boat 
From Damage on Rocks 

To avoid damaging a boat tied up on ~ 
rocky bank, set a wooden pole into the 
bank to act as a boom to keep the boat 
away from shore, You can tie the boat di
rectly to the outel' end of the pole and use 
a small line to swing the transom end to
ward shol'e for boarding, as indicated at the 
right, or you can give the anchor rope a 
couple of turns n]'ound the outer end of the 
pole and bring the rope inshol'e, tying it to 
a stake or tree upstl'cam to serve as a 
b l'ace for the boom, To enter a boat moored 
by this method, just loosen the anchor rope 
and let the boom swing downstream until 
the boat comes in close enough to board, 

, .. 

A light, economical in
board motOr can be made 
of an air-cooled engine of 
the washing-machine 
type belted to the shaft
and-propeller assembly 
of a discal'ded outboard 
motor. An unusual fea 
tUre is that the drivel' can 
bring the boat to a com
plete stop and back it up 
simply by turnin g the 
steering wheel. This is 
possible because the rud
der rope is wound al'ound 
the outboard shaft hous
ing, making it possible to 
ro t ate the propellel' 
through a complete circle. 
The stock engine muffler, 
which is mounted on an 
exhaust pipe outside the 
boat, reduces the usual 
outboard noise. The en
gine is cooled adequately 
by means of ventilating 
holes dt'illed through the 
forward bulkhead. The 
propeller-shaft assembly 
is pivoted to the boat 
stern by means of suitable 
bl'uckets as shown in the 
lowe]' right-hand detail. 
A pulley of a size to rotate 
the propeller at three 
times the engine speed is 

fitted to the upper end of the pl"Opellel' 
shaft, and is belted to the engine, the belt 
running over two idler pulleys as shown 
in the lower left-hand detail, 

This motor is especially suited to boats 
fl'om 6 to 8 ft. long. Larger boats may be 
too heavy for efficient operation, 
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"Sea SCO«t" 
The Biloxi-Type Dinghy 

SEA SCOUT, the Biloxi-type dinghy, is 
not only seaworthy, but also very easy 

to build. Look ove," Figs. 1 and 2, which de
tail the f,'ames and stern board, or transom. 
There are several points to keep in mind 
before you begin cutting the parts: The 
lower CI'OSS members of all frames are cut 
to the same radius; the top crosspieces al'e 
a given distance above the lowest point of 
the curved member, and the frame updghts 
arc joined to the cUl'ved members with an 
angle joint housed in gusset plates, as in 
Fig. 2. With the frames, stern hoard and 
building board made, the work on the hull 
is well along. 

You start assembling the boat by placing 
the building board on two saw horses as in 
Fig. 3. The lines marked on the building 
board, Fig. 4, indicate whc]'c to place the 
frames, These are placed upside down 
and the centcr line of the building board 
must match up w ith that on the frames, 
Place fl'ames Nos, 1, 2 and 3 along the 
lines and fasten through the building 
board with 8d common nails or Ph-in. 
screws, A diagonal brace supports each 
frame, Fig. 3, After the frames have been 
aUached, the sides should be fastened 
to the stem, Fig. 6. This can be done be
fore mounting the stem on the building 
board, although it is shown mounted with 
the frames in Fig. 3. If the sides al'e built 
up of several pieces, you simply screw the 
two lower planks to the stem, but should 
the sides be made up of nanow planks, 

'" 

the first plank on the lower side should be 
at least 8 in. wide, When building up the 
sides you can use shiplap construction 
which wOl eliminate battens. The slem is 
fastened to the sides at the zero (0) line 
Fig. 5. Use Ph-in. No.8 flat-head bras~ 
screws spaced about Ilh in. apart, in a 
staggered row . In Fig, 3 is a detail show
ing the exact distance from the lower edge 
of the boat to the building boal·d. By mak
ing this allowance on the stem the build
ing board will remain straight, holding the 
frames so that the lowel' edges will be in 
line with the side planks, Now that the 
stem is in p lace with the sides attached, 
you may continue by bending the sides 
al'ound the frames and holding them in 
place with a piece of rope. Fasten the 
sides to the frames with Ph-in. No.8 flat
head b,'ass SCI'ews, The transom is also 
fastened with 1Ih-in. flat-head brass 
SCl'ews driven into the check plate and 
2-in, SC1'ews dl'iven into the end grain of 
the transom, Fig. 16 shows the offsets and 
also the exact positions of frames Nos. 1, 2 
and 3. Be sure to mal·k these positions on 
the sides before bending the latter into 
position around the frames. The lines are 
drawn at right angles to the base line and 
serve as a guide to placement of the frames 
in an upright position, Move the tempo_ 
rary b"aces if necessary to bring the 
frames into the propel' position. Now the 
second and third planks are placed on each 
side. The shiplap joints are Iastelled with 



Vs-in. copper tacks spaced 2J.h in. apart 
and clinched ael'oss the grain. Use madne 
glue to make the joint waterproof. When 
the sides are fastened, the next step is to 
insel·t the chincs as in Fig. 1. Chines are 
fastened to the hames with 21h- in. No.8 
fla t-head brass screws and to the sides 
with llj4-in, No.6 flat-head brass SC1'ews 
spaced Ilh in. apart in a staggered row. 
Then fair ofT the sides, transom and stem, 
a job which must be done carefu lly to 
avoid leaks. At this point, select the type 
of bottom construction, If it is to be the 
batten - seam type, battens must be mol'
tised at the propel' places and the planks 
fastened to the battens with 11/4-in. copper 
nails spaced 2 in. apart and clinched. If 
you use the shiplap type, Fig. 12, rabbet 
the edges of the planks and fasten them to
gether with Va-in. copper tacks spaced 2 in. 
apart and clinched. In either case, bore 
holes for the tacks, as otherwise the wood is 
likely to split. Use one % x 6-in, plank as 
the cen ter plank, Fig. 10. If you can get 
them, four lh x 8- in. planks will then finish 
the job, The planks are fastened to the 
frames with B'4- in . No, 6 flat-head brass 
screws, except the center plank, where 1%
in, No.8 flat-head screws are used. Screws 
in the chines and along the outel' edges of 
the boat are spaced I¥.! in. apart in a 
staggered row. Use I lj4-in. No.6 flat
head bl'<ISS screws along thIS line, as well 
as into the lower edges of the transom. 

This done, the boat is turned over and 
the centerboard installed, Make up the 
centerboard well or casing as in Fig, 15, 
The oak king posts are fastened to the 
casing with Ilh-in, No.8 nat-head bl'ass 
screws, spaced I lh in, apal't. The casing 
should fit snugly against the bottom of the 
boat, and should be notched out at the 
aftel' end to fit ovel' the No.2 fl'ame. A 
%-in. slot is cut in the boat bottom along 
the centerline as in Fig. 11, the slot being 

DETAil or FRAMES 

the same length as the opening in the cas
ing. The slot is covered with a gasket 
made of heavy muslin and coated with 
marine glue to insure a watertight joint. 
The casing is fastened to the bottom with 
2-in, screws placed 2lh in. apart. The iron 
centel'board, Fig, 11, has a %-in. hole 
drilled 3 In. up from the bottom edge and 
3 in. in [l'om the side as shown. A hole IS 

bored in the ccntCl'ct'lse with an lYiG-in, bit 
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and the pin used to pivot the board is a 
%-in. pipe nipple, 3 in. long, with a lock
nut on each end, By placing a small gas
ket 01' piece of cotton behind the locknut 
and tightening it, thel'e will be no chance 
for a leak at this point. A piece of jack 
chain is used to raise and lower the board, 
a pin made of 1,4-in, bl'ass rod being 
slipped thl'ough the chain to act as a stop. 

The cross member of No.2 fl'ame is now 
I'emoved and the seat, Fig, 16, pul in place. 
The scat fits over the lowel' end of the 
casing and notches into the uprights of the 
No.2 frame on each side, This joint be
neath the seat must be watertight as it is 
neal' the level of the water on the outside. 
A cap of %-in, material, 3 in, wide, is bent 
over the cUl'ved portion of the casing, 

The breasthook, Fig, 14, is made of two 
pieces of wood with the grain running at 
right angles. The mast pat'tner, cut from 
1I,t.!-in, material, is fastened through the 
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sides with 2-in. screws, Now screw the 
stern knees in place and put the inner 
clamps in position, Fig. 16. The knees arc 
fastened with 2-in. No.8 flat-head brass 
screws and the inner clamps with lIh-in, 
No.8 screws. Between the sides and the 
clamps, the fillel' blocks, Fig. 16, must be 
placed. These are made of Ph-in, mate
rial, 2 in. long, with the exception of those 
between No, 2 and No.3 frames, which 
are 6 in. long and drilled lor the oarlock 
sockets, The boat is now turned over and 
the keel and skeg put in place as in Fig. 8. 
When these pieces are made to fit they are 
fastened from the inside with Ilh-in. and 
2-in, screws, Before fastening the skeg 



(fonvm'd) , the cutwatel' is shaped up to 
fit in its propel' position. When the cut
watel' fits pel-fectly, you calk the ends 01 
the sides and fasten the cutwatel' in place 
permanently, which is done with lOd gal
vanized finishing nails spaced 3 in. apal·t. 
The cutwater is trimmed with %-in. half
oval brass, which extends from the top 
edge of the boat to about halfway down 
the skeg. Finally, the molding, Fig. 9, is 
fastened in place with I-in. No.6 sct'ews 
spaced 10 in. apart. Use I1f.z-in. screws 
through molding at both stem and stern. 
Bore two lj4-in. holes in the stern knees 
and put in lj4-in. cotton rope for the trav-

/ 
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cler. Finally, the rudder is made up as in 
Fig. 20, and attached with rudder irons to 
the stern. The lower edges of the rudder 
al'e slightly tapered to prevent dragging. 

The mast, Fig. 20, is quite simple to make 
by using one 11/4 x 3-in. x 16-ft. piece of 
cypress and two pieces of 3f4 x 3-in. x 10-ft. 
Casein glue is used to assemble these palis. 
With a table saw set at a 45-deg. angle you 
can ripoff the eorners up to the 10-ft. mark. 
This will give you an eight-sided section 
that can be rounded easily by hand with a 
small plane. The portion above the 10-ft. 
mark can be left as it is. At a point 3 in. be
low the 10-It. mark a lh-in. hole is bored 
through the mast to lake the spreader, 
which is a lh-in. brass tube, 30 in. long. A 
small brass pin through the tube and mast 
holds the spreader in place. Small holes arc 
dl"illed in the ends of the tube for the gal
vanized dgging wire which can be of single 
strand. It is fastened to the mast 5 ft. above 
the spreadel' and 5 f1. below. A %-in. mast 
track starting 10 in. below the top sheave 
extends 12 ft. down the mast. Details of the 
gooseneck al'e shown in Fig. 20. The boom 
is tapered to 1'A in. and a ferrule is slipped 
over the end, extending 3lh in. back. 

When the mast is made up and all the fit
tings are in place, you install it in the boat. 
Bore a hole through the mast partner, Fig. 
13, and allow the mast to go through until 
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A lenl cover, Figs. 18 ond 19, 
is quil e s imple 10 moke ond i. 
a protection 1o Ihe boat and 
o<cup"n," when moking c.ui •••. 
the , dge. of 'he tent o re h,ld 
down by .crew eye •• paced 8 in. 
opart below th e boo'" molding 

152 

or SIDES 

it "eaches the step, which is made of llh-in. 
matedal placed in the bow as far up as pos
sible. Do not nail or fasten it in position un
til you have set the mast plumb. Scribe a 
line a round the squared end of the mast 
and another outlining the location of the 
step on the bottom. Then cut a l·ect...·mgulal· 
socket in the step into which the foot of the 
mast fits snugly. Fasten the step with 1%
in. and 2-in. screws through the bottom and 
into the skeg. Two upright deck blocks a,'e 
placed one on each side of the mast on th e 
mast partner. One of these pulleys is used 
to hoist the sail and the othe" takes care of 
the top'n lift. Cleats are attached to the 
sides of the centercase. 

(19) 
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(20) 

MATERIAL LIST 
2 pIe<:" '2 x 18 In. x 12 ft. lor equivalent In nar_ 

row "ldtha)_lde pIeces 
I pIece •• x 6 In. x 10 rt.---<:hlnea 
1 pIece ~. x 6 In. x 10 n .-botwm center plank 
4 ple<:CII ',~ X 6 In. X 10 ft.- (2 each 6lde) 
2 ple<:ea \~ X 8 In. X 8 ft.-O each aIde) 
6 pieces \(, X 1'.~ In. x 10 ft.-bo.ttcns 
2 pIeces 12 x 112 In. x 10 ft. 6 In._Inner Clamps 
1 piece ~:, x 14 In. x 6 ft ......... ldes of centcrc(U!c 
1 plcce ~. f 2 ;It 26 In.-king po.o;ts 
I piece '._In. Iron-for centerboard 
I pIece ' ,. x 14 x 30 In.-rudder 
1 piece 1 '.4 x 2 '.2 X 30 In._tiller 

I pIece '. x 14 x 38 Ill._ trnnwm 
I pIece 1'2 X 8 X 2(1 In._ mll.3t partner 
I piece 3. x 10 In. x 4 rt._u 
1 plece~:. x 10 In. x 12 ft.-trames and CrD6Splec" 
1 piece '2 ;It 3 In. x 12 rt,---ou.k molding 
1 piece 1'2 ;It 8 In. ;It I It.-mast step 
2 pieces 1 ',2 ;It 4 In. x 1 ft._tern knees 
I p iece I \2 x 8 In. X 4 ft ,_keg and keel 
I piece 2 x 8 X 24 In._t cm and cutwater 
1 p iece pine ~~, x 8 In. ;It 12 ft._blllld ing board 
I piece 1 ':';It 3 In. x 16 ft.-mast 
2 pieces 3 .. x J In. X 10 ft._mast 
1 piece 2 x 2 In. X 10 Ct.-boom 

HARDWhRE 
2 11"088 1'~_ln. NO.8 Itat-head brall'! I!(:",Wa 
'2 IlI"OA 2_ln. No.8 Itat_head bl"Wlll I!(:reWI 
S il'Ollll 1'._ln. NO.6 flat-head bl"Wlll flCrewa 
I'll ]bI;.of I '.-In.copper nails (]f butena a", used) 
'. Ib, copper tacks, T._In. Uf lap Joint Is used) 
I sheave for Wp of mast 
2 ."Ivel pUlleys for sheet line 
2 deck b]ocQ for hal~'ard and top'n LIft 
] Itat deek blOCk for top'n 11ft 

75 ft. "_In. COtton rope for Llncsand rope tnl"-eIer 
'2 pint. C-quallty marine glue 
'. lb. casein glue 
Brass and braM bo]te tor guy_wIre attachments 
3 ft. 3._ln. half-oval braA for bow trim 
25 ft. gal". wIre 
';'-In. brass tubing. 30 In. long 
2 ft. Jack chain for C<lntcrbonrd 11ft 

w""'lene .. allll Wleil to .. small-1;>oat conl/ructJon a .. e. 3pruce or ook lor I .. ame; pine or oak for the 
stem, an mahopa7l1l. cedar or Cllpre" fo .. planking. Knees, mast steps, Inwales and Ot/<M small paru 
t:W.t:,. vlslblt: 0" subject to stra;II-oak 0,. mal,ouaIlY. 
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BUILD 
" SKIP"-
7~ "P'Ul#t-
7wa 7)~ 
HERE'S a hoat that's not only especially 

suitable for young sailors, but also has 
attractions fOI" the water sportsman and 
the owner of a sailboat or cabin cruiser. 
"Skip" is an 8-ft. dinghy with a 40%-in. 
beam and a 131f4-in. depth. It has the ad
vantages of ease of construction, good 
light-load carrying capacity, and excellent 
portability. It is easy to tow, the forefoot 
having enough "lift" to cause planing when 
in tow at any speed above four knots. This 
factor and the fact that Skip's bluff ends 
make the boat easy to stowaway on fore
deck 01' cabin top, recommend the boat as 
a tender for passenger boats less than 36 ft. 
in length. Fishermen and hunters will like 
Skip for its light weight-less than 100 
pounds- and the location and elevation of 
the oarlocks for ease of rowing. The simple 
design is easy and inexpensive to build. 

All wooden parts except the oarlocks, 
which are white oak, are No.2 white pine 
or cedar. The stem, transom and corner 
braces are cut out of a 11k x l4-in, x 6-ft. 
board. Sides, keelson and fenderwales are 
cut from five pieces of lf~ x lO-in. x lO-ft. 
materiaL The bottom, seat braces and 
frames are made from two 10-ft. and two 
12-ft. lengths of % x 5-in. planks. The seats 
come fl'om one % x lO-in, x 8-ft. piece, and 
the chines are two pieces 31<1 x 1 % in. x 8 ft. 
Construction is much simplified and costly 

mistakes are working exact-
ly to plan. You clear floor space 
at least 8 ft . wide and 12 ft. long. In this 
space chalk to full scale all the lines shown 
in the plan view except those of the seats 
and braces. Layout and cut the stem and 
transom, keeping the saw perpendicular 
to the material. It is better to cut the bevel 
with a plane or drawknife aftcrward. To 
determine the correct bevel, place the stem 
and transom on their respective chalk lines, 
extend the side lines onto them and add %6 
in. more at the outside. The extra ~(; in. is 
for caulking. Fasten the bottoms of stem 
and transom temporarily to a spacer, mak
ing their outside surfaces 7 ft. 5 in. apart, 
then incline them until the distance be
twecn tops is 8 ft. Do this with the parts in 
verted over the chalked outline, giving a 
5-in. displacement to the stcm and 2 in. to 
the transom. Another spacer tacked to the 
tops will hold the ends in conect position 
whilc the planking is applied. A third 
spacer, 2 ft. 10 in. long, is placed 3 ft. 8 in. 



from the bottom of the stem and 
parallel to it to spread the gar
board planks, Make a loop of sash 
cord around the forward ends of 
the two garboard planks and dl'aw 
them in place against the. stem. 
Then, simultaneously, draw the 
opposite ends until they fit against 
the transom. The cross spacer 
should strike at the edge of the 
planks. Fasten the planks to the 
stem and transom with 11/4 - in. No. 
6 flat-head brass screws, which are not to 
be countersunk. Turn the form right side 
up and bend and faste n the sheer planks in 
the same manner. These should overlap the 
garboal'ds 1~ in. The rowing seat, nailed 
to the top edge of the gal'boal'ds, will be an 
additional spacer. 

Garboard and sheer planks may be fas 
tened together with screws, clinched nails, 
01' copper rivets. Of these, the rivets are 
undoubtedly best. The rivets are really 
small copper nails and washers, and may 
be obtained at most hardware stores. Drill 
a small lend hole, then drive the nail from 
the outside, place n washer ovcr it on the 
inside, cut it off about Ylo in. hom the 
washer, and rivet it over with a special 
tool 01' a ball-peen hammer, while a help
er holds a heavy hammer against the head. 
You will be able to draw the two planks 

togethcl" very tigntly by cal'eful riveting. 
Space the rivets 3 in. apart and % in. from 
the plank edge. The sheer planks are to 
be 6 in. wide at a point 4 ft. 1 in. from the 
top of the stem. Bend a thin strip from stem 
to transom through this point and mat'k 
the line. Saw off the excess material above 
this line, leaving about V4 in. for planing. 
Measure the garboard planks 7V4 in. wide 
at a point 3 It. 8 in. from the bottom of the 
stem. From this point bend a strip to the 
bottom edge of the transom and mark a 
line. Without the strip, continue this line 
forward in a smooth curve to the bottom of 
the stem. Saw away the excess material, as 

before, leaving about % 
in. for planing, Save the 
strips which have been 
removed to be used later 
for fenderwales. If the 
planks are not of the same 
stiffness, it may be that at 
this stage the structure 

vdll not be true to its lines. However, it may 
be squared easily by stretching a cord 
tightly between the centers of the stem and 
transom. A square held against either 
should fit exactly against the cord. If it 
does not, run a rope loop diagonnliy around 
stem and transom and tighten until the 
cord lines up with the square. At this stage 
fit in the corner braces and the fore and aft 
seats so thatfurthel' operations will not pull 
the hull out of shape. All of these are fas
tened with I1h-in. No.8 flat-head brass 
screws. Always drill lead holes for screws. 

The chines should be soaked in water 
overnight or satul"ated with scalding water 
before bending. in place. Determine the 
correct length by measuring with a thin, 
pliable strip, and cut the chines so that 
they will fit snugly against both stem and 
transom. Insert them from the top of the 
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boat and exercise care to avoid breaking 
while drawing them in place with carpen
ter's clamps. F asten them from the out
side with 1 V4-in. No. 6 flat-head brass 
screws spaced about 8 in. apart. Lay a 
straight plank aCI'oss the bottom of the 
boat and plane the chine and garboard un
til it lies flat on them. Plane a Yi6-in. out
ward bevel to the garboard to fOI'm a 
caulking seam. Before applying the bottom 
planks plane a Yit-in. bevel in each edge. 
Nail the planks on before sawing and saw 
at an angle in line with the sides of the 
boat. Use three 2-in. coppcr nails for one 
end of each plank, and smooth up the 
sawed edges with a plane. 

The addition of the keelson completes 
the bottom. Fasten it with 1%-in. copper 
nails, five to a plank, clinched outside. 
From the leftover side planking make two 
fenderwales 1% in. wide. Rivet them to the 
top edges of the sheer planks, plane down 
to a smooth surface, and bevel all edges. 
Make two frames to fit, one on each side, 
about midway between the rowing and for
ward seats. Use the Ills-in. material and 
fasten with brass screws from the outside. 

The oarlocks are elevated above the 
gunwales so that the oarsman will have 
ample room for his hands when lifting the 
blades from the water for the return 
stroke. Make them from 2 x 4-in. white 
oak to the dimensions shown, and fasten 
with Ph-in. No.8 flat-head brass screws 
from the outside. Finishing the seams is 
one of the most vital parts of boatbuild
ing. Leave sufficient spacing between the 
planks, and caulk with regular caulking 
cotton, not wicking, until the seam is one 
third filled. Put the cotton in by hand 
with a putty knife. Under no circum
stances use a hammer. The cotton must 
remain so(t enough to permit the planks 
to swell without buckling. Fill the re
mainder of the seam with a good grade of 
boat-seam compound. About 1 lb. will be 
sufficient [01' the entire boat. Then apply 
three coats of spar varnish or paint. 

MATERIAL LIST 
1 piece Ilk in. x 14 in. x 6 ft . white pine-

stem, transom and corner braces 
5 pieces 1h in. x 10 in . x 10 ft. cedar or white 

pine-sides, keelson and fenderwales 
2 pieces % in . x 5 in. x 10 ft. and 
2 pieces % in. x 5 in. x 12 ft. white pine

seat braces, bottom, frames 
1 piece % in. x 10 in. x 8 ft. white pine

seats 
1 piece % in. x 4 in. x 8 ft. white pine

chines 
1 piece 2 in. x 4 in. X 24 in. white oak

oarlocks 
Miscellaneous--Brass screws, copper nails, 

caulking compound, spar varnish, paint 
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"7~ "--6-FT. "TRAINING SHIP" 

T HE MAST was made from a Ilh-in. cur-
tain pole. The boom once was a squee

gee handle, the sail, a piece of unbleached 
muslin. That's the kind of material that 
pl'oduced the original ''Tiny,'' a 6-ft. boat 
that is an excellent sailer despite the fact 
that it can be hauled to the water on a 
coaster wagon. With mast and rudder re
moved. one adult can carry Tiny. Dosigned 
and built by Stephen T. Crosby, of Balboa 
Island. Calif., for his children to learn the 
art of sailing, it accommodates two pas
sengers, and has all the necessary equip
ment of a full-size sailboat. General di 
mensions are given in Fig. 1. From this 
you will note that the boom is located 
high above the cockpit to give the skipper 
full vision, and also to prevent the boom 
from dragging in the water when coming 
about. The deck plan in Fig. 2 shows the 
exceptionally b)'oad beam, lessening the 
possibility of capsizing. 

To build the boat, first make the stem, 
Fig. 5. You will need only the hard-pine 
block at fil"St, the oak nosepiece being 
screwed on later. Next, make the form 
shown in the lower detail of Fig. 4, around 
which the cedar sideboards are bent. Then 
comes Ule t)'ansom, or ste)'n piece, Fig. 6. 
This is a single piece of %-in. mahogany 
or oak with hardwood cleats on the ends. 
To shape the sideboards, which should be 
about a fool longer than needed, wrap 
them in burlap sacks, one at a time, and 
pour several teakettlefuls of boihng water 
ovel' them. Aftel' the water has had a 
chance to soak in, and while the boards 
are still warm, assemble them as shown in 
Fig. 4. At the ends nail tempol'ary cleats, 
notched on the ends, and d)'aw the boards 
together with a )·ope. Set in the transom 
and draw the sideboards up to it by twist
ing the rope with a stick. Then screw the 
boards to the cleats on the transom, using 
flat- h ead brass screws. 

" 
" 

. 

. ! 

The completed job will appear as in 
Fig. 4, after which the sideboards should 
be cut as indicated by the dotted lines in 
Fig. 3. A curved cross member to support 
the deck, as in Fig. 6, should he put in 
tempo)'arily 15 in. f)'om the top of the 
stem, to keep the sides spread at the bow. 
A form can be made for this purpose if 
you wish, and be removed later. Details 
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of the construction al'C given in Fig. 7, 
While the forms arc still in place, the 
chine battens should be put on. These arc 
of % x I-in. oak. The stern ends should 
be steamed or soaked for bending approx
imately to the CUl've of the sideboards. 
The battens are fastened in place with 
flat-head brass screws spaced 1'/4 in. apart. 
Then the edges of the chines and side
boards arc planed off flush to get a good 
bearing for the bottom boards. 

Now tUrn the boat upside down and put 
on the % x 5-io. bottom boards-tongue
und-groove stock. The tongues and 
grooves are removed by planing and the 
edges of the baal'ds are beveled slightly so 
that when hutted together a narrow 
V -joint is formed, which is later filled 
with cotton caulking and marine glue. The 
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boards should be slightly longer than the 
width of the bottom so they can be 
trimmed e,,"enly after they have been in
stalled. Before nailing them down, lay a 
strip of muslin along the chine and coat it 
with marine glue to make a watertight 
joint. 

After this has been done, the boat is 
placed right-side up to install the keelson 
and battens or cleats. Use galvanized 
shingle nails and clinch the ends. Force 
cotton caulking firmly into the V -grooves 
with a blunt cold chisel and pour warm 

,.. marine glue upon it. Thc keel and skeg 
are next. Note how the keel is sawed at 
the stern so that a strip continues on along 
the bottom of the skeg. The center cleat 
on the transom also has a strip continued 
down over the end of the skeg. Install the 
ribs, inwales, deck planks and the blocks, 
which help support the coaming, Fig. 6. 
Seat risers and mast step are installed 
also, and a slot is cut for the centerboard. 
Location of this is given in Fig. 2. 

The deck is laid and is covered with 
canvas, which is tacked along the gunwale 
and coaming. Molding covers the tacked 
edges. The centerboard well is made as in 
Figs. 5 and 6, with marine glue in the 
joints and hardwood cleats at the top and 
bottom. A canvas gasket should be cut 
and soaked in marine glue for the joint on 
the keelson. and the inside of the well 
should be given three coats of paint be
fore assembly. The amidships seat is built 
around the well as shown in the deck plan. 
Make the centerboard, or more accurate
ly, the "daggerboard," of a single % x 
11-in. board, 32 in. long, and cut the top 
at an angle as shown. Cleats across the 
top prevent it from slipping down through 



TI •• V-joints betw .. n th. 
bOllom boo,d. or. co ... 
fully caulked wti,h canon 
and u uled with a good 
g rad" of mu.in ll g lue 

the welL The bonrd should be weighted 
so that it barely floats. Oak is good mate
rial for the rudder because of its weight. 
To prevent splitting, rabbet it across the 
grain for a cleat about % x Ilh in. 01", if 
you have a long bit, drill across grain for 
two bl"ass rods about % in. in diameter. 
Attach the tiller with a brass yoke, Fig. 8. 

A han:l.wood curtain pole makes a good 
mast, nnd it should be at least Ph in. in 
dinmeter, squared at the bottom for the 
mast step and slightly tapered at the top. 
A pulley is set in a slot at the top for 
raising the sail, and a fenule prevents 
splitting. A hardwood squeegee handle. 
such as window washers use, makes a 
good boom and should be 5 ft. 6 in. long. 
exclusive of the yoke. This is of hard
wood, lined with leather . Use small bl'ads 
to fasten the leathel' on, and drive the 
heads in well. Unbleached muslin is satis
factory fOl' the sail, which is cut as indi
cated in Fig. 1. Note that no rings are 
used, the mast and boom sliding inside wide 
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hems. The sail should be reinforced with 
canvas gussets at the corners and a gal
vanized or brass ring sewed into the peak. 
Spruce battens, lh x 1 x 24 in., are sewed 
into the sail at the points indicated. 

With pulley, cleat, ring bolt and oarlocks 
installed , the boat is ready fOI" painting, 
Use copper bottom paint on the bottom and 
two coals of white on the sides. The last coat 
may be an easy-brushing mixture of 
white lead and turpentine which will dry 
"chalky" and wash away slowly as the 
boat is used, thus keeping the hull cleaner 
and more attractive. All mahogany and 
oak parts should be finished with two coats 
of spar varnish. The centerboard and rud
der arc painted a bright red. A coat of 
green or gray is suitable for the inside. 
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HANDY WAYS TO MOVE SMALL BOATS 

Trailer Hauls Different Boats 
By Using Special End Gates 

Anyone having two boats of difTerent 
types can utilize one small trai ler to haul 
them by simply making two sets of inter
changeable end gates. In this way, i t takes 
but a minute to make the trailer suitable 
for either boat. The top edge of each end 
gate is cut to the contour of the boat bot
tom it is to carry and padded at the points 
where the bottom of the boat will rest on 
it. The padding can be pieces of old tb'es, 
if available, 01' you can usc several thick
nesses of burlap, canvas, or other sturdy 
cloth. 
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Ha ndy Cart to Transport Canoe 

Small enough to be carried in your canoe 
when taken apart, this light cm't simplifies 
the problem of transporting a large canoe 
to and from the water. It consists of two 
wooden wheels mounted on a pipe axle 
which is flattened and drilled in the center 
for attach ing scr ews. As shown, the sup
POl-t is cut to the same contour as the canoe 
bottom and it is also drilled to accommo
date a lawnmower-type handle and lock
ing bolt. Note that the canoe is prevcnted 
£loom slipping by a strap buckled around 
the handle. 

Barrow Hauls Boat to Beach 
For moving a boat a short distance to and 

from a beach, one sportsman attaches rings 
to the gunwales of the boat to slip over the 
handles of a gal'den wheelbal"l"Ow_ With 
this arrangement, the inverted boat can be 
lifted at the stern end and wheeled easily. 

Wheeled Dolly for Boats 
One man can handle small boats casily 

with the help of this dolly. It is made of flat 
iron formed to slip over the bow of the 
boat. Two legs extend downward to act as 
a fork for the wheel which is, preferably, 
one that has a large mbbel· tite. A bolt 
serves as an axle and spacing sleeves are 
used on both sides of the wheel to keep it 
centered_ The corners of the dolly are 
padded to pI-event scratching the finish on 
the sides of the boat. 



PART 9 
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Build Your Boat 
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SUCCESS in building a boat depends 
on two things, knowing beforehand 

exactly what type boat you want to build 
and then getting started right on the 
construction. Once you have the job ac
curately laid out the rest is easy. 

Laying out plans: When you go over 
the plans of your boat you will find 
drawings and figures similar to those 
shown in Figs. 2, 4 and 5. This includes 
the lines, profile, half-breadth lines plan 
and body plan, and table of offsets. From 
these it is possible to layout the plans 
accurately to full size. The first step is 

BUILD YOUR 
Editor's Note: Information given in 
this section of BUILD A BOAT is in
tended only as general introductory 
information for the amateur in 
building small boats. Dimensions 
an d details are merely to iIIustrote 
the proportions, shapes, positions 
and locations of the parts and ore 
not sufficient to build ony one of the 
boats in other parts of the book 
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to paste together sheets of wrapping pa~_!;~~~~~~§~~~~~:-~~:-:-;-~f~ per to make a single sheet large enough 
to draw the details full-size as in Fig. 6. 

'When laying off the hull lines first ..... ~.·e~t"pTH 
st.rike the centerline and on this locate 
the intersections of lines for the var- f OFfSETS 
ious stations, A, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 as @ 'fi\13L"E 0 "A"061GHTHSOF1:-:Cl\~~ 
shown in Fig. 4 and also on your blue- o",tt'SlO:<S AR~ ';'ef~~-r~:;.;~~~ Of f,N,,,,,,G 

prints. These lines should be exactly 'A"O A 

at right angles to the centerline. Next, 
consult the table, Fig. 2, "Half
Breadths From Centerline," and you 
will note that the dimension of the 
sheer and centerline at station A is 
given as 0-8-7, which means 0 ft. 8 in. 
and % in. Mark that point, then pro
ceed with station 1, which distance 
from sheer to centerline is 1-6-2, or 1 
ft . 6 in. and % or 1/4 in. Continue with 
all other stations in like manner. 
When the points showing where the 
sheer crosses the transverse or station 
lines are located, bend a 1 x I-in. pine 
batten along these points and strike a 
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BOAT RIGHT 
line. This will give you the actual sheer line 
of the completed boat. Use the natural 
curve of the batten in your work. The chine 
curve comes next and, to avoid confusion, 
it is a good idea to use a red pencil or chalk 
for this. The chine is laid out in the same 
manner as the sheer line. See the lower
right details in Fig. 4. You will note that in 
the half-breadth lines plan, Fig. 4, are shown 
two hol'izontal lines designated as Buttock 
1 and Buttock 2. These are only necessul'y 
in round-bottom boats, that is, where the 
section between keel and chine is curved. 
Likewise the horizontallincs marked LWL 
(load waleI' Iinc), LLI and LLZ arc re-

quire<! only where the sides are curved, or 
have a bulge between sheer line and chine. 

To layout the lines profile you must 
have a base line, and if your floor space is 
of limited area, you can use the centerline 
already drawn as a base line, Vertical lines 
al'C drawn at right angles to the base line, 
and the sheer line laid out by consulting 
the table of offsets, under "Heights Above 
Base Line," For instance, location for sta
tion 0 on the sheer line is given as 3 ft. 11 
in., for station A, 3 ft. 9% in. When all the 
locations are marked on the vertical lines, 
a batten is bent around the curve to touch 
all the points and the sheer linc is marked. 
In like manner proceed with the rabbet 
line, the chine and the keel lines, using the 
same color crayon, Now you can layout 
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the frames for the stations. You have the 
width across the top of the frames, 01· dis
tance between sheel· lines, which consti
tutes the width of the boat at that point. 
You also havc the width at the chine, like
wise height from rabbet to chine and from 
chine to sheer, which completes everything 
necessary for laying out a V-bottom frame 
having flat sides. However, if there is a 
curve in either of these lines between chine 
and rabbet or sheer, you will need the 
body plan as in the top-right detail, Fig. 4, 
and the lines Buttock 1, Buttock 2 and, de
pending on the boat, LWL, LLI and LL2. 
The dimensions given on the· offset table, 
Fig. 2, are to the outside of the planking. 
Therefore, in making station frames, be 
sure to allow for the planking width. 

Building the frames: If other wood is 
not specified, make the frames of white 
oak. Usually they are made with a lap 
joint at the chine, bolted with galvanized 
bolts on the larger hulls. Side members 
are always longer than the completed job, 
with a temporary cross member to prevent 
their being forced in when putting on the 
planking, Figs. 8 and 9. This cross member 
is later removed. Notches for seam battens 
are best cut after the frame is installed on 
the keel, for better alignment. Notches for 
keel and chine are cut before fastening the 
frame to the keel. An exceptionally sturdy 
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frame without excessive weight is made by 
bolting on oak gussets at the chine and 
keel. The contacting surface is first paint
ed over with copper bottom paint. Ma
chine, instead of carriage, bolts are used 
with washers on each side. For a light sail
boat or dinghy, water-resistant plywood, 
brass or galvanized gussets can be used . 
Steam-bent ribs, Fig. 12, are used in many 
designs, and al·e prepared for bending by 
steaming or boiling in a tank or large iron 
pipe, Fig. 14, for about an hour. They are 
then bent to shape over an inverted form 
on which the boat is to be built, the · ends 
clamped or SCI·ewed to the form, or drawn 
down by twisting wire, as shown. 

Building the keel: Kcels usually are of 
white oak and can be made in one or two 
pieces. The one-piece job requires rough
ing out the rabbet on a circular saw and flll 
ishing with a plane. If there is a pro-

-



nounced curve and it is necessary to as
semble the two-piece keel before putting 
on frames, the two members can be bent 
between blocks nailed to the floor and 
sCJ'cwed together in that position, Fig. 12. 
Cappel' bottom paint should bc used on the 
contacting surfaces. If pieces the fulllcngth 
of the boat are not available, the keel can 
be spliced, as indicated in Fig, 13, This 
makes a vcry strong joint and, if the upper 
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block is beveled, the 
curve will not be im
paired. In built-up 
frames, the keel is set 
in a notch, but with the steam-bent frame 
this is not practical, so filler blocks are 
used instead, as shown in Figs. 13, 15 and 16. 

S haping stem and k ncc: Oak may be 
used for stem and knee, Figs, 1, 3, 7 and 10, 
As a rabbet or V -groove must be cut for 
the ends of the planking along its curved 
length, the beginner may wish to make his 
stem in two pieces, bolted together. In this 
manner he can form the groove with draw
shave and plane, whereas in a one-piece 
stem the work must be done with a chisel. 
In the latter case the rabbet must be fin
ished while the stem is installed on the keel 
pCI'mancntly, Preliminary test notches 
may be cut on the workbench. When set 
up, these notches can be tested with a 

stick, or "fid," held against the first frame 
as in the lowel'-right detail, Fig, 10. When 
the test notches, Fig. 7, are the proper 
depth, chisel out the waste between them 
to the same depth. Knees, Figs, 10 and 11, 
are made in two or three fOJ"ms, one of 
them being left with a straight edge at the 
top so as to take advantage of the full 
strength of the wood. Cutting a curve in a 
stem is partly lor appearance and partly 
to give mOJ'C room forward, Shorter holts, 
however, can be used in a cut-away knee. 
Stop-water plugs are essential. These are 
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simply soft white-pine dowels, about ~ in, 
in diameter, driven in to a tight fit. Moisture 
causes them to swell and form a watertight 
joint, Fig. 10. 

Buildiug the transom: The design of 
most boats permits tl·ansom frames to be 
set up on the keel the same as station 
frames, and the planking put on later. In 
this case the transom frames differ from 
station-frame constl'uction only in that 
there al'e butt instead of lap joints, with 
gussets on the forward side as in the 
upper-right detail, Fig. 16. Small transoms 
can be made in one piece without cleats 01" 
battens, but always requb'e a knee. Get
ting the proper bevel on a transom is a job 
done best after the tl·ansom is on the keel. 
Roughing cuts are done with a handsaw 
and fin ished with a plane. Where two or 
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SMALL TRANSOMS 
C"N 6E. MADE. IN 

more planks are required for the 
transom, a neater caulking job is ac
complished by setti ng candle wick
ing in a rabbet with marine glue, 
rather than in the V-joint which 
would be visible, Bolt heads in tran
soms should be countersunk enough 
to be covered with a wooden plug. 

Fastening frames to keel: Galva
nized or bronze hardware should be 
used throughout in all boats, espe
cially in pm'ts below the water line. 
Various methods of fastening frames 
to the keel al·e given in the lower 
left deta ils, Fig, 16. In all cases screw 
or bolt heads outside the hull must 
be countel'sunk. 

Assemb ly (rames: Building a boat 
on a specially constructed frame 
makes the work much simpler. An 
easy one to build is a simple keel
mold with an upright at one end to 
support the stem, Fig, 17, The keel
mold is simply a plank with the up-



per edge trimmed to the curve of the keel. 
In this type of frame the boat is built up
right. By building the boat upside down 
the planking problem is much easier. 
Another common method is the strongback 
assembly frame, Fig. 18. Hulls with bent 
ribs are easily built over a fOI'm as shown in 
Fig. 19. For hulls over 20 ft. long, and of 
considerable weight, a frame can be built 
of a series of 2 x 4-in. uprights cut to the 
propel' length and angle to conform to the 
rabbet line, Fig. 15. The keel or keelson is 
easily bent to this line by a weight after 
which it can be secured with fOUl' 01' five 
screws dl'iven into the uprights. When a 
deep keel or shaft log is to be installed, two 
or three of the uprights arc simply knocked 
out to make room. 

Plankillg: Having erected the f!"!lmes on 
the keel in their relative positions, planking 
is the next step. There are several aJ"l"ange
ments of planking, illustrated in Fig. 21. 
Thick planks, % in. and up, cnn be in
stalled on the frames without battens, be
cause thcrc is enough surface on the edges 
to permit beveling from IJ.! to 1,6. the thick· 
ness forming a V-groove into which cotton 
candle wicking can be driven over marine 
glue or white lead. The thicker planks are 
advised lor heavy-duty boats, deep-sea 
cruisel's, and others designed lor rough 
going rather than speed. For lighter cralt 
such as outboard runabouts and speed
boats, planks from % in. to lh in. can be 
used provided battens, Fig. 20, al'e placed 
behind the joints. Overlapping planks, or 
lapstrake, are suitable for several types of 
hulls. The lap is secured with copper 
rivets, marine glue or white lead be
ing applied first lo the contacting SUI"
faces. Toward the stem and stern the 
bevel of the planks becomes wider, 
until at s tem and transom the plan ks 
present a smooth surface, This ar
rangement of planks can be applied 
to round or V-bottom h ulls, For small 

craft such as skiffs under 12 ft., %-in. or 
%-in. wnterproof plywood makes construc
tion very simple nnd the job needs caulking 
only at chines, stem and transom. When 
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plankin g the frame, 
usually the sheer planks 
are installed first, alter
nating one plank star
board, then one on the 
port side. BoUoln planks 
can be laid longitudinal-
ly, crosswise, or diagonally. In the latter 
case a double bottom is orten made, Fig. 22, 
with thin diagonal planks directly upon the 
frames, a sheet of canvas in paint between, 
and lengthwise planks over that. Ends of 
the planks are not trimmed to chine and 
transom lines until all are laid . 

"Spiting" planks: Very few hulls are 
designed to take planks that are the same 
width and full length. Usually they must 
be tapered toward the stern, or toward 
both stem and stern. Transferring this 
curve from the boat to the plank is called 
spiting. For instance, to layout the gar
board strake, or plank next the keel, a thin 
spiling board 4 or 5 in. wide is laid along
side the keel, and at each frame a mark is 
made with a compass, F ig. 23. The spiling 
board is removed, a hull plank is laid be
side it and the marks are transferred to 
the plank. A batten is then laid along the 
marks to give the true curve of that plank 
as it fits against the keel. A handsaw 
is best for cutting the plank to l·ough 
shape. Allow for finishing with a jointer 
plane. Before drilling screw holes for the 
planks, they shou l d be drawn snugly 
against preceding planks with either cab
inetmaker's clamps, or wedges, as in Figs. 
24 and 25. Only galvanized or brass screws 
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should be used, the heads countersunk and 
covered with putty after the first coat of 
paint. Remember that the planks are first 
partly beveled along the edge. 

Caulk ing: Several methods of caulking 
are shown in Fig. 23. When the edge of the 
plank has no curve it can be grooved to a 
depth equal to about half the diameter of a 
chalk line. A strip of the latter is laid in on 
marine glue, and the next plank is brought 
up tightly against it, compressing the chalk 
line. A favorite method of waterproofing 
at the chines is to fasten cotton candle 
wicking diagonally with brads hammered 
over, and laid in marine glue. Binding tape 
serves the same purpose. 

Compressing the center portion of the 
plank edge with a special tool also gives 
satisfactory results, as shown in one of the 



details, Fig. 23. The wood is planed down 
to the level of the depression, the planks 
placed closely together, and subsequent 
dampness swells the compressed pOI·tion 
quickly, making a watertight joint without 
caulking. Then thel·e's the old reliable 
method of tamping in candle wick ing with 
a caulking tool over marine glue. For the 
stem rabbet a cable of five or six strands 
of wicking is laid in marine glue, and the 
same procedure followed on the edges of 
the transom. If the planks must take an 
unusual twist, and no facilit ies are avail
able fOl' steaming or boiling, a good soak
ing in water will limbel· them up. If only 
one end is to be bent, wrap in burlap as in 
Fig. 26, and let a stream from the hose 
trickle down it throughout the night, For 
full-length soaking, dig a nal"rOW trench, 
Figs. 27 and 28, lay in an old tarpaulin, fill 
with water and weight the planks with 
rocks or bricks. Place strips of wood be
tween them so that water will reach all 
sides. Fig. 29 shows the method of using 
butt blocks where the planks are not long 
enough to reach the full length of the boat. 

Centerboards and wells: Special care 
must be given to the construction of the 
centerboard well because it is here that 
leaking inval"iably begins after a rough 
sail. A simple, satisfactory well is shown in 
Fig. 31. Cleats along the sides are bolted 
thl·ough the keelson, with a canvas gasket 
in marine glue laid between. The center
board for this is Ih-in. oak weighted with 
lead, anchored in circular openings with 
nails or screws. A brass strap along the 
bottom serves to reinforce the board and 
forestall warping. Whenever a wooden cen
terboard is used, allow at least 14 in. extra 
width in the inside well opening to take 
care of swelling and warping. Anothel· 
method of caulking the well is shown in 
Fig. 31, which also details methods of fl'l.lm
ing the well in the hull. The well is wedged 
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with a temporary block until it is screwed 
in place, which counteracts the tendency of 
the damp inside walls to warp inward . The 
inner, vertical cleat has an extension which 
sets down into the end or the slot in the 
keel, making a watertight joint. See the 
upper-left detail. The hull frames are 
notched into the well sides, or a dovetailed 
joint can be made which prevents the ends 
of the frames pulling out under stress. 
Steel centerboards, properly galvanized, 
are superior to the wooden ones since they 
do not warp and at the same time serve as 
ballast. For small craft, a one-piece mahog
any or oak centerboard, weighted w ith 
lead, is permissible. Weight is added in 
some wooden boards by drilling holes and 
inserting, or pouring in, lead "dowels." To 
hold the centerboard up, especially if steel, 
a brass pin can be used, or a block and pul
ley, w ith line and cleat. When a fairly high 
well is required, and two boards are neces
sary on a side, the joint should be doweled 
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to keep the edges of the boards in alignment. 
Engine logs: It is import,mt that the tim

bers supporting the engine be substantial 
and very securely anchored. The usual ar
rangement is illustrated in Figs. 32 and 34, 
thc timbers being cut on an angle to cor
respond to the angle of the propeller shaft. 
The timbers are notched an d bolted to the 
hull frames, but unless the bolts are put in 
during construction it will be necessary to 
use lag screws driven in from the top. To 
make the bed exceptionally rigid where 
there is too much up-curve forc and aft for 
long timbers, install 2 x 4s on each side to 
cover several frames. Of course only gal
vanized, bronze or brass hardware should 
be used. Long timbers are always dcsiI·able. 

Installing shaft log and deadwood : The 
deadwood or keel extension is assembled 
as in the lower details of Fig. 34, being used 
on the sides of the propeller shaft. Bolt 
heads must be countersunk on the bottom. 

Making and installing a shaft log is quite 
easy if done as in Figs. 33 and 34. Select a 
piece of vertical-grain pine at least 2% in. 
thick, and saw through the middle as indi-



, 
cated by the dotted lines. Then cut a groove 
in each half so that when put together the 
hole will be % in. larger in diameter than 
the propeller shaft, to allow for clearance . 
Assemble the two halves with casein \Va
tel"proof glue, and then saw away on a 
diagonal curve corresponding to the thick
ness of the keel at the point of installation. 
The completed job is shown in Fig. 34. In 
this detail the shaft log is assembled with 
the deadwood. T he laUel' can also scrve 
as the lower exterior half of the shaft log. 
A hardwood strip is bolted along the bot
tom of the deadwood. Metal shaft logs, 
pUl'chascd from marine hal'dware dealers, 
make the work very simple. 

Rudders: Except for racing, the simple 
J'udder board, hinged to the transom and 
fitted with a tiller, is adequate. The in
ooal'd rudder post makes the neatest as
sembly, and requires a brass tube running 
through the deck and into the keel, as in 
Fig, 35, The rudder post should be gal
vanized, and the rudder can be installed 
in II slot and riveted, Wooden rudders, if 
very wide, should be reinforced to pre
vent splitting under sll'ess, Tillers in most 
cases are made to lift oft, Edges of wooden 
ruddel's should be beveled, 

Llly ing the deck: Decks may be covel'ed 
with waterproof plywood, as in light sail
boats where beams are placed close to
gether, or planked in cl'uisel's, as shown in 
the detai ls in Fig, 39. If plywood is used it 
always should be covered with canvas. The 
latter is not so slippery in wet going as n 
smooth finish would be. The crown of the 
deck is usually 1 in. pel' foot of beam width, 
In other words, if the beam is 4 ft. the deck 
should curve upward 4 in. above the sheer 
line. In installing the beams, it is advan
tageous to bolt or screw the ends to the tops 
of the frames or ribs. If the latter are too far 
apart, place beams between, suppol'ted by 
short cleats, Fig. 37, Where the sheer plank 

l£STI).I() DE< .... BtAMS WITI< 
A $TRAIC,HT[DC,e. 

is thick and wide enough, it is safe to notch 
for the beams, as in Fig. 39, However your 
beams are installed, they must be tested for 
warp with a straightedge, Fig. 38, as one or 
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two might have warped out of line after 
installation. In case of an open boat, such 
as a dory, which you wish to deck over, 
all that is necessary is to remove the rub 
rails, and build as shown in the lower
center detail, Fig. 39. Lay canvas over 
the planking, copper-tack down along 
the sheer and cover with the rub rail. 
Arrangements of beams for a sailboat 
differ somewhat from those of a cruiser, 
Figs. 42 and 43. Here are shown plywood 
decking for the sloop and planking on 
the cruiser. The plywood is cut, in this 
case, in six panels of three pairs, joined 
at the centerline and transversely on 
two of the beams. These joints will be 
covered with canvas. Casein glue is ap
plied to the tops of the beams before the 
plywood is screwed down. 

In decking over the cruiser, covering 
boards are used around the gunwale~. 
It is necessary to set in a batten to which 
the ends of the fore-and-aft straight 
planks are screwed. This batten is set 
in notches to lie flush with the beams. 
Owing to the curve ncar the bow it is 
necessary to make the covering board 
in two pieces, with a diagonal joint. 

Another arrangement of the deck 
planking, known as the "nibbing in" 
method, is shown in the top-right detail, 
Fig. 39. Each plank end must be fitted 
as you go along, the notches being cut 
at the time of fitting, since each strikes 
the king plank at a slightly different 
angle. In laying canvas over a deck, pro
fessional boatbuilders have their own 
methods. One is shown in the lower
right detail in Fig. 39. The canvas is 
pulled as tightly as possible over the 
whole deck and tacked at the gunwales. 
Then the builder treads back and forth 



on the portion over the cockpit, This melh~ 
ad takes out the last bit of slack and shapes 
the canvas to the deck. Many builders lay 
the canvas in wet paint, Othel's soak it in 
watel' ftrst and wring out thoroughly, then 
apply casein waterproof glue to the wood 
deck. They draw the damp canvas tightly 
over this and proceed with tacking. 

Fuel and wate r tanks: Installation of 
fue l or water tanks in certa in hulls will 
have to be made before the deck is laid. 
Fuel tanks should be anchored securely to 
the framing, and should be equipped with 
baffle plates, Fig, 41. Felt or leather sb'ips 
should be placed between the metal tank 
and wood supports. eal'e must be taken to 
have all connections protected from inj ur y 
in case cargo or equipment slides about in a 
heavy sea. See that nothing movable can 
come in contact with the gas line. Fresh~ 
wa ter tanks should be protected hom the 
sun, and of a material that will not con
taminate the watel' . 

Coamings: A tr im cockpit coaming adds 
as much to the smartness of a boat as any 
other one feature . Mahogany is a favorite 
material and when steamed will bend 
readily. Usually there is an inner {rame of 
the same shape to which it is sCI'ewed, and 
the cur~ed front portion joined at an angle. 
See the details in Figs. 42 and 43, 

Cabin framing: A cabin is really a high 
coaming with a roof and port lights. Typ
ical designs for small boats are shown in 
Figs. 36, 40 and 44 . Special attention always 
must be given to the joints of the cabin 
framing, F igs. 44 to 50 inclusive. 

A typical example of good cabin framing 
is illustrated in F'ig. 44, J oints exposed to 
rain and spray should be sealed with ma
rine glue before assembly, and unexposed 
joints with casein waterproof glue. Install 
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a panel of hard
p l'esse<! board on 
the roof before 
the planking is 
laid, as this rein
forces the struc
tUl"e horizontally, 
and makes a bet
ter appearance in
side. Galvanized 
01' brass screws 
should be used in
stead of nails, the 
heads countel'sunk and covered with putty, 
Sevel'al joints are detailed in Figs, 47 to 50 
inclusive. A covering strip ovel' a door, 
Fig, 47, keeps out moisture and presents a 
smooth appearance; F ig, 48 shows how to 
build watel,tight window ft'ames, while the 
right-hand details, in Fig, 50, illustra1e a 
substantia l cornel' piece for the cabin, Ex
tra-heavy beams with knees should be in
stalled flanking the mast, as in Fig, 45, and 
a sliding hatch cover can be made as in Fig, 
50, the left-hand detail. Port and dead lights 
should be absolutely watertight, Fig, 49, 

!\Iast, boom and fittings: Selecting the 
stock is the important thing in making a 
mast. Spl'uce 01' vertical-grained pine is 
sa:.b:fo.ctory, Either is purchased in the 
square piece, and of course should be free 
from any defects. If newly surfaced, paint 
it with linseed oil to prevent checking if 
you do not intend to trim it at once. The 
first step in shaping is to mark tapers on 
all four sides, easily done wi th a chalk line 
as in Fig. 52, Begin the taper at the point 
where the mast meets the deck. After being 
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squared to a taper, the rest is easy with 
drawshave and plane, Fig. 53, A squal'e 
mast is built up as shown in Fig. 54 to give 
a taper of about 2 in. in 24 ft. This type is 
exceptionally stl'ong, when assembled with 
casein glue, finishing nails and screws. 

When screwing down a sait track, Fig. 51 
shows one thing to avoid. Note the curve 
in the mast. Aftel' the track is screwed in 
place it is likely to hold the mast to that 
curve. The photo has been PUl'posely ex
aggerated to emphasize this point. Sec that 
the mast lies straight before screwing 
down the sail track. For a light sailing 

dinghy, a jointed mast is pel'missible, made 
as shown in Fig. 56. This can be lifted out 
and stowed in a small space. Several types 
of mast fittings are illustrated in Fig. 57. 
Most of these are standalu. and can be 
purchased ready-made. Spreaders for ex~ 
tra-tall masts are illustrated in Fig, 55. Fig. 
58 shows booms and the fitting of a turn 
button at the lower end of the sail track. 

Puttying and painting: Putty should not 
be applied to raw wood because the latter 
absorbs the oil, causing the putty to dry 
out and crumble, Apply linseed oil to the 
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caulked seams w ith a seam brush, as well 
as in the countersinks for the screw heads, 
and putty afterward. Copper bottom paint 
is applied directly to the raw wood below 
the waterline. Do not give a priming coat 
of oil, because it prevents the copper paint 
from adhering. Two or three coats are 
adequate. Above the water line prime with 
linsepd oil with just enough white lead to 
give it body, When dry, coat with marine 
paint. For planked decks, a spar varnish is 
generally used. The mahogany transom, 
coaming and rub rails are treated likewise. 

Registration: All privately owned in
board motorboats, and outboard ,boats 
more than 16 ft. long, must carry trnited 
States Coast Guard registration numbers 
on both bows. A number will be assigned 
the boat after application has been made 
on Form CG-1512, copies of which may be 
obtained from the nearest Coast Guard 
District Officc. For a new boat, a statement 

GA\.YANIZEO 
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of specifications and bills for lumber, en
gines, hardware, etc., must accompany the 
application. The boat owner will receive 
a "c€l·tificate of award of number." 

Inboard boats less than 16 ft. long must 
carry the follOWing equ ipment : combina
tion light, showing red to port and green to 
starboard and visible at Least one mile; one 
white light aft, visible at least two miles; 
one life preserver for each person aboard; 
one approved fire extinguisher; one flame 
arrestor on each carburetor of the engine, 
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and two or more cowl ventilators for engine 
and fuel tanks. 

Inboards and outboards between 16 and 
26 ft. must carry, in addition to the above, 
one hand, mouth or power-operated horn or 
whistle audible for at least one half mile. 

There are no federal requirements for 
sailboats, as such. However, an auxiliary 
engine of any kind puts the sailboat in the 
motorboat class. 
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BOATBUILDER'S SHORT CUTS 

Boat Seams Are Calked Easily 
if you have had difficulty in finding a 

tool for pressing oakum into the seams of 
a boat when calking it, try a single-blade 
food-chopping knife of the type shown 
above. You VIm find the knife ideal for the 
purpose, and the rocking motion that can 
be impat·ted to the curved blade enables 
you to press oakum firmly into the joint. 

Allow For Swelling of Seams 
Owners of wooden boats should not pack 

calking too tightly in the seams. When the 
wood swells, the screws may be pulled 
loose and cause the boat to leak. If a nar
row space is left between the calking and 
the wood to allow for swelling when the 
boat is put in the water, it will remain dry 
throughout the season. 

'" 

Gauge Marks Planking 
Assembled hom scrap pieces of hard

wood, the simple mat'king gauge shown be
low is especially handy in boatbuilding 
\Vhere the ends of bottom planks are cut 
after they haye bccn screwed in place. The 
gauge is made by screwing three blocks of 
wood together, after which a pencil holder 
is provided by driving two staples into the 
edge.of the upper block. Note that the bot
tom of the gauge is a litUe wider than the 
top to allow for the thickness of the pencil. 
In use, it is held against the side of the boat 
and advanced along the bottom planks, be
ing careful to hold it vertically. 

.. Home-Made Compression Tool 
Makes Tight Boat Seams 

By compressing the wood along the edges 
of boat planking befo['e sct'ewing it in 
place, you can get exceptionally tight 
seams, When the compressed pol1ions of 
the planks get wet, they swell to make a 
tight seam. A good tool for compressing the 
planks is made from a piece of hardwood 
cut to the shape shown at left and fitted 
with a screw eye to serve as the compressor. 
After a groove has been compressed in the 
plank, the edge is planed down flush with 
the bottom of the groove. The line of com
pression should be centered on the plank 
edge to be most effective. 
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ONE GOOD WAY to budget 
individual costs to a mini

mum and still enjoy all the thrills 
of sailing is to form a yacht club. 
Any grDUP of friends with a 
common interest in sailing can 
pool talents, equipment and cash, 
and thereby gain all the advan
tages of group action on the pur
chase of additionul gear, boats, 
tools, ShOl"e property for a club
house site and other incidental 
items. A clubhouse, grounds and 
a pier come high on the list of re
quirements. With careful plan
ning, a clubhouse and a suitable 
pier can be built by the club 
members, thus confining the cash 
outlay to that required for good 
materials. Every Clubhouse should have 
private rooms for changing from ship to 
ShOl"C clothes, a locker for each member 
so that he has space for storage of sails, 
clothing and other small gear, and a fairly 
complete set of tools [or the common use of 
all membel's for repair and maintenance, 
No clubhouse really "belongs" until it is 
fi tted out with a flagpole rigged complete 
with yardarm so that the national ensign 
and club pennants can be flown in conect 
order on all occasions. Landscaping, tele
phone, an oar rack and other minor details 
of the layout usually are decided by a vote 
of the club members. A slanting dock con
s tructed at the water's edge is handy as 
small sailing boats can be hauled up on it 
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between runs or for minor re
pairs. A small pier adds to the 
completeness of the layout, pro
vides for loading and discharge of 
passengel'S and serves as a tem
porary mooring for the boats 
when readying sail, Fig, L In 
some cases, the more rough-and
ready sailors will prefer the 
beaching dolly, Fig. 3. Using dis
carded auto parts, this can be put 
together to suit average individ
ual requb'ements at a very nom
inal cost. Such a dolly is a must 
where it is necessary to trans
port small boats some distance to 
a yard for storage or for exten
sive repair. In repair and main
tenance of boats, and construc

tion of additional equipment, special skills 
of the members should be administered so 
that each individual contributes an equal 
shal'e. With careful planning, clubs can 
build their own boats at greatly reduced 
costs by alTanging a change-work schedule 
which includes all members. 

Sailing dinghies, or "dinks" as they are 
often called, are the smallest and simplest 
of the common sailboats. Having only one 
sail, they are easy to handle because there 
is no complicated rigging unless, of course, 
you add a spinnaker like the more daring 
sailors in Fig. 2. And if members are hold
ing costs to a minimum, then the club will 
own mostly little boats of the Snipe class 
with perhaps an occasional Lightning or 
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Comet, which arc larger, or in 
other words, n lot more boat. But 
the pleasure of sailing yOUl' own 
boat is not determined by the size 
of the craft or the amount of 
money you, as an individual 
member of your club, spend on 
the sport. With skillful handling, 
the tiny little boats of the Snipe 
class are flashy performers and ... 
once you get the feel of sails in a 
fail' wind you'll understnnd why 
seasoned yachtsmen regard this 
particular sport so highly. 

If you arc a beginner, you'll 
need to take lengthy counsel 
with Oil experienced member of 
the club before venturing to hoist 
sail a10ne, Fig. 5. Take an instruc
tOl' with you, not only on the first 
trip, but on several succeeding 
tl'ips. You must acquire absolute 
confidence in the boat and in 
your own ability to handle it. 
Many beginners have difficulty 
overcoming the fear of getting 

• away h'om shore, especially if 
thcrc is a fail'ly strong ofTsho,'c 
brccze. But a competent sailor 
wilJ show you how to run out be
fore the wind, thcn turn, come 
into the wind and tack back across 
it to the hm'bor, Fig. 9. You will 
be much imprcssed with the ense 
with which he handles the laUe,· 

I 
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lelaw lefl, a beaching dolly is iult th , thin g for launching omoll bools without the aid of a dock «one 
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If yo u're a beg in
ner at sail ing, do 
not hoi.t t he sa il 
alone. Have com _ 
pelent sai lor teach 
you the rud iments 

If yo u d riv e you r boa r- hard, alwavs keep o n the weat he r s ide 
and ho ld the sheet ready fo r instanl trimming o f th e soH 

maneuvers; how, afte l' runn ing on the port tack 
for an intel'val (reach), he eases off on the 
sheets to luff sail and simultaneously puts the 
rudder hard down to tack ship. The boom will 
swing to the opposite side to allow the sail to 
catch the wind from the new quarter, and be
fore you know it your little boat is away on the 
starboard tack. It's a neat trick just to watch, 
if it's done by an old hand, but the real thl"i ll 
comes when you do it yourself for the first · 
time. Once you see demonstrated how quick
ly and smoothly the craft responds to the rud
der and the set of the sail, you get the idea that 
with fair and steady winds you can go any
where there is water under your keel, and you 
can come back just as easily to home hat·bor. 

Y ou r sailor friend also will show you how to 
tUrn into the wind and coast your little boat 
smoothly up to the dock. To do this expertly 
you have to judge distance and wind strength 
to a nicety, because a light boat loses way 
quickly on being turned into the wind. It's a 
good idea to practice the maneuver often in 
both light and strong winds. Fig. 4 shows an 
approved manner of holding the sheet and tiller 
when sailing a small boat. It's easy and com
fortable and you're in a position to slack off in
stantly on the sheet if the boat heels (tips) too 
sharply to an unexpected gust. And this brings 
up one of the first pl'incipies in sailing a small 
boat. Always hold the sheet in your hand. Nev
er snub it, or fasten to a cleat, for even when 
the weather is fail' and the wind light, some un
looked -for emergency may make it necessary 
to trim sail quickly to release wind pressure. 
Keep the sheet free. It's a rule in small boats. 
When sailing, except perhaps when everything 
is going smoothly as in Fig. 8, it's regular prac
tice to sit on the weather side of the boat, that 
is, the side from which the wind is coming, F ig. 
6, and change from starboard side to port side 
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Above t.ft, quick work with ,ill . r and , h .. , ul uallv will ovoid ..... Iing "nd coplizing, bUI if you do go over, 
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and back again when you't'e beating to wind
ward on repeated tacks. If the wind turns sud
denly gusty or if a squall races down on you 
and the boat begins to heel alarmingly, case off 
on the sheet and the tiller simultaneously, Or, 
if it looks like an emergency, merely let go of 
everything. T he sail will swing out and the boat 
will come up into the wind and right hen;clf. 
If you arc quick, you usually can avoid capsiz
ing, even wh en h it by a sever'c gust or wind 
squall. The student sailor need not unduly fear 
capsizing, for' small sailboats do 110t sink read
ily when upset, Fig. 7, Unless the hull is dam
aged by collision or other accident, it will sup
pot't your weight until a rescue party comes 
alongside and picks you up, 

When working back to windwnt'd, that is, 
tacking, many beginners tend to sail too close 
to the wind on the port and starboard tacks, 
This probably is due partly to the amaleUl"'s de
sire to n~ach home port, but mostly to the nat
ural tendency of small sailing cl"aft to come up 
into the wind when running the t'each between 
tacks. To get the full ddve of the sail and to 
steady the boat, it's generally considered good 
practice to hold her ofT, even where you must 
shorten the reach betwcen pot't and starboard 
tacks. In this, good sailors rely on thcir judg
ment and gauge the procedure by the perform
ance of the boat under varying conditions, 
Many sailing practices apply only loosely to the 
ha ndling of the very small boats, particularly 
aftet' one ga ins experience and comes to know 
h is own boat well, 

After you have mastered ordinary sailing 
techniques under the tutelage of your instruc
t OI' and have ga ined confidence in yourself, 
your boat and your ability to take he r out in any 
reasonably good sailing weathet', you're eligible 
in most unofficial small clubs to went,the snappy 
bIue-and-gold yachting cap and club emblem, 
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Make Your Rowboat S~ 
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BY USING the ordinary "making ready" 
methods of the good boatman, a WOl'n 

and leaky flat-bottom boat. or "sharpie" as 
it is sometimes called, can be made ship
shape in a few hours' time. Tn general. the 
methods used will apply to any type of boat. 
flat, round or V -bottom, hut just what you 
do depends primarily on the age and condi
tion of the craft. A boat that is taken from 
the water and stored dul'ing each off season 
pl'obahly will fCqUit'C vCl'y little repair from 
yem' to year, but work boats used by trap
pers, hunters and others nced frequent and 
thorough check-ups. Flat-bottom boats 
that are merely tied up when not in use 
become waterlogged, leaky and hard to 
handle. In time, eithel' dry or wet rot or 
both will weaken the boat so that it is struc
turally unsafe. 

If the condition of the boat indicates only 
the normal amount of wear and the paint is 
chalky, but not peeling or scaling to the bnre 
wood at any point, then sandpapering and 
painting arc all that is nt!cessal'y to recondi
tion it. Howevel', scaling paint, damaged 
oadock mounts OJ' decks and the presence 
of dry rot in the bottom planks or the stem 
call for complete I'epah' and refinishing. If 
this must be done, place the boat on sturdy 
saw horses, as inFig,l,and remove the paint 
either by softening the film with a blow
torch, as in Figs. 2 and 4, or by use of a paint 
remover. With either method, use a scraper 
to remove all the loosened paint down to 
the bare wood. Check the side and bottom 
planks along the chine fOl' dry rot by {ol·dng 



Defects due to rough usage and negle ct can make 
a flat-bottom rowboat unseaworthy after only a 
few seasons. Here's the woy a good boatman 
would proceed to fit out a boat as good a s new 
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a knife blade into the wood. If any of the 
planks al'e soft they should be replaced, 
Often a new stem will be I'cquired because 
of dry rot or wet rot due to lack of ventila
tion under the deck, Two common methods 
of making a stem for a Rat-bottom rowboat 
are shown in Fig, 3, details A, Band C. The 
one-piece stem, details A and B, made iI'om 
selected oak, is the best although it is mOI'e 
difficult to make. The ends of the side 
planks are fitted into rabbets cut into the 
stem block at the correct angie, detail B. 
Then the pl"ojecting portion of the block 
is shaped to fOl'm a cutwater, This can be 
straight vertically or at an angle as desired, 
In the built-up stem, detail C, 'the rabbet 
is formed by joining two beveled blocks of 
difTerent widths" The blocks are joined 
with heavy galvanized screws and marine 
glue, although watel"proof cabinet glue also 
can be used. Use galvanized sc rews or bolts 
wherever it is necessary to employ metal 
fasteners . In replacing any parts, select 
sound, seasoned stock and be sure to dupli
cate the dimensions of the old part in all 
details in the new one, 

Prepare the wood for the priming coat of 
paint with a thol'Ough scraping and sand
ing, Renew the calking in the bottom 
planks, F ig. 5, and I'eplace the kcel, detail 
D, Fig. 3. If necessary to replace any bot
tom planks, it is important that the grain 
run the same on all pieces, detail D, Fig. 6. 
Repair or replace the decks and oarlock 
mounts and also the rub rails, if necessary, 
Fig, 6, details A to D inclusive. Be sure that 
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When ref iniohing , pay opecial attenlion 10 Ihe in. 
.ide af Ihe ba"l. Oam"ged painl ohould be loo.ened 
with 0 blowlorch ond scraped 10 expo •• bore wood 

'" 

Recolking periodically wi ll " .. ure 0 tight, dry 
boat "nd add gr. ,,'ly 10 Ihe life of bottom 
pla nking. Imporloni Ihing i. 10 calk joints uniformly 

the wood is thoroughly dry befol'e applyJng 
the Jlt-st priming coat. In priming a boat, 
usually it is best to apply two or three thin 
priming coats with long intervals of drying 
between. Brush out the priming coats we~l 
to assure uniform coverage, and be espe
cially particular to-work the primer into all 
exposed end grain. Use a primer with a 
white-lead base. After priming, most boat 
refinishers go over' the entire surface and 
fill all dents, nail holes and slight nicks 
either with a filler made from white-lead 
paste ot" a commercial scam sealer made 
for boat work. Then the surface is carefully 
sanded in preparation for the application 
of the finishing coats of full-bodied paint. 
The last priming coat must be thoroughly 
dry before applying the first flllishing coat. 
When painting the bottom, or any part 
where paint must be b"ought up to an edge, 
draw the loaded brush off the edge, not 
against it. In this way you will avoid dl"ips 
and sags in the paint film which result from 
careless application. The first finishing 
coat should be thinned with a reducer to 
an easy brushing consistency. The second 
finishing coat can be slightly heavier, per
haps, but avoid a heavy application. Two 
finish coats ove,· a three-coat primer should 
be sufficient to produce a smooth, durable 
finish . If desired, a copper bottom paint 
can be applied instead of the lead-and-oil 
priming coat. The copper-base paint may 
be applied only to the bottom boards, 01' 

can be brought up the sides to the load 
water line. In this case, the sides are primed 
and painted with a lead-and-oil paint from 
the water line to the sheer line. 



1-1 AVE you ever no
ticed some fisherman 

fruitlessly cranking his 
outboard motor with an 
occasional "spit and sput
ter" the only reward lor 
his labor? Such hard 
starting generally can be 
avoided if you use the 
recommended gas-and
oil mixture and if the mo
tor is properly serviced 
from time to lime to keep 
it in tip-top condition. 

Ignition: Housed under 
the flywheel, Fig. 13, the 
ignition system of a mod
ern outboard motor is 
surprisingly dependable, hut it does re
quire attention. At least once each season 
the flywheel should be removed and the 
entire magneto cleaned and adjusted. On 
many motol's the nut that tightens the fly
wheel also serves as a flywheel puller, 
Fig.!. A shoulder on the nut contacts the 
slarting-rope plate, and after the nut is 
loosened, a lurn or two fo rces the flywheel 
from the tapered end of the crankshaft. All 
electrical connections should be checked 
for tightness. A loose condenser should be 
tightened, Fig. 2, as this may cause hard 
starting. Ignition points should be faced 
true on an oilstone and set to factory spec
ifications. In the absence of such informa
tion, adjust the points to open .018 to .020 
in., Fig. 3. Lubl'ication consists of a tiny 
bit of light oil applied with ......... 
a toothpick to the pin that 
supports the movable con
tact point, and just a touch 
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of hard grease applied to the cam which 
is an integral part of the crankshaft. If 
starting has been difficult, it is a good idea 
to take the flywheel to an authorized out
board-motor service shop and have the 
magnet recharged . 

After several seasons of use, constant 
flexing of the high-tension wires, as a re
sult of advancing and retarding the spark, 
may cause insulation cracks which lead to 
loss of spark. If available, new wires should be in
stalled as in Fig. 4. In soldering electrical connec
tions always use non- corrosive flux- never acid 
flux! When testing the spark of an outboard mag
neto it is important that the ignition wires he held 
not more than % in. from some metal part of the 
motor to which the spark may jump. Cranking the 
magneto with the wires hanging in space invites a 
breakdown in the insulation of the coil. 

Carburetors : Sometimes the shellac coating on 
cork floats gradually deteriorates, allowing fine 
particles to loosen and clog the carburetor. Then 
the float also loses its proper buoyancy and cannot 
conb'ol the gas flow. The permanent cure for this 
condition is to remove the float and allow it to dry 
thoroughly. After this, any loose particl~should 
be sanded off and the entire float given two thin 
coats of shellac, Fig. 6. Also, it is not unusual to 
find floats disconnected from the arm, with the re
suit that the carburetor shuts off all fuel, and oper
ation becomes impossible. As this type of carbure
tor has a metal float, the cure is to solder the float 
back onto the arm, Fig. 7. Any metal float that has 
a leak should be pierced with a needle opposite the 
leak, so that all the liquid and fumes can be blown 
out. Then the hole and original leak should be 
soldered, using as little solder as possible to avoid 
reducmg the buoyancy of the unit. 

Compression: Although everyone realizes the 
importance of compression in the combustion cham
bers, the necessity of compression in the crankcase 
of a two-cycle outboard motor often is overlooked. 
Without this compression, the fuel charge is not 
delivered effectively to the cylinders. A simple 
check for crankcase compression is to l'emove all 
the spark plugs and then crank the motor. You 
should be ab le to feel very slight compression in the 
crankcase and to hear a definite "plopping" sound. 



@ ARRANGEMENT OF 
PARTS ON TYPICAl 
OUTBOARD MOTOR 

ORNe: 
SHAft 

Leaky gaskets, loose bearings or shaft glands in some 
motors can totally destroy crankcase compression. 

New gaskets should be installed, Or if these are unavailable, 
sometimes the old ones can be made compression tight by 
using a high grade gasket cement as in Fig. 5. 

Carbon: One of the most essential services is removing 
carbon from the exhaust system, Fig. 8. As one cannot build 
a good hot fire in a furnace that is clogged with ashes, so 
also is it impossible to get good operation from a motor that 
is clogged up with carbon. It is not difficult to remove the 
exhaust manifold and scrape the exhaust ports. Some even 
go a step further and streamline the passages by polishing 
the surfaces in the exhaust opening as well as in the intake 
openings. In streamlining the gas passages be sure that the 
edge of a gasket does not project into a passage and cause 
turbulence, thereby restricting the flow. Frequently a hand 
scraper such as is used for fitting bearings proves useful in 
scraping the edge of port or piston for perfect alignment. 
Naturally, care must be taken to see that the motor is not 
operated with any metal particles left in the cylinder. 

Pistons: Contrary to popular opinion, the pistons and 
rings in an outboard motor do not need to be tight in the 
sense that they butt closely at the ends or fit very snugly 
in the grooves. An end gap of .004 to .005 in. for each inch of 
piston diameter generally will prove satisfactory, and ver
tical play in the gl"Ooves of as much as .004 or .006 in., Fig. 9, 
will do no harm provided the rings are not warped and the 
ring grooves are not rough. Lapping piston rings to remove 
high spots is done on a piece of plate glass on which is held a sheet of fine emery cloth. The ri!lZ is pressed uniformly 
against the cloth by a small block of wood padded with felt 
as in Fig. 10. The felt assures uniform pressure on the ring 
and keeps the block from slipping. Working the ring back 
and forth over the fine emery in a ,figure-eight pattern will 
remove any high spots. Obviously this operation should be 
done only to the amount required to get a true surface. 

Prior to removing any part from a motor, it is well to 
mark the part on an unfinished surface so that there will 
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be no question about returning it 
to its original location. As indicat
ed in Fig. 12, this is especially true 
when removing connecting- rod 
bearings which should be marked 
lightly with a file or sharp center
punch before being taken from the 
shaft. 

Should it be necessary to install 
new pistons, be sure they have 
proper clearance, Fig. 11. Since 
fitting a piston too tight can cause serious 
trouble, installation of new pistons should 
be left to outboard mechanics. While in 
automotive service a "rule- of-thumb" way 
of checking pistons is to figure on .001 in. 
of clearance for each inch of piston diam
eter, the average clearance for outboard 
work will be more nearly .0015 in. for each 
inch of piston diameter. Finally, after the 
rings and pistons have been fitted, the 
owner who wants peak performance fol
lows the example of outboard racing driv
ers and laps in the pistons and rings with a 
creamy paste consisting of a soft abrasive 
window-cleaning powder and light engine 
oil. This paste is dripped in through the 
port while the motor is being cranked with 
power applied generally by a heavy- duty 
electric drill or a lathe, continuing to run 
the motor in this way until all surfaces 
have a fine finish and there is no drag any
where. Then, the entire motor is disman
tled, after which all traces of the abrasive 
are washed out thoroughly with gasoline. 
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Connecting r olls: Fitting connecting rods 
is something that the mechanically inclined 
owner can do himself, and when there is 
unusual clatter in a motor it may suggest 
that the bearings should be tightened. Rod 
adjustment can be done by facing the bear
ing halves as seen in Fig. 14. Too tight a fit 
must be avoided. While no noticeable play 
should be present in the rod when properly 
fitted, still there must be absolutely no 
drag, and the rod must fall freely of its own 
weight when checked on the tip of the fin 
ger as in Fig. 15. One thing that 'certainly 
will damage a motor results when the lock 
ring at the end of the wrist pin works loose. 
Contin ued operation after this has devel
oped will be certain to ruin the piston and 
cylinder. Consequently, when working on 
any r.lOtor, it is most important to see tha1 
the ring, Fig. 16, is securely snapped into 
position. When operating a motor that has 
an unusual noise it should be checked im
mediately or it may be damaged beyond 
repair. If YOU1' outboard develops a sing_ 

ing sound, by all means check the lubricant 
in the lower housing or you may soon have 
a set of junk gears. 

Propellcr: And while on the subject of 
servicing the lower end of the motor, it 
sometimes happens that forcing the pro
peller nut on too tightly injures the threads 
on the propeller shaft, F ig. n. When this 
has happened, it may be possible to clean 
them up a bit by using a three- corner file. 



HOW TO MEND TORN SAILS 

EXPERIENCED sailors avoid the risk 
of being caught with a t Ol'n sail aloft 

by keeping sailcloth always il) good re
pair. A short tear takes the drive out of 
a sail and a bad tear, which usually starts 
with a smalll'ip in the canvas may leave 
YOUI' boat wild a long way from help or 
the home POI't. Mending sail will come 
easy to the amateur yachtsman after he 
learns the tdcks of handling a sailmak
CI"S needle and how and where to use the 
nat and herringbone stitches employed 
by the professional sailmaker. Inventory 
of a sailma ker's "ditty bag" will show 
that it contains one or more sailmaker's 
need les, a "palm thimble" or palm, as it 
is called, a sharp knife, a ball of twine 
(it is never called thread) and a lump 
of sail maker's wax. In the sailmaker's 
loft, the wax is referred to as "compo
sition." All these items are available ft·om 
marine-supply dealers at a nominal cost. 
The palm is made from soft leather and 
fits in the palm of the right hand as in 
Fig. L An indented metal plate sewed 
into the leather palm serves as a "thim
ble" for forcing.the heavy needle through 
the cloth. The procedure pictured in Figs. 
1, 2 and 3 shows how to apply a palch to 
a straight-line tear, using the flat stitch, 

With th e potch in place, the can"o. i. "" . ... d 
and th e .oil i •• , w, d to th e patch. At . nd. of 
the teo" cloth i. cut diagonally and tuchd under 

Haw 0 poteh i. sewed 0" .. 0 .t. oight.lin, teo •• imila. 
10 one 01 left. Sewing Ih, patch 10 th, canyo. i. the 
fi .. t st' p in making th e . , p .. i •• Edge. a .. tucked und .. 
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.-:",.. .. -_ ... ----, , ............ , , ..... , ....... , ' ....... 
I ....... " 

Potch 01 Ih8 right '.po'" an l_lhaped rip .imilo. 
to one .hown 01 th. r.ft. Proced .. ,,, i. th. lOme as 
11.01 employed in •• pairing the II.oighl.line 'eor 

also called the round stitch. Note the posi
tion of the left hand in Fig. L The cloth is 
gl"usped between the thumb and the left 
fore and middle fingers . As the needle 
passes through the cloth in making the 
stitch, it touches the middle finger and si
multaneously the thumb presses the cloth 
down, causing the point of the needle to 
emerge or "bl"Cak." This finger action pro
duces stitches of a uniform length and, al
though the procedure requires consider ... 
able skill, it can be mastered with practice. 
Fig. 2 shows a patch sewed over a short 
straight-line teal" like that shown at the 
left in the photo. First, the patch is sewed 
to the sail with the edges tucked undel', 
Fig. 2. Then the sail is sewed to the patch, 
Fig. 3. Diagonal cuts are made at each end 
of the tear and the edges of the sailcloth 
are tucked undc)' as the sewing proceeds. 

In all photos showing the stitches, black 
twine was used fOI' purposes of clarity. In 
actual practice, white twine is uscd almost 
exclusively. Figs. 1,2 and 3 do not show all 
the movements in completing a stitch, nor 
do they show the natural position of the 
hands in actual practice, As an example, 
the fingers of the right hand, Fig. 1, are 
shown much higher than they would be in 
normal procedure. This has been done in 
OJ'der to show clearly the position of the 
needle. After the needle has been pushed 
through by the palm, it is grasped firmly 
by the thumb and forefinger of the right 
hand and pulled through to tighten the 
twine. In mending sail, the twine is never 
tugged at the completion of the series of 
stitches. It is merely pulled taut and to a 
light tension. The twine is never knotted, 
at either the beginning or finish ends. In 
all patching, the edges of the patch, as well 
as the torn edges of the sail covered by the 
canvas patch, al'e tucked under to prevent 
fraying of the cloth. O"dinarily, the patch 
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Minor leo •• , both " . oighl and whoped, a •• me"d. 
. d wilh herringbone "itch lib Ihal shown aba" •. No 
patch i. u •• d. H.rringbone stitch ;1 Hlf-Iacking 

is cut from material of the same weight as 
that of the sail and it is cut to a width that 
will extend it at least 3 in. on each side of 
the lear before tucking. Sailmakers usc 
several methods of locating the patch cor
rectly over the teal'. A shol,t tear offers 
little difficulty but a long rent Or one that 
is L-shapcd requires more care, Fig. 4. It'~ 
important to make sure that the patch ex
tends an equal distance beyond the limits 
of the tear at both ends. About 3 to 4 in. 
is a good average. Long patches can be 
tacked temporarily to the sail with several 
stitches at intervals along the length. Old 
sailmakel'S frowned on this pl'actice, how
ever, as they found there is a possibility 
of a patch applied in this way causing un
equal tensions in a large sail. Perhaps the 
best practice in applying fairly large 
patches is to spread the sail on a flat sur
face, smooth all the wrinkles out of the 
canvas, then mark the location of the patch 
on the cloth. The marks on the sail make 
it easy to locate the patch as the sewing 
proceeds. Sailmakers usually start the 
first stitch about halfway along the length 
of the patch. The initial stitch goes down 
through the sail and patch and back up 
and the twine is pulled through until only 
about 3 OJ" 4 in. of the end remain. This 
free end is then folded under the tuck 
where it is locked in place by subsequent 
stitches. A t the finish end of the stitch, the 
twine is carried back under several loops 
and cut ofT. 

The herringbone stitch, Figs. 5 to 8 in
clUSive, is used in repairing snags, small 
rips and tears, both straight-line and L
shaped, and also for mending the tears that 
develop al'ound gJ:()mmets, Fig. 7. It is self
locking and exceptionally flat and, when 
carefully made by a skilled workman, it 
results in a neat and permanent repair. 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the start and end of the 



The <omple!ed herringbone "il<h w ilh Ihe finish 
end abOUI 10 be ,ul off. Some so ilmo ke .. relurn the 
twine Ihrough leverol loop. before <ulling Ihe end 

stitch and Fig. 8 details the procedure 
quite clearly. Note in Fig. 8 that the 
dark-shaded portions of the twine are 
on top of the cloth while the lighter -· 
portions are underneath. With this in 
mind, it is easy to follow the course 
of the needle and twine -above and 
below the cloth. The stitch is· started 
as in Fig. 8 by forcing the needle 
through the cloth, then back up and 
thl·ough to the underside again. Next, 
the twine is carried to a point just 
about opposite the end of the tear and 
about % in. to one side of it. Then the 
twine is brought up through and across 
to an equal distance on the opposite 
side of the tear \vhere it is passed again 
through thc cloth and brought up 
through the tear. From here it is taken 
over the first loop and down thl"Ough 
the tear. This completes the first individ
ual stitch. The trick in making a smooth, 
neat I·cpair without bulges or wrinkles is 
simply to maintain an even tension on the 
twine as the individual stitches are made. 
A common method of ending the stitch is 
to cut the twine as in Fig. 6 about % in. 
above the cloth. Another acceptable meth
od is to pass the needle through sevel·al 

The herringbone .Iilch al.o i, used 10 repair leo .. 
around gramme". In mc:k i"g I~ ~ repair, one loop of 
each "itch pOISes around the grommet rin g o •• how n 

HERIINOeONE 
STITCH 

ST ..... ' OF STITCH 

loops and then cut the twine just back of 
the last loop. In repairing the cloth around 
grommets, one loop of the stitch passes 
around the grommet ring, Fig. 7. This type 
of grommet repair cannot be considered 
pel·manent, although it will last throughout 
a full season unless the sail is old and weak
ened by weathering. Holding the sail on the 
lap permits free left-hand movement. 

large Fuel-Settling Bowl Made From Fruit Jar 
Solves Problem of Water in Gasoline Line 

for a boat where water in the gasoline is a pl"Oblem and the 
small sediment bowl requires constant attention, an emcient 
settling bowl of larger capacity Cetn be metde from a quart-size 
fruit jar. Obtain a jar with a screw-type metal cap and two 
pieces of copper tubing, one long enough for the intake and a 
shorter piece for the outlet. Solder the tubing to a metetl disk as 
indicated, and cover the outlet tube with fine copper ga uze to 
filter foreign matter that may not settle in the tank. Mount the 
jar in a convenient position in the fuel line. 
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